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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 This study has been prepared by Peter Brett Associates in association with officers of 
Plymouth City Council (PCC) and members of a SHLAA Panel made up of a wide range of 
bodies, both public and private.  

1.1.2 It is a review and update of the 2009 SHLAA, using broadly the same methodology, reflecting 
the SHLAA Practice Guidance July 2007 and the Planning Advisory Service note “SHLAA and 
development plan preparation” (January 2008) as these remained the key advice on how 
SHLAA should be prepared and integrated into the development plan at the outset of the 
project.  

1.1.3 Since the previous SHLAA the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2012) has been 
issued which brings forward the advice in the previous PPS3 and reiterates the role of SHLAA 
as part of the evidence base underpinning the Development Plan.  

1.1.4 In support of this, the Government has revised and updated guidance on the whole range of 
topics, including housing land availability assessments. In August 2013 the Government 
launched the draft National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) in Beta form. This was based 
on the previous SHLAA Practice Guidance and when the final version of the Planning Practice 
Guidance (PPG) was issued in March 2014, the previous guidance was cancelled.  

1.1.5 This SHLAA Update was therefore prepared in the context of the NPPG Beta version and the 
SHLAA Guidance 2009. However, before its issue, the Government’s Planning Practice 
Guidance replaced all previous documents and the methodology has therefore been reviewed 
in the light of any changes between the launch of the Beta Version of the guidance and the 
final version.  

1.1.6 Generally the advice in the PPG remains unchanged from the Beta Version, which in turn 
adopted much of the previous Practice Guidance. The small number of changes which were 
made between the two launches relate in the main to the calculation of the 5 year land supply, 
not the initial assessment of housing land availability which provides evidence for this 
assessment.  

1.1.7 The final version of the PPG does include clarification that Council’s may identify broad 
locations for years 11-15 of the plan and these could include windfalls for these areas, though 
the priority remains to identify specific sites. The PPG also confirms that accommodation for 
older people (Use Class C2) and for students, can be included in the housing land figures, and 
this reflects the approach of this study from the outset.  

1.1.8 The methodology adopted for this study therefore reflects the guidance as it has emerged and 
follows closely the methodology of the previous study. It takes into account relevant guidance, 
as well as drawing upon experience of those involved in the study which is derived from 
involvement in other similar studies, notably within the sub region, as well as the previous 
SHLAA for Plymouth City Council.  

1.1.9 This study adopts the staged approach of identifying a wide range of sites, though a range of 
sources and initially considering which can be considered to be genuinely available. All of 
those sites have then been assessed as to their practical ability to deliver housing and their 
achievability. This last element (a sites viability) has been assessed through the use of a 
viability model informed by previous work undertaken for the Council and aided by a Panel of 
developers, house builders and agents experienced in the development process in the area. 
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1.1.10 The SHLAA Review findings are expressed, as in the 2009 SHLAA, in terms of an 
“Unconstrained” yield, that is those sites which are considered to be Available, Suitable and 
Achievable now, and a “Constrained” yield, which is those sites which are Available and 
Achievable and which could practicably be developed but which are currently contrary to a 
policy objection in principle (a site which is allocated for employment, is  outside of the urban 
area or is open space subject to policy protection). In this way the SHLAA Review identifies 
the sites which the Council might rely upon to come forward for development within the plan 
period and also those sites which it may wish to consider, if it is required to identify further 
sites to meet a housing need.   

1.1.11 This Review does differ from the 2009 SHLAA in its geographical extent. The previous study 
included sites on the fringe of the city but that were in South Hams, the neighbouring local 
authority area. This has not been carried forward to this study. South Hams Council is 
currently in the process of undertaking its own SHLAA in parallel with Plymouth City Council. 
Therefore, this SHLAA Review only relates to sites within the PCC boundary. However, the 
findings of both SHLAAs may be drawn upon by the authorities in their joint working to arrive 
at the Development Plan for the city region.  

1.2 Document status  

1.2.1 The assessment of sites within this document is based upon information available at the time 
of writing (Winter 2013-14) and reflects the current assessment of sites based on the 
development plans and also current market conditions.  

1.2.2 Identification of sites as potentially deliverable within this study does not provide any status to 
a site and should not be considered to be the Council’s view with regard to a particular site.   

1.2.3 Government guidance is very clear  “The Assessment is an important evidence source to 
inform plan making but does not in itself determine whether a site should be allocated for 
housing development” (Practice Guidance, paragraph 8).  

1.2.4 This document must be considered as part of the wider evidence base for the Development 
Plan but cannot be construed as committing the Council to allocate any particular parcel of 
land for a particular use, nor approve any application for its development. 

1.2.5 The document will however be used by the Council in its review of its Development Plan and 
will provide evidence in the preparation of the forthcoming Plymouth Plan.  
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 The sections below set out the stages of work undertaken, reflecting the structure set out in 
2009 SHLAA and still in line with the recently launched PPG. 

2.2 Stage 1 Planning the assessment 

2.2.1 An Inception Meeting with officers of the Council was held in July 2013 at which the proposals 
for the study were discussed and clarified. Work then commenced on the identification of sites 
from a range of sources, including a call for sites.  

2.2.2 Given that this study is a review and update of the 2009 SHLAA and the lack of changes in 
practice guidance since, it was not considered necessary to have a formal steering group to 
consider the methodology in this instance.   

2.2.3 The following methodology reflects the agreed methodology and describes how the study was 
undertaken.  

2.3 Study Parameters 

2.3.1 In order to provide a clear study framework the following parameters were agreed at the 
outset of the study.  

Base Date 

2.3.2 A base date of 1 April 2013 was identified in order that a clear baseline be established for the 
study. 

2.3.3 The date is used in order to ensure consistency with other information sources and provides a 
cut off for those sites with planning consent.  

2.3.4 Any site where planning consent has been issued before the base date is counted as a site 
with planning permission and any site where there is a committee resolution to approve, or 
where an application is lodged but not determined, is counted as a site specific opportunity.  

Time Periods 

2.3.5 It is necessary, in the context of the NPPF and PPG, to provide an assessment of potential 
housing land in a series of time bands. The practice guidance indicates that this should relate 
to “the first five years of a plan” “years 6 – 10” and “ideally years 11 – 15” (para. 5) and these 
time periods are reiterated in the NPPF (Para 47).  

2.3.6 Therefore, the SHLAA provides the assessment of the potential delivery of housing within 5 
year time periods.  

2.3.7 The approach of the 2009 SHLAA was that, for a site to be considered deliverable within the 
first 5 years of the study period, it should have a planning permission, be subject of an 
application which is nearing completion and/or the site is controlled by a developer or RSL 
who have an expressed intent to develop within 5 years. This approach has been rolled 
forward to this review.  
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Study extent  

2.3.8 The SHLAA Review has considered sites within and immediately adjacent to the urban area, 
but unlike the 2009 SHLAA, the Review only includes sites within Plymouth City Council’s 
boundary, it excludes land within South Hams.  

2.3.9 South Hams District Council is currently in the process of preparing its own SHLAA.  

Specific site size threshold 

2.3.10 A site size threshold of 5 or more dwellings has been continued from the 2009 SHLAA in order 
to concentrate resources available to the study.  

2.3.11 Sites with planning permission for 4 or less dwellings have been included from the Council’s 
records. However, no rigorous site search for these “small” sites has been undertaken.  

2.3.12 As a result the study necessarily under estimates the city’s total potential for the delivery of 
dwellings. However, the identification of every individual plot would be unrealistic given the 
study area and the resources available.  

2.4 Stage 2 Determining which sources of the sites will be included. 
2.4.1 The maximum range of sources for sites should be considered in order to provide a robust 

evidence base. Sites from the following sources have been included in this study.  

Sites within the planning process 

Planning permissions for housing 

2.3.2 Sites with unimplemented planning permissions for housing and those which are under 
construction are included as long as the permission was still extant on the 1.4.13.  

Planning applications for housing 

2.3.3 Sites where there are current planning applications for housing which are likely to be approved 
are included as specific sites. This includes sites where there is a resolution to approve an 
application subject to signing a legal agreement. 

2.3.4 Over time some of these sites will be approved and it will be for future revisions of the SHLAA 
to update the progress of sites to identify the position at the time.  

Existing housing allocations and site development briefs 

2.3.5 Any previous housing allocations or sites subject to previous development briefs have been 
assessed.   

Land allocated or with permission but no longer required for 
employment or other land uses 

2.4.6 Where there is evidence that a site allocated for a use, other than housing, is no longer 
required for that use it has been considered as part of the SHLAA.  

2.4.7 However, it is not reasonable to review every single consent or allocation for uses other than 
housing. Where such sites have been identified as being available they are included in the 
study.  
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Sites outside the planning process 

2.4.8 These are sites which have not recently been through the planning system but which may be 
suitable, available and achievable, thereby meeting the tests set out in the Practice Guidance 
and NPPF. By definition these are not identified elsewhere and therefore they need to be 
“found”. 

2.4.9 These sites were identified through the following searches: 

Databases and registers 

2.4.10 A review of documents, notably the previous SHLAA Study, has been undertaken and sites 
which are genuinely available for development included within the study. 

Call for sites 

2.4.11 A specific “call for sites” was undertaken for the SHLAA. 

2.4.12 All parties included in the Councils LDF database were advised of the call for sites in July 
2013 and a period of 6 weeks provided for responses.  

2.4.13 Interested parties were asked to submit sites for consideration and nearly 30 sites were 
brought to the attention of the team through this process. 

Site survey 

2.4.14 During the course of the study, site surveys were undertaken to assess the characteristics of 
promoted sites. During these surveys, sites which are clearly available for development, for 
instance derelict sites, were noted and their background reviewed through council records in 
order to ensure that all possible sites for consideration were included.    

Surplus public sector land 

2.4.15 Consultation with key public landowner groups formed part of the “call for sites” exercise and 
organisations, notably Plymouth City Council, the MoD and Plymouth Community Homes 
(PCH), identified sites for potential development through this process.  

2.5 Stage 3 Desktop review of existing information 

2.5.1 All published material was reviewed in order to identify the maximum range of potential sites.  

2.5.2 The central focus for this was the SHLAA 2009 which included material on over 3,000 sites. 
The majority of these sites were no longer considered to meet any of the tests for inclusion in 
the SHLAA and have been rejected.  

2.5.3 The Councils monitoring records for housing delivery were interrogated to provide additional 
information on the sites indicated in the previous study and to identify new sites where they 
have become available since 2009.  

2.5.4 The council’s information on pre-application enquiries, planning applications and permissions 
together with other site records, registers and databases were used.  

2.5.5 Physical constraints and policy designations were identified from the Council’s records.  
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2.5.6 Ordnance Survey mapping is a key element to any SHLAA and provides the base for all 
assessment and presentation. The Council provided an up to date GIS base for the study area 
and available designation and constraint data in the form of GIS map layers.  

2.5.7 These layers also included boundaries for each of the sites identified in the various 
information sets. These were used as the basis for mapping SHLAA sites for this study.  

2.6 Stage 4 Determining which sites and areas will be surveyed 

2.6.1 A key element of the government’s approach to housing relates to the deliverability of sites for 
development. This is subject to three key tests, suitability, availability and achievability.  

2.6.2 In order to focus resources and to concentrate resources on sites which are genuinely 
available the sites should be available for development before being included in the SHLAA.  

2.6.3 Therefore a review of information on sites was undertaken in order to identify the likely 
availability of the land in question and this included contacting a number of land owners and 
developers to confirm the availability of sites for inclusion. 

2.7 Stage 5 Carrying out the survey 

2.7.1 Sites which are considered to be available for development were surveyed by the consultant 
team. 

2.8 Stage 6 Estimating the housing potential of each site 

2.8.1 A potential housing yield of each site was arrived at based on the information available to the 
consultant team. For the majority of sites the starting point was the findings of the SHLAA 
2009. 

2.8.2 However, each site was reconsidered reflecting current market knowledge and also compared 
to a simple multiplier.  

2.8.3 As per the previous study the multiplier was arrived at through consideration of council records 
regarding delivery of housing in the city. The figures indicated a variety of average density 
delivered in different locations around the city.   

2.8.4 Comparison with the figures for 2009 show that for the outer area the average density has 
risen slightly from 40 dph to 43dph, whilst in the middle zone the average has fallen from 70 
dph to 62dph. It is in the city centre that the figures change most markedly. The 2009 figure of 
150dph has almost doubled to 284dph. The 2013 figure is based on a small sample size, but it 
does reflect the high densities which are appropriate within the city centre.   

2.8.5 The average densities were provided to give an indication of potential delivery and were 
utilized as part of the evidence to inform assessments.  

2.8.6 In line with the 2009 SHLAA, the figures arrived at for each site were initially considered to be 
unconstrained figures, reflecting a market view of what might be delivered in the absence of 
planning policy.   

2.8.7 A number of sites were assessed which are currently subject of planning policy constraints. 
Notably these sites were outside of the urban area, in the countryside or on land subject of 
policy protection or specifically allocated for other uses, principally employment land or 
Greenspace.  

2.8.8 These sites were assessed as to their practical delivery and a potential yield provided which 
reflected such issues as topography, ground conditions and access capacity.  
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2.8.9 Once this initial assessment was completed, the planning policy restrictions which might apply 
to the site were introduced.  

2.8.10 Through this process an unconstrained yield and a constrained yield was identified for each 
site. In this way the study provides evidence to the council on the current and potential supply 
of housing within the city and this has been further categorised by those sites which are 
currently considered to be viable, and those that are not. This is discussed further in later 
sections. .   

2.9 Stage 7 Assessing when and whether sites are likely to be developed 

Sites under construction  

2.9.1 Drawing on information from the City Council, all sites (of any size) which were under 
construction as at 1.4.13 were included in the study  

2.9.2 It is generally assumed that dwellings on these sites will be delivered within the first five years 
(2013-18).  

Sites with detailed Planning Permission 

2.9.3 All sites with a full planning permission or which are subject of an outline approval and 
subsequent reserved matters consent were identified from the Council’s records. 

2.9.4 These sites are most likely to be delivered within the next 5 years and all of these sites are 
included within the figures for the period 2013-18.  

2.9.5 However, it is acknowledged that there will be some consents which are not developed for a 
variety of reasons and in the 2009 SHLAA figures for the lapse of planning permissions were 
included. This was particularly the case as the economic recession meant that permissions 
were not being delivered at the same rate as had been the case in previous years.   

2.9.6 Figures for the past lapse of all planning permissions were derived from the records of PCC 
and are summarised in Table 2.1.  

2.9.7 The figures indicate an average lapse rate of 19% over the whole period and 28% for the last 
5 years. These figures however included all outline as well as reserved matters and full 
consents. Table 2.2 below therefore indicates only those sites which had full permission. 

2.9.8 The figures for the 11 year period from 2002/3 to 20012/13 indicate that the numbers of 
permissions lapsing has risen significantly in recent years. This is considered to be due to the 
impact of the recession on the viability of sites and the lag reflecting the time taken from the 
issue of a permission to its lapse date (including the option to extend its life once).  

2.9.9 The consideration of the lapse rate was discussed with the SHLAA Panel at its meetings in 
November 2013 and January 2014. It was agreed that the high level of lapses in recent years 
was unlikely to continue for the future, as the numbers of planning permissions has fallen to 
reflect the recessionary pressures. Therefore, in the coming years it might be expected that 
the average lapse rate will return to a more “normal” level.  

2.9.10 It was therefore agreed that a lapse rate of 10% should be maintained for this study, as per 
that in the 2009 SHLAA.  

2.9.11 Therefore the SHLAA identifies all sites with planning permission to be delivered within the 
first 5 year period 2013- 18 but applies a 10% lapse rate to reflect the potential non delivery of 
some dwellings within that time period.  
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Table 2.1 Lapse rate of all planning permissions 1992 - 2013 

Year of 
Expiry 

Lapsed All 
Dwellings 

%      
Lapsed 

5 year 

average 

Dwellings 

1992/3 9 165 5% 

1993/4 23 170 14% 

1994/5 18 63 29% 

1995/6 25 133 17% 

1996/7 0 176 0% 10% 

1997/8 0 392 0% 7% 

1998/9 0 89 0% 5% 

1999/2000 20 919 2% 3% 

2000/1 41 333 12% 3% 

2001/2 0 829 0% 2% 

2002/3 24 454 5% 3% 

2003/4 138 580 24% 7% 

2004/5 18 264 7% 9% 

2005/6 27 269 10% 9% 

2006/7 0 381 0% 11% 

2007/8 40 657 6% 10% 

2008/9 191 1331 14% 10% 

2009/10 720 2107 34% 21% 

2010/11 458 2037 22% 22% 

2011/12 338 1066 32% 24% 

2012/13 469 1128 42% 28% 

 

Table 2.2 Lapse rate of detailed planning permissions 2002 - 2013 

Year of 

Expiry 

Lapsed 

Dwellings 

All 

Dwellings 

% 

Lapsed 

2002/3 24 264 9% 

2003/4 0 217 0% 

2004/5 0 240 0% 

2005/6 0 242 0% 

2006/7 31 160 19% 

2007/8 0 477 0% 

2008/9 41 978 4% 

2009/10 623 2010 31% 

2010/11 457 2036 22% 

2011/12 84 812 10% 

2012/13 337 996 34% 

Total: 1597 8432 19% 
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Sites with outline consent  

2.9.12 Where sites have an outline planning consent the sites are considered to be suitable for 
development and are being actively promoted. However, for many of the larger sites with 
outline permission the yield which may be delivered is likely to vary given the market 
conditions and may be delayed beyond the first 5 years.   

2.9.13 Therefore sites with an outline consent were considered in the same way that sites without 
consent and the likely future yield for dwellings assessed based on current market conditions. 

Identified sites without planning permission   

2.9.14 All sites which have come forward from whatever source were considered as part of the 
SHLAA Review.  

2.9.15 Where sites were known to be actively being promoted for development and a developer is 
actively involved, it is considered that the site may be delivered within the first 5 years. 
However, if there is no developer active on a site it was concluded that, without further 
evidence, the site could not be relied upon within the first period, even where there are no 
practical impediments to delivery.  Such sites were included in later stages of the plan period.  

2.9.16 However, all sites identified as being deliverable have been assessed and considered in 
regard to their availability and evidence has been provided on all sites as to their availability at 
some point in the future. Sites where there is no evidence as to availability have been 
identified to the Council but have not been included in the deliverable stock of sites.   

Assessing the viability of sites  

2.9.17 The purpose of the viability assessment in this report is to provide evidence on the 
achievability of the identified sites as potential housing land supply to underpin the emerging 
Local Plan. The key test for this (As per the PPG) is that there is a “reasonable prospect” that 
the site will be developed at a particular point in time.  

2.9.18 The 2009 SHLAA used a panel to assess all sites and this provided a good understanding of 
the market at the time. Since then GVA have undertaken viability work for the council which 
has been used as the basis for a viability assessment undertaken as part of this SHLAA.  

2.9.19 In order to support the assessment of sites for the Review a SHLAA Panel was formed to 
provide local knowledge of the development industry within the City and to inform the viability 
assessment of sites for this study.  

2.9.20 Members of the panel were drawn from the following organizations:  

� Architects Design Group 

� Aster Homes 

� Barratts 

� Bond Dickinson  

� Foot Anstey 

� GVA 

� Home Building Federation 

� Herridge Property Consulting 

� Persimmon 
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� RIBA 

� Spectrum Housing 

� William Lean. 

 
2.9.21 The Panel met twice, in November and January.  

2.9.22 The first meeting (November 8th 2013) was used to validate the assumptions to be fed into 
the viability assessment. The PBA Viability Toolkit was then configured to take into account 
the information that had been discussed and agreed at the Panel Meeting, including property 
prices, residual land values, externals and build rates. Following this, generic high level 
viability assessments were undertaken for all available SHLAA sites to consider their 
deliverability. Based on this assessment, sites were identified as either being viable, unviable 
or marginal. 

2.9.23 Information generated by the Site Assessment was inputted into this process in order to inform 
the appraisals, and the initial findings of the viability work were validated through a second 
SHLAA Panel meeting on January 23rd 2014. This focussed on the sites considered to be 
marginal and, therefore, discussions were focussed on the key tipping points in delivering 
development. 

2.9.24 Following this second meeting final adjustments to the viability model were made and 
circulated to the panel for agreement. The viability appraisal, assumptions and findings are 
provided in more detail in Section 3.  

2.10 Stage 8 Review of the Assessment 

2.10.1 This document draws together the findings of the SHLAA assessment of sites, drawing 
together the findings into a summary.  

2.11 Stage 9 Broad Locations  

2.11.1 The Practice Guidance allows for the identification of Broad Locations as part of the overall 
consideration of land to meet the identified need.  

2.11.2 The total level of site specific opportunities which have been identified from both the 
constrained and unconstrained supply through the SHLAA provides a significant stock of site 
specific opportunities within the Plymouth City Council administrative area to meet the 
objectively assessed need.  . In addition to this there are additional sites which are located 
adjacent to the urban area but in the neighbouring district, South Hams, which may also be 
considered in a wider review under the Duty to Co-operate.  

2.11.3 It is therefore considered that the SHLAA has identified a sufficient level of site specific 
opportunities from which the Council could meet the long term requirement for housing. This is 
likely to require intervention by the council, either through activity to deliver housing directly, or 
through the allocation of land for housing in the Development Plan. It is not, however, 
necessary for the SHLAA to identify Broad Locations for this purpose at this time.  
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2.12 Stage 10 determining the potential of windfall  

2.12.1 The SHLAA Review has adopted the approach taken in the 2009 SHLAA, which identified a 
level of windfall related to small sites only, those below 5 dwellings. This reflects the 
parameters of the study which necessarily under count the provision of sites as it is not 
considered practical to identify small (less than 5 dwellings) sites within the city.  

2.12.2 Council records have been used to consider the past delivery of small site windfalls. In the 
2009 SHLAA an average 97 dwellings per annum was adopted based on past trends. This 
figure has dropped to 70 dwellings per annum due to the impact of the economic down turn 
and this is adopted for this study. 
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3 The market and viability assessment 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 The Government’s established aim through planning is to ensure that enough land is identified 
and brought forward for development.  In doing so, government policy recognises that residual 
land values must be high enough to encourage landowners to sell land. That is, the market is 
important when identifying the Council’s evidence base in demonstrating the deliverability of 
its housing land supply.  

3.1.2 Since the SHLAA is a critical part in this delivery, the viability assessments of SHLAA sites 
has been undertaken to confirm the available housing potential in order to meet future housing 
supply. To achieve this, the assessment has aimed to confirm the economic viability of all 
sites identified as being, in principle, both suitable and available for residential or mixed-use 
development in the SHLAA. This assessment has taken  into consideration the current 
economic climate and costs that will be associated with residential development in order to 
consider the “reasonable prospect” of the site being delivered; 

 
3.1.3 PBA’s role is to assess available sites in terms of viability and achievability. This has been 

approached by using a set of criteria to assess all the potential sites based upon the principles 
set out in the previous CLG (2007) SHLAA Practice Guidance (para. 40-41). This has not 
been brought forward into the recently launched PG. However, it was the basis for 
consideration in the original SHLAA and still provides a useful baseline for assessment. The 
assessment includes the involvement of key stakeholders from the outset, so that they can 
help shape the approach, as required by the NPPF and the Practice Guidance.  This includes 
the SHLAA Workshop held on 8 November 2013, which was used to validate the assumptions 
to be fed into the viability assessment. The initial findings of the viability work were validated 
through a second SHLAA Panel meeting on 23 January 2014.  

3.1.4 The method used for testing viability in this study complies with the Planning Practice 
Guidance1 and the Harman Report (June 2012)2 on viability testing.  This work also follows 
RICS guidance on local plan viability, which supports the use of Residual Value models for 
assessing the viability of sites allocated within local plans3.   

3.1.5 A total of 131 sites have been assessed using the PBA Viability Toolkit. These sites have 
been assessed by the SHLAA team as being Available for development and practical to 
deliver for housing. Some of these sites are currently contrary to planning policy. However, the 
intention of the study is to consider all sites that could contribute to meeting housing need and 
the stock of these (Constrained) sites is identified in order that the Council can consider which, 
if any, may be allocated for development in future iterations of the Development Plan.  

3.1.6 The assessments are offered as a ‘snapshot in time’, reflecting the market conditions found to 
be operating in Quarter 3 of 2013.   

3.1.7 Whilst detailed viability appraisals have been carried out for identified sites, it would be 
inappropriate to use the results for any commercial valuation purpose since the viability 
models are for strategic purposes and have been designed as a tool to test policy as opposed 
to being formal valuations of planning application sites, normally carried out by the Valuation 

                                                      
1 The PPG sets out an overall approach to land assessment. However, it concedes that there is no single 
approach to viability assessment. .  
2 Local Housing Delivery Group Chaired by Sir John Harman (2012) Viability Testing Local Plans.  This is a cross 
industry and CLG supported study for guiding viability testing and in particular provides practical advice for 
planning practitioners on developing viable Local Plans which limits delivery risk. 
3 RICS (2012), Financial Viability in Planning, RICS First Edition Guidance Note 
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Office, Chartered Surveyors and Valuers for the purpose, for instance, of negotiating the level 
of affordable housing where viability is in question.  Therefore general assumptions have been 
made and these have been detailed in this report. 

3.2 Defining viability: the Harman Report  

3.2.1 The cross industry and CLG supported Harman Report4 provides detailed guidance regarding 
viability testing and in particular provides practical advice for planning practitioners on 
developing viable Local Plans which limits delivery risk. Along with The PPG, the Harman 
Report forms the basis to our approach in this report.  

3.2.2 The Harman Report defines viability as: 

‘An individual development can be said to be viable if, after taking account of all costs, 
including central and local government policy and regulatory costs, and the cost and 
availability of development finance, the scheme provides a competitive return to the developer 
to ensure that development takes place, and generates a land value sufficient to persuade the 
land owner to sell the land for the development proposed.’  

3.3 Approach to viability testing 

3.3.1 To assess the housing supply viability across Plymouth, we have undertaken a traditional 
residual value appraisal.  This approach is widely recognised as the preferred method to test 
viability5. 

The Residual Value Method Assessment of Viability 

3.3.2 In simple terms, the residual value method works on the basis that a developer knows the end 
value of the scheme and knows the development costs (construction, interest and developer's 
profit).  Through deducting the total costs from the end value the developer knows what it can 
bid for the land.  If the resulting land value is at a level attractive to the landowner, the owner 
will be more likely to sell.  In simple terms the formula is expressed as: 

 

3.3.3 Since a large number of sites have been tested for this study, the PBA toolkit uses Microsoft 
Excel to run the development appraisals.  This approach provides sufficient flexibility to test 
various scenarios and immediately ascertain the impact it has on every site. The arithmetic of 
residual appraisal is straightforward when using spreadsheet models for the appraisals, 
however, the inputs to the calculation are hard to determine for a specific site (as 
demonstrated by the complexity of many S106 negotiations).  Therefore our viability 
assessments are necessarily broad approximations, subject to a margin of uncertainty.   

3.3.4 A number of generic assumptions are required in the viability appraisal process in order to 
identify residual site values.  A site can be developed in a myriad of different ways, and the 
variables are so numerous that the valuation permutations are infinite.  

                                                      
4 Local Housing Delivery Group Chaired by Sir John Harman (2012) Viability Testing Local Plans 
5 Harman (June 2012), Viability Testing Local Plans – Advice for planning practitioners  

  Net Development Value  

Land Value  =  Minus 
  Development Costs  

(construction, interest and developer’s profit)  
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3.3.5 Each site viability appraisal considers the variables that affect the site value, to enable a site's 
market and physical characteristics, and costs, to be inputted into each appraisal to reach 
viability conclusions. This includes the site area, and the total number of dwellings with details 
of mix and tenure, to derive floorspace assumptions.  This will include a merged mix of 
affordable and open market housing, based on a range of affordable housing proportions of 
residential floorspace scenarios.  Average sales values and build costs are then applied.  An 
example of a sites assessment is provided in Appendix A.  

Benchmark Land Values 

3.3.6 Having estimated the residual value, we compare this residual value with the ‘benchmark land 
value’ or ‘land cost’, which is the minimum land value the landowner will accept to release 
their land for residential uses.  A site is deemed viable if the residual value is at least 10% 
above the average residential land value.  We also deem a scheme to be marginally viable 
should the residual land value fall within a 10% range above or below the benchmark.  
Therefore a marginal site has a possibility of coming forward depending on the landowner’s 
need to sell. This process of comparison takes place in what we call the ‘viability summary’ 
tables found later in this chapter.   

3.3.7 Benchmark values will vary to reflect the landowner’s judgements, which might include the 
contextual nature of development, the site density achievable, the approach to the delivery of 
affordable housing (in the context of residential development) and so on.  There are a wide 
range of permutations here.  In order to make progress, we have to assume general values 
based on existing uses plus uplift, even though there could be a margin of error in practice.  
See Appendix A for further information about how we address the benchmark land value.  

Analysis of Cost and Values  

3.3.8 To ensure the development appraisal for each site is sufficiently robust, we have used market 
data to inform the costs and value inputs. 

3.3.9 Build costs have been derived from Build Cost Information Service (BCIS) with a base date of 
Q2 2013.  This is an industry recognised source for average costs. In addition to the unit build 
costs, allowances have been made for existing land type, external works, professional fees, 
flood risk, marketing, contingency, finance and developer's profit.   

3.3.10 Our assessment of recent values is based upon market analysis of a range of industry 
recognised published sources like the Land Registry and Rightmove. The sale value analysis 
has been supplemented with telephone consultation with local estate agents to provide a 'live' 
update of local sale prices.  

Creating Value Zones 

3.3.11 The Plymouth housing market is not homogeneous. As a result it has been necessary to 
group the sites tested for viability into four value zones overlaying neighbouring areas across 
the city, as shown below.  Sites which fall within the same value zones typically have the 
same end sale values.  

3.3.12 The value zones have been driven by the average new build sale values achieved throughout 
the City established through a market analysis and consultations with the industry and 
particularly members of the SHLAA Panel.  
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Figure 3.1. Assumed Values by Neighbourhood 

 

Site characteristics relevant to viability 

3.3.13 Using a selection of the criteria used within the analysis of the SHLAA sites, it has been 
possible to establish key characteristics of these sites for testing in terms of their potential to 
be viable based on market conditions and policy requirements such as affordable housing. 

3.3.14 The categories used to establish the key characteristics for viability testing include: 

� Location; 

� Gross site area; 

� Yield, which is the number of potential new dwellings which would come to the market; 

� Density;  

� Brownfield/Greenfield 

� Flood risk; and 

� Known contamination. 

 
Planning Obligations 

3.3.15 The Core Strategy policy CS15 for the provision of affordable housing is applied to the site 
viability assessments, since this is likely to impact on sales values.  This Policy requires 30% 
affordable housing on all sites of more than 15 dwellings subject to viability.  A tenure mix of 
60% social/affordable rented and 40% intermediate tenures have also been adopted and 
applied in the model. 
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3.3.16 Based upon the Council's policy requirements and its implementation, we have tested viability 
across the Affordable housing scenarios listed above with a residual S106 payment at £2,500 
per dwelling.6   

3.3.17 Allowances have been made for the implementation of the Council’s adopted CIL rate of £30 
per sqm for CIL liable floorspace in areas outside of the defined area of the city centre and 
waterfront where the city's charging schedule indicates that a £0 per sqm will apply to 
residential development and purpose-built student accommodation.   

Other Development Assumptions 

3.3.18 The principal development assumptions that underpin each site viability appraisal are explored 
further in Appendix A. 

3.4 Overview of the Viability Assessments 

3.4.1 The available SHLAA sites have been subjected to a high level appraisal, complete with 
cashflow analysis using the approach and data inputs outlined earlier in this chapter.  The full 
appraisal results which are provided in Appendix B.  A summary of the quantum of viable sites 
and yields, and their timeline, are presented in Table 3.1 below.    

Table 3.1  Overview of the Plymouth sites viability assessments results 

 Sales value @ Q3 2013   Increase  +5% 
 

Increase  +10% 

  Sites Yield Sites Yield Sites Yield 

Total  131   16,332   131   16,332   131   16,332  

Yes  94   10,471   103   13,246   117   14,951  

Marginal  4   941   7   1,370   5   602  

Achievable  98   11,412   110   14,616   122   15,553  

No  33   4,920   21   1,716   9   779  

 

3.4.2 The assessment indicates that under current market conditions, and full implementation of the 
council’s affordable housing policy (CS15) requirement, the number of viable sites is 94 out of 
the 131 appraised, with a potential to yield some 10,471 out of a possible 16,332 dwellings. A 
further four sites are within the marginal viability buffer, in that they fall within a 20% range (i.e. 
10% above or below) around the benchmark land value.  The inclusion of these marginal sites 
increases the potential available supply yield to 11,412 dwellings.   

3.4.3 Clearly, the majority of identified sites for supplying the Plan housing requirements are 
deliverable based on the results in Table 3.1.  It is important to recognise that those sites 
considered unviable will not mean that they will be undeliverable within the plan period.  There 
are three reasons for this.  

                                                      
6 We acknowledge S106 Obligations are site specific and in some circumstances the sums could be more or less, 
but for the purpose of testing the deliverability of sites as part of the SHLAA process, we use these recent 
average figures provided by Plymouth Council.  These payments have been secured with a level of affordable 
housing that averages about 18% of the total yield.   
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3.4.4 Firstly, as happened in the past, the council will have some room to reduce the burden of 
policy on sites by ‘finding the right balance’ between delivery and housing requirements.  A 
reduction in affordable housing or residual S106 on a site will enable at least some of the 
unviable sites to a position of being financially viable under current market conditions. 

3.4.5 Secondly, the land owner and/or developer may adjust their return to achieve delivery on 
those sites where it is not currently viable under full policy burden.  For example by accepting 
lower prices for land or lower profit levels. This is particularly the case for sites which are 
owned by Plymouth City Council. A number of identified sites are owned by either of these 
organisations and there are clear programmes to deliver these in the near future. These are 
included within the assessment for completeness but it is clear that they will deliver dwellings 
despite the findings which show that they would not be viable in normal market conditions.  
For the remainder of sites it should be noted that some reduction in land values is already 
assumed in the model to allow for an increased policy burden on development in Plymouth, as 
discussed in Appendix A.  

3.4.6 Lastly, over the life of the plan there might be improvement in achieved values relative to 
costs, particularly since Plymouth is already showing strong growth in house prices following 
the recent national downturn.   For this reason, some sites may not be deliverable now but 
higher sales values may increase the chance of achieving viability at a later period of the plan.   

Sensitivity Testing 

3.4.7 For this reason set out above, sensitivity tests have been applied to the viability results to see 
how higher sales of 5% and 10% on current values would impact on the results. 

3.4.8 Testing viability with a 5% increase in sales value, ceterus paribus, indicates that 9 additional 
sites would become viable, with the potential gain of 2,775 possible dwellings from the base 
position.  The potential yield from those sites considered to be viable is 13,246.  The potential 
yield increases to 14,616 with the inclusion of a further sevenmarginally viable sites.   

3.4.9 Testing viability with a 10% increase in sales value, ceterus paribus, indicates that 23 
additional sites would become viable, with the potential gain of 4,480possible dwellings from 
the base position.  The potential yield from those sites considered to be viable is 14,951 The 
potential yield increases to 15,553 with the inclusion of a further 5 marginally viable sites.  

3.5 Summary  

3.5.1 The SHLAA review has been underpinned by an assessment of the viability of sites. All sites 
which are identified as being available for development have been subject to the assessment 
in order to understand the potential delivery of sites under market conditions.  

3.5.2 This assessment has not been applied to sites with detailed planning permission but it has 
been applied to all other sites in order that an indication of the potential level of supply can be 
considered.  

3.5.3 The findings of the assessment have been fed into the overall results of the SHLAA, as set out 
in the following section.  
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4 Findings 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 The SHLAA assessment of sites has been undertaken through a series of practical stages:  

� Review of all data by the consultant team  

� Identification of available sites  

� Consideration of  the viability of sites  

� Further assessment of sites to consider suitability against development plan policies 

  
4.1.2 The findings of the study are discussed in the following sections and summarised in Table 5.1. 

They demonstrate the level of housing which may be considered to come forward from each 
source of sites, depending on a categorization which is drawn from the 2009 SHLAA but has 
been amended to reflect current circumstances.    

4.2 Format of findings 

4.2.1 During the course of the assessment each available site has been given a unique reference 
number for the purposes of the study. For the majority of sites this is the same reference 
number as was given in the 2009 SHLAA and is based on the Plymouth Neighbourhood7 
where the particular site is located. Newly identified sites have been given the next available 
number in the neighbourhood series. 

4.2.2 Each site is entered into an Access database linked to GIS mapping of the city and 
surrounding area. Within this database the assessment of each site is written along with 
background material relating to the site.  

4.2.3 Since the 2009 SHLAA was prepared the council has progressed with its plan making and has 
amalgamated the Neighbourhoods into Plan Areas which are the basis for the Development 
Plan in the future.   

4.2.4 Therefore, this report provides the findings for each site presented by the Plymouth Plan area 
within which it sits and this material is presented in Appendix C.  

4.2.5 Within the Appendix there is a map for each of the 8 Plymouth Plan areas supported by a 
summary table of findings for each site within that area which have been considered in 
preparing the SHLAA Review.  

4.2.6 The mapping is colour coded to reflect the different status of sites and indicates the reference 
number for each site. The reference number is used in the summary tables to identify the site.   

4.2.7 For those sites considered deliverable and which the council may rely upon a separate 
assessment sheet is included, setting out the justification for the findings and the assessment 
of the site suitability with regard to planning policy. Within this assessment a figure is provided 
for the delivery of dwellings without the consideration of planning policy (Unconstrained) and 
also for the likely yield when policy is assessed (Constrained)       

4.2.8 The levels of housing delivery from each source are drawn together to provide the figures in 
the following sections and are summarized in Table 5.1.    

                                                      
7 Footnote Since 2009, Plymouth has reduced the city's 43 neighbourhoods down to 39.  For the purposes of the study the 
previous references have been maintained for ease and consistency and to avoid the confusion of re-referencing every site 
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4.3 Completions since 2011 

4.3.1 In order to provide a complete record on delivery of dwellings for the plan period, 2011 – 2031, 
the SHLAA includes figures for the delivery of housing from all sources for the period from 
01.04.2011.  

4.3.2 The figures are drawn from the council’s records and accord with the Council’s 2013 Annual 
Monitoring Report (AMR). The figures show that a net total of 1,034 dwellings were delivered 
in these two years.  

4.4 Sites under construction at 1.4.13 

4.4.1 Sites where development is already underway provide the most immediate source of future 
housing supply.  

4.4.2 Generally sites, once commenced, will be completed within relatively short periods of time, 
determined by the size of the site and market conditions.  

4.4.3 Therefore, it is considered that on these sites, even given the current market concerns, 
delivery of housing is likely to be completed within 5 years and therefore the SHLAA assumes 
that dwellings on sites under construction will be delivered within the first 5 year period, 2013-
2018.  

4.4.4 A total of 877 dwellings (837 on large sites, 40 on small) are anticipated to be delivered on 
sites which are already commenced and it is anticipated that these will be completed within 
the next 5 years, to 2018.    

4.5 Sites with detailed planning permission at 1.4.13 

4.5.1 Sites with a detailed consent, that is a Full or Reserved Matters approval, provide the most 
significant source of short term housing supply. 

4.5.2 Sites with detailed planning permission are likely to be delivered within the next 5 years and 
this is the accepted proposition particularly given that the permissions generally have a 
maximum of three years to be commenced.  

4.5.3 The total provision of dwellings from sites with planning permission is identified to be 2,180 
dwellings (2,115 on large sites,65  on small). 

4.5.4 However, it is acknowledged that not all permissions will be implemented and some consents 
will lapse for a variety of reasons.  

4.5.5 The number of permissions for housing lapsing has risen significantly over the past 5 years, 
reflecting the difficulties in the market and this is illustrated in Section 3 previously.   

4.5.6 The SHLAA Panel has, however, agreed that the level of lapses is likely to return to a more 
long term trend in the coming years, as the planning permissions gained in the pre-recession 
period lapse and can no longer be extended.  

4.5.7 Therefore a lapse rate of 10% (218 dwellings in total) has been applied on sites with a detailed 
consent, reflecting the rate in the 2009 SHLAA.  

4.5.8 Therefore the assessed level of delivery from this source is 1,962 dwellings.   
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4.6 Deliverable sites, unconstrained by policy  

4.6.1 The SHLAA process has identified a total of 79 sites which are considered to be Available 
now, Suitable for development and Viable. These are therefore considered to be Deliverable 
sites and can be relied upon by the Council in considering the future delivery of housing.  

4.6.2 The sites in combination are anticipated to provide a total of 7,501 dwellings over the plan 
period and the consultant team has made an assessment of the delivery of these across the 
remaining 18 years, to 2031.  

4.6.3 A potential yield for each of those sites was identified and an analysis of each of these is 
provided within the relevant Plymouth Plan Area summaries.  

4.6.4 In addition, for these sites a simple proforma provides evidence as to the inclusion of the site, 
its history and the yield likely to be delivered and the time period for that delivery.  

4.7 Deliverable sites, with Local Authority/Public Sector Intervention    

4.7.1 The assessment of sites within the SHLAA has included a high level viability appraisal of all 
sites, the results of which are discussed in Section 3.  

4.7.2 The viability appraisal includes all sites which were identified as being available for 
development through the SHLAA process. This includes a number of sites where it is known 
that the Council is centrally involved in the delivery of those sites, notably as the land owner.  

4.7.3 There are a total of 14 sites in this category and in the viability assessment they are shown not 
to be viable and generally would be discounted from being included in the SHLAA in a 
“normal” market situation. However, given the council’s role in these sites it is considered that 
they can be relied upon for housing delivery.  

4.7.4 Half of the sites are in North Prospect and Granby Green, Devonport. In the first instance  
Plymouth Community Housing (PCH) is involved in wholescale redevelopment of housing due 
primarily to the failure of the structures. Whilst in Granby Green Devon & Cornwall Housing 
Association is involved in  a regeneration programme for Devonport, providing better quality 
housing and mix to replace the existing poor quality social housing. These redevelopments 
are being undertaken in a phased way and will result generally in a net increase in dwellings 
over time. The figures included in the SHLAA are net figures and reflect the levels of 
demolitions, not just the gross level of new housing.  

4.7.5 The other major component of this group of sites is former schools and community facilities 
which are no longer required in that purpose and the council has declared an intention to 
redevelop for housing.  

4.7.6 In all of these instances the viability assessment indicates that, in an open market situation, 
the sites are not viable. However, as the Council has a central role in the delivery of the site 
and it is considered that they will be deliverable. Therefore these sites can be included by the 
council when assessing available housing land. 

4.7.7 A total of 824 dwellings (net of demolitions) are included in this group in total.      

4.7.8 A second group, which are considered to be deliverable despite being shown by the viability 
assessment to be unachievable, are a group of large sites with outline planning permission. 
The three which are identified by the study are sites at Seaton Neighbourhood (873 dwellings) 
Millbay (1082 dwellings) and the former MOD Mount Wise (240 dwellings). 

4.7.9 In each case the viability assessment indicates that the sites are not viable in the current 
market, assuming the standard package of Sc106 contributions. However, it is known that all 
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three of these sites is being delivered and in part this is due to the negotiation of lower Sc106 
packages than the high level viability assessment assumed.  

4.7.10 It is therefore considered appropriate to include the 2,211 dwellings from these sites in the 
overall figures for the Deliverable element of the SHLAA.     

4.7.11 In combination therefore there are considered to be up to 3,035 dwellings where it is known 
that the sites are available and suitable for development and where the intervention of the 
Council or other public bodies will help to ensure that delivery will be accomplished within the 
plan period.  

4.8 Small site windfall  

4.8.1 The SHLAA Review specifically excludes any search for sites which might accommodate less 
than 5 dwellings. This therefore necessarily under counts the potential of housing delivery.  

4.8.2 There are a number of dwellings with planning permission already which are counted as 
deliverable for the purposes of the SHLAA. However, these permissions will either be 
implemented or lapse within 3 years of the Base Date.  

4.8.3 Evidence from the Council indicates a continuing delivery of dwellings from small sites and an 
allowance for this was included in the 2009 SHLAA. At that time past delivery rates indicated 
an average of 97 dwellings per annum might be assumed to be delivered. Given the market 
downturn, and no doubt the past delivery of many available sites, the rate has slowed and it is 
now proposed that a lower allocation of 70 dwellings per annum be assumed for the period 
going forward.  

4.8.4 Given the stock of sites with planning permission, it is considered that the windfall allowance 
be applied from 3 years after the base date, to avoid double counting.  

4.8.5 The council should monitor this delivery and adjust the figures from this source in future 
updates of the SHLAA. 

4.9 Total deliverable supply  

4.9.1  Table 5.1 summarises the figures for the delivery of dwellings within the PCC area.  

4.9.2 It demonstrates a total figure of 15,529 dwellings might come forward from deliverable sources 
in the period to 2031. Over the period of the plan this equates to an average of 776 per 
annum.  

4.9.3 In addition to this figure the SHLAA has identified a series of additional sources of supply 
which the council may not be able to rely upon at this point in time to deliver housing, but 
which provide a potential source of supply and which may come forward within the plan 
period. Some of these sites might involve intervention from the Council or other parties in 
order to bring them forward and the assessment of these sites and consideration of options 
will be part of the Development Plan making process.  

4.10 Deliverable sites which are currently unviable  

4.10.1 The high level viability assessment has identified a total of 13 sites which are available and 
could be delivered, but that in the current market do not appear to be viable.  

4.10.2 These 13 sites represent a total of possibly 469 dwellings which could come forward if the 
circumstance of that site were to be considered in detail. It may be that the particular market 
product could be amended to enable delivery, or simply a rise in market values might make 
the site viable, which is demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis included in Section 3.  
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4.10.3 Alternatively the council could consider supporting delivery through negotiations over the 
Sc106 requirements which might be imposed on a planning permission.  

4.10.4 Under the terms of the SHLAA the council cannot immediately rely on the delivery of these 
dwellings. However, with further review and potentially intervention, the sites could be 
deliverable.  

4.11 Development Plan Allocations  

4.11.1 The 2009 SHLAA specifically identified a number of sites allocated within Area Action Plans 
(AAPs) which the Panel at the time considered there was no confidence in being delivered. 
This was generally due to the multiple ownership of the sites in question and the lack of any 
mechanism to bring the sites forward.  

4.11.2 The sites were those set out in the table below. 

Table 4.1 Sites allocated in AAPs  

4.11.3 t 

 

 

 

 

Ref  Site N'hood AAP Area  No 
 
01_037 SH05 Friary Park 

001.  
City Centre Sutton Harbour 530 

 
01_038 SH04 Exeter Street 

001.  
City Centre Sutton Harbour 240 

02_029 MS04 Bath Street  002. Stonehouse 
Millbay & 
Stonehouse 700 

19_019 
SH07 Sites east and 
west of Sutton Road 

019.  

East End 
Sutton Harbour 720 

19_020 
SH08 Coxside/ 
Barbican car park 

019.  
East End Sutton Harbour 150 

40_026 
NP16 Land North of 
Hazeldene Quarry,   

040. Elburton & 
Dunstone 

North Plymstock 
DPD 1000 

41_027 
NP03 Wakehams 
Quarry 

041.  
Plymstock 

North Plymstock 
DPD 350 

41_028 
NP02 Pomphlett 
Industrial Estate 

041.  
Plymstock 

North Plymstock 
DPD 75 

  
Total potential housing delivery based on AAP policies/proposals  3765 
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4.11.4 The work undertaken as part of the SHLAA Review indicates that little progress has been 
made in the delivery of many of these sites and it is increasingly likely that some will not be 
delivered. SHO7, Sites east and west of Sutton Road is an exception to this and there are two 
sites within this wider area where there has been progress. SHLAA site 19_011 has planning 
permission for 62 units prior to the base date and is therefore included within the total coming 
forward within this overall figure. In addition SHLAA site 19_016  had a planning permission 
for 183 dwellings which lapsed in May 2012 but it is considered that the site is still available, 
suitable and achievable. It is therefore included as a site specific opportunity as part of this 
study. Therefore, the total level of dwellings not accounted for by the wider study is reduced 
by 245 dwellings, a total of 3,520 dwellings.  

4.11.5 The delivery of some of the other allocations would seem to be in question given the 
constraints over land ownership and viability.  However, it is also clear that sites such as Land 
North of Hazeldene Quarry will, in the long term, provide a deliverable sites and may be relied 
upon by the Council in future iterations of the SHLAA.  

4.11.6 Therefore, it will be for the Council, through the emerging Development Plan to reassess the 
previous allocations and to seek to intervene where necessary to ensure delivery, or to accept 
that sites will not come forward as previously envisaged.  

4.12 Deliverable sites, constrained by policy 

4.12.1 Following the methodology and categorization of sites from the 2009 SHLAA, the Review has 
sought to indicate those sites which are available and might be practically deliverable for 
housing, but which are constrained by planning policy at present.  

4.12.2 The intention is to identify those sites which could be developed if policy constraints were to 
be amended or removed through the Development Plan process. This therefore provides the 
council with an identified stock of sites which may be considered as part of plan making, if 
there is a need to identify further dwellings to meet housing requirements.  

4.12.3 The SHLAA Review has identified a total of 26 sites which have been promoted for 
development but are contrary to current development plan policy or subject to policy 
protection. These are generally either sites on allocated employment locations, where there is 
a policy to protect the land for employment uses, or the land that is green field, either a part of 
the identified Greenspace Network or land outside of the settlement itself.  

4.12.4 These sites cannot be relied upon by the council to come forward, but if there is a need to 
identify additional housing land a decision could be taken to amend the policy framework 
through the Development Plan Process.  

4.12.5 The stock of sites within this category includes 26 sites which might deliver up to 5,327 
dwellings in total.  

4.12.6 The Viability Assessment undertaken for this study indicated that 7 of these sites, representing 
1416 dwellings, are not viable in the current circumstance but may come forward in the longer 
term if sales values were to rise and/or costs fall.   

4.13 Undeliverable sites  

4.13.1 A total of 13 sites were identified during the course of the study but are currently considered 
unsuitable for a range of reasons.  

4.13.2 The reasons for this assessment are set out in the Plymouth Plan areas summary tables 
(Appendix C). Generally, the conclusion was based on the physical characteristics of the site 
which mean that housing delivery is considered impractical. 
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4.14 Unavailable sites  

4.14.1 The SHLAA database has been built up over a number of years and is based on a series of 
data sources. These include sites which previously had planning permission or where 
promoted either to the SHLAA 2009 or to the council directly through pre-application 
discussions.  

4.14.2 In many instances there has been little or no activity on these sites over the past few years 
and it is therefore not possible for the council to rely on the fact that these sites will come 
forward. 

4.14.3 Where possible, land owners or developers of sites have been contacted through the SHLAA 
review process and have therefore been able to reconfirm the availability of land where 
appropriate. However, not all landowners’ details are available and also it has not been 
possible or an efficient use of resources, to seek to contact every land owner.  

4.14.4 Therefore, there are 132 sites which have been identified from various sources which are 
included in the SHLAA Database which are considered unavailable at present. The City 
Council will be able to monitor these sites and if there is evidence that they are to become 
available then they can be added to the stock of deliverable sites in future reviews of the 
SHLAA.  

4.14.5 For some of the sites within this group the City Council is already aware of pre-application 
discussions relating to bringing sites forward. However, in these instances the discussions 
remain confidential and it would not be appropriate to identify these sites specifically at this 
point in time. Therefore, this group of sites is not included in the maps in Appendix C.  

4.14.6 Within this group of sites is Plymouth Airport. The site is owned by the City Council but has a 
long lease to Sutton Harbour Company. The airport is no longer operational as an airport. 
However, the City Council as the freehold owner has not confirmed its availability and 
therefore within the terms of the SHLAA, the site cannot be considered available.  

4.14.7 If, at a point in time in the future, the airport site were to become available a future revision of 
the SHLAA would be in a position to assess the site and it could be considered to be a 
sustainable location for development. For the present though the site cannot be relied upon by 
the City Council as an available housing site.   

4.15  Sites below SHLAA threshold  

4.15.1 The SHLAA database includes 54 sites which have come forward from a range of sources but 
which have been assessed as providing for less than 5 dwellings.  

4.15.2 No detailed assessment of the site yield was undertaken for the sites.   

4.16 Sites outside of the PCC boundary  

4.16.1 The 2009 SHLAA included reference to sites which were adjacent to but outside of the local 
authority boundary. The Review has not included any of these 21 sites and these will be 
considered by South Hams Council as part of their SHLAA which is underway in parallel with 
this study.  

4.16.2 These sites include Sherford, which is an allocated site but the majority are unallocated 
parcels which would require to be considered in the context of the development plan across 
the two local planning authorities.  

4.16.3 Some sites could form sustainable urban extensions to the city, if there was need for their 
delivery to meet the needs of the City and surrounding area.  
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5 Study Summary  

5.1.1 The SHLAA study has considered a very significant number of sites from a range of sources.  

5.1.2 Through a series of filters the study has sought to identify the sites which can be considered to 
meet the three key SHLAA tests of being  

� Available 

� Achievable  

� Suitable  
5.1.3 The findings are summarised in the table below and the detailed assessment of all sites is 

included in Appendix C.  

5.1.4 The findings indicate that there may be a total of 15,529 dwellings which can be considered to 
be Deliverable or Developable at the present moment in time.  

5.1.5 This figure includes sites where dwellings are under construction, sites where there is a 
planning permission (assuming a lapse rate of 10%) and site specific opportunities, which 
include those sites which the study consider may not be viable but which are known to be 
progressing either due to the input of the council as land owner or because a revised Sc106 
package has been negotiated.  

5.1.6 A small site windfall allowance of 70 dwellings per annum has also been included within these 
figures, to reflect the ongoing delivery of dwellings which are not specifically identified through 
the SHLAA process. It is assumed that the sites with planning permission will deliver dwellings 
in the first two years (2013-2015) and to avoid double counting the windfall allowance will be 
applied from 2015 onwards.  

5.1.7 The study has also identified a number of site specific opportunities which cannot be 
considered deliverable at present, but which may be developable in the longer term if there is 
intervention from various parties.  

5.1.8 The first source of such sites is those considered to be available and suitable for development 
but which are currently indicated to be unviable given the assumptions of the high level 
viability model. The SHLAA has identified a number of sites which changes in the market, or 
the Sc106 package assumptions, could bring forward and deliver up to 469dwellings and the 
Council is encouraged to review these sites with a view to supporting their delivery.  

5.1.9 In the same vein, there are 8 sites which are allocated in AAPs which could provide up to 
3,765 dwellings but which are currently constrained in their delivery, mainly due to land 
ownership. Within this total two sites within allocation SH07 have come forward but for the 
majority of the sites it is anticipated that it will be difficult to deliver due to the fragmented 
ownership pattern. However, the Council may be able to support the consolidation of 
ownerships and thereby support their delivery over time.    

5.1.10 Finally, there are over 5,000 dwellings which could potentially be delivered on sites which are 
currently contrary to planning policy or subject to policy protection. If the council is required to 
identify sites for housing to meet the needs of the city, these sites will provide a stock which 
are known to be available and likely to be viable.  

5.1.11 The stock of sites within the City Council Boundary should be considered in the context of the 
sites which lie adjacent to but outside of the Council’s boundary. In considering the needs of 
the City as a whole, the council will be working with its neighbours under the Duty to 
Cooperate and all sustainable locations around the urban area should be considered.  
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5.1.12 Finally, there are a number of sites which the study has identified which have been promoted 
in the past or where there are confidential discussions underway, which the study is not able 
to confirm are available at present, but which may become available in the longer term. The 
largest and most significant of the sites in this category is Plymouth Airport where the City 
Council as the freehold owner has not confirmed its availability and therefore the SHLAA is not 
able to include it as a deliverable site.  

5.1.13 The SHLAA process has therefore identified sites to provide approximately 25,000 dwellings 
which could potentially come forward on land within the Plymouth City Council boundary which 
may be delivered in the plan period.  

5.1.14 In addition to this there are a number of sites within the City which cannot be considered to be 
available at present but which may be delivered during the plan period and there are 
significant sites outside of the boundary, including Sherford, which may also come forward to 
meet some of the City’s wider housing need under the Duty To Co-operate.  
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Table 5.1 SHLAA Review Summary of Findings  

Source    Number of dwellings  

  2011-  
12 

2012- 
13 

2013-
18 

2018- 
23 

2023- 
31 Total 

Sites within Plymouth CC not subject to constraints  
Dwellings built on sites which are 
completed 

470 564       1,034 

Dwellings built or to be built on sites still 
under construction  (5+)     837     837 

Dwellings built, or to be built, on sites 
still under construction (4 or less)      40     40 

Dwellings with detailed planning 
permission (5+) (Assuming 10% lapse 
rate) 

    1904     1,904 

Dwellings with detailed planning 
permission (4 or less)  (Assuming 10% 
lapse rate) 

    58     58 

Deliverable sites unconstrained by 
policy 

    2,303 2,731 2,467 7,501 

Deliverable sites with Local 
Authority/Public Sector Intervention  

    1,216 874 945 3,035 

Small site windfall allowance      210 350 560 1,120 

Total dwelling yield for PCC 470 564 6,568 3,955 3,972 15,529 

Average delivery per annum  470 564 1,314 791 497 776 

              

Sites limited by constraints which cannot be relied on in the SHLAA but should be monitored by 
the Council 

Deliverable sites which are currently 
unviable 

    247 222 0 469 

Development  Plan Allocations      0 0 3,520 3,520 

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy      0 1,295 4,032 5,327 

Total number of dwellings in Plymouth from all sources set out above   

Total number of dwellings  470 564 6,815 5,472 11,524 24,845 

Average delivery per annum  470 564 1,363 1,094 1,441 1,183 
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Appendix A  Viability Development Assumptions 

Coverage and Mix 

As shown in the example appraisal in Appendix A, each site appraisal starts with a summary 
detailing the assumptions made about the total number of dwellings, the mix of types and the 
resultant floor areas, based on reasoned assumptions about the type of dwellings and density 
that would be appropriate for the location and size of the site. 

Net (developable) area and housing density 

In order to establish housing land values, assumptions need to be made about the likely 
number of units and saleable floorspace of the dwellings, to generate an overall sales 
turnover. Total turnover is dramatically increased by greater coverage.  But housing needs to 
be serviced by roads for instance, and, for larger developments, land is required for public 
open space, strategic landscaping, community buildings, employment, and possibly schools.  

The net area of the site allows for the provision of non-residential land uses normally 
associated with larger sites.  Typically, residential benchmark land values are normally 
reported on a per net hectare basis, since it is only this area which delivers a saleable return.  
It is therefore necessary to identify what the likely net developable area will be. 

The Plymouth SHLAA results provide site analysis of how many units a site will yield based on 
gross area densities.  In order to inform the land price, we have estimated the net area for 
residential units based on the ratios in Table AX.1.   

Table AX.1: Net Areas by site area 

Gross site area (ha)  Gross to Net Ratio 

< 0.4 100.0% 

< 2 82.5% 

< 35 62.5% 

>= 35 50.0% 

 

The site density reflects location and site characteristics, and the housing market in the 
nominal location.  For reference purpose only, it is possible to estimate the density for each 
site by taking the identified yield for each site and the assumed net developable area of that 
site based on the assumptions in Table AX.1 above.   

The density does vary widely between sites, which is what would be expected across the 
different locations and site characteristics.  Higher density sites are traditionally more likely to 
accommodate flats, although demand is currently at a low level in many locations.  Whilst low 
density sites will have a much higher proportion of family dwellings.        

Development mix 

To reflect the varying site densities listed within the SHLAA, approximate mixes have been 
assumed based on the number of dwellings and locations of the SHLAA sites, and the 
feedback from the Developer Workshop.  The housing mix is summarised in Table AX.2.  It is 
important to note here, as with any assumption in this report, that the dwelling mix in Table 
AX.2 are used for the purpose of this report, which is to check the potential viability and 
achievability of SHLAA sites.  They do not reflect any policy or requirement that the Council 
may wish to apply on specific sites.    
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Table AX.2 Housing mix 

Units per ha >    1-34 35-69  70-99  100-149  150+ 

Open Market Units       

Apartments   0% 10% 40% 70% 100% 

Houses   100% 90% 60% 30% 0% 

Affordable Housing 
 

 
 

   

Apartments   20% 10% 40% 100% n/a 

Houses   80% 90% 60% 0 n/a 

 

Floorspace 

In order to establish housing land values, assumptions need to be made about the likely 
saleable floorspace of the dwellings, to generate an overall sales turnover.  We have looked at 
recent new build schemes in Plymouth City, using Rightmove web searches and developer 
brochures, to identify average floorspace sizes per unit type.  The floorspace assumptions are 
presented in Tables 3.9 and 3.10 below.   

Reviewing the Existing Viability Evidence (Value and Costs) 

The modelling uses local values and costs to test what level of contributions can be achieved 
without risking viability, as well as testing variable affordable housing requirements.   

Sales values 

Open market housing sales values 

We have considered all new homes currently on the market in Plymouth.  Where there is no 
evidence of brand new home sales, the second hand market has been used.  These have 
been sourced from an assessment of the housing market based on discussions with local 
developers and agents about their current experience, and a search of relevant websites such 
as the Rightmove and the Council’s own evidence.  

Reviews of Rightmove website and developer brochures provide new build values for 84 
dwellings currently being marketed across the city.  Since these sources provide asking 
values, then the likely achievable values required to inform the viability is expected to be 
between 10% and 15% lower than these prices to reflect likely negotiations and 
deals/incentives between buyers and sellers. 
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Table AX.3 Rightmove new development asking values at July 2013 
 

 
Source: Rightmove 

In addition to analysing property on the market we have also looked at past sales values, 
using Land Registry data.  This provides a full record of all individual transactions from 2011 to 
2013, which is summarised in Table AX.4. 

Table AX.4 Land Registry recent new development sold values (2011 to 2013) 
 

 

The helpful discussions with the development industry at the Stakeholder Workshops also 
provided invaluable information about the various elements of the Plymouth housing market 
including likely sales values, which were in line with the information presented above.   

Marketing brochures for new build properties in Plymouth have been used to inform the 
average saleable unit sizes of new build dwellings, as shown in Table AX.5.  These sizes are 
fairly typical by industry standards.    Sizes for affordable homes are informed by the Planning 
Obligation and Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning Document (first review). 
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Table AX.5 Average saleable floorspace by unit type and location 
 

Open Market Type Size (sqm) 

  Apartments 55 

  Houses 85 

Affordable Housing Type Size 

  Apartments 53 

  Homes 83 

 

We combine the average unit sizes in Table AX.5 with the unit values identified from the 
sources of data and the earlier discussions with local stakeholders to establish a range of 
sales prices that are expected in each part of the City.   

Evidently, there are price differentials which we have been able to band into four value zones 
based on neighbourhood areas, as shown in Table AX.5.   The higher the sales value the 
greater the chance of achieving viability.  For this reason, we have sought to differentiate the 
coastal sites as hotspot areas (value zone 1a), from the rest of the neighbourhood due to the 
cliff-edge premium this would offer.  This approach emerged from the workshop discussions. 

Table AX.6 Modelled average Open Market floorspace sales value by location 
 

Value Area 1a  Value per sqm 

   £3,520 

   
 

Value Area 1  Value per sqm 

   £2,970 

    

Value Area 2  Value 

   £2,640 

   
 

Value Area 3  Value 

   £2,090 
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Sales Value for Affordable Housing 

For social/affordable rented properties, the council’s Planning Obligation and Affordable 
Housing Supplementary Planning Document (first review) identifies the amount payable.  For 
intermediate units, it is suggested that these would achieve around 50% or more of the open 
market values.  This information has informed the values for affordable housing in the site 
viability assessments, as shown in in Table AX.7.  

Table AX.7 Modelled average Open Market floorspace sales value by housing type and location 
 

Social/affordable rented Type Value per sqm 

  Apartments £985 

  Houses £797 

Intermediate Type Value per sqm 

  Apartments £1,485 

  Houses £1,485 

 

Development Costs  

Unit Build Costs 

Unit build costs have been determined by average price per square metre data published by 
BCIS.  This is an industry recognised source of build cost data.  The BCIS build cost data is 
taken from Quarter 1 2013 and re-based (adjusted) for Plymouth, which were the latest 
available at the time of this study, and therefore aligns with the current values data in Table 
AX.6.  The average build costs are summarised in the Table AX.8.    

Table AX.8 Unit build cost private and affordable units 
 

Private Build Costs Cost per sqm 

Apartments £1,007 

Houses £888 
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Other Standard Development Cost Items  

For costs such as external works, fees, finance and developers’ margins, we used high-level 
approximations representing industry standards based on the average from a range of 
scheme types.  These assumptions are identified in Table AX.9.  They were also presented to 
the developer workshops and were met with general agreement.    

Table AX.9 Other development costs 
 

Externals as percentage of build costs   

Apartments   8% 

Houses   10% 

 Energy standards set in Policy CS20 as percentage on build costs 

Sites => 10 units   5% 

Professional Fees as percentage of build cost Dwgs   

Sites                                                                       <= 35 8% 

Sites                                                                       < 100 10% 

Sites                                                                       >= 100 12% 

Marketing    

Percentage of sales value   3% 

Profit percentage of GDV   

Private   20% 

Affordable   6% 

Finance cost per year on cashflow balance     

 
6.5% 

Land Purchase Fees   

Surveyor's fees   1.00% 

Legal fees   0.75% 

 

External Costs  

In addition to the cost of constructing the units, there are additional costs for external works 
relating to, but not limited to, services, landscaping, drive ways and site access.  These 
additional costs have been reflected in our analysis by increasing the build cost per square 
metre for different dwelling types by the percentages specified in Table AX.9 above.  These 
percentages are in line with industry standards.  

Professional Fees  

Professional fees relate to the cost of surveyors, planning, building regulations, architects’ 
fees and other similar costs that are involved in bringing sites forward.  The industry standard 
when assessing viability is between 8% and 12% of construction cost (externals and unit 
build), normally relating to the complexity of the site and/or scale.   
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Marketing Costs  

Marketing costs are associated with the developer’s cost for selling the completed units. 
These costs can vary significantly depending on factors such as the size of the scheme and 
the end value of units, but they typically fall within 2 to 4% of sale values.  

To reflect marketing costs we have assumed the mid position of 3% of sale values. 

Developer’s Profit  

To reflect the developer’s risk and overheads, we have used 20% on gross development 
value. This is becoming an accepted standard in appraisals to fund development in the current 
market. It should be stressed that some schemes by their very nature (i.e. more risky) may 
require a higher return, but some will need less, depending on the nature of the site and 
characteristics of the developer’s risk profile. The developer return is a Gross Margin and 
therefore includes overheads. 

For affordable homes, a lower 6% profit margin is assumed for the private house builders.  
This is applied to the GDV of the AH residential dwelling development. 

Finance Costs  

Values are also affected by the size of the site, reflecting return on capital employed across a 
period of time and the cost of financing a purchase compared with the time taken to receive all 
site sales value.   The sites appraisals allow for these time factors through a cashflow model 
approach.  The purpose is to identify the likely borrowing cost on the development in testing 
viability of a scheme; it is not to determine the likely phasing of development over the Plan 
period.   

To identify the borrowing cost per site, the model assumes that all sites build no units in year 
one to allow time for planning the scheme, including any land purchases and obtaining 
planning approval.  This is build rate estimated has an increasing rate per unit formula , with a 
coefficient of 0.65 per unit plus a 1 2month start up fixed period.   It is important to note that 
these rates are used only for the cashflow modelling mechanics in order to allow for cashflow 
calculation over the full development lifetime, and they are not expected to be representative 
of actual market build rates. 

Construction costs have a time allowance of three months in the cashflow to reflect enabling 
time prior to building out the units and a six month lag period between the first units 
constructed to the first unit sold. 

It is common practice when assessing viability to assume that the scheme will be 100% debt 
funded.  Finance rates in the market are typically around 5% to 8% above base rate, with 
almost negligible credit rate.  We have therefore included a finance borrowing rate of 7%, 
based upon current lending practices.  
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Site Variables and Opening up Costs 

The SHLAA provides analysis of site characteristics which can affect development costs. 
Within our appraisals we have reflected the site variables for land type and flood risk.  

Developing greenfield, brownfield and mixed sites represent different risk and costs. These 
costs can vary significantly depending on the site's specific characteristics.  To reflect 
additional costs associated with site development for residential purposes (i.e. demolition and 
opening costs), we have increased the build costs as in Tables AX.10 and AX11.  

Table AX.10 Increase in cost for land use type  
 

Allowance for land type Cost per net ha 

Brownfield    £200,000 

Mixed   £100,000 

Greenfield   £0 

 

Similar to site contamination, there is a need to allow for additional build costs associated in 
developing a site which requires works to negate the impact of flooding and known 
contamination.  The SHLAA provides a Flood Risk Assessment (FLA) score for each site 
assessed, and identifies known contamination.  In Table AX.11 we have graded the extra over 
costs according to the FLA score and level of known contamination   with a risk score from 
zero to four according to the gravity of the potential mitigating costs for alleviating these 
constraints to development. 

Table AX.11 Risk assessment score and costs related to mitigating potential constraints 
 

Risk  Risk Score Cost Allowance 

CL-Major + FZ3 4 8% 

CL-Major + FZ2; CL-Minor + FZ3 3 5% 

Contaminated land major; Flood Zone 3; 

CL-Minor + FZ2 
2 3% 

Contaminated land minor; Flood Zone 2 1 1% 

 

Determining the threshold land value 
 

In order to test viability in planning an appropriate threshold land value (also referred to as 
threshold land value) is needed.  

As stated in the Harman report a threshold land value is 'the value at which a typically willing 
landowner is likely to release land for development.' 

The threshold land value is important in our calculations of developer contribution.  The 
difference between the threshold land value and the residual land value represents the 
amount of money available for CIL or S106 contributions (including affordable housing).   
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Broadly speaking there are two different approaches to arrive at an appropriate threshold land 
value:  

1. Assessing the uplift from an existing or known alternative use value. This is the approach adopted 
by GVA in their CIL study. 

2. Assessing the discount from the market value of a site, adjusted to allow for the costs of planning 
policy and opening up the site for acceptable development.  This is the approach adopted by 
PBA. 

 

The two approaches start from different bases, but should theoretically produce a similar 
figure, as shown below: 

Estimating a threshold land value  

 

 
 

 
 

Existing and alternative use value uplift 
 

To derive an appropriate threshold land value from the existing use value it is necessary to 
work upwards in value. Harman and the RICS acknowledge that in order for development to 
come forward over the existing use a 'competitive return' (also referred to as a premium) is 
necessary. 

There is no set rule as to how much of a premium should be applied on top of the existing use 
value.  We can sensibly expect that a minimum uplift in value would be required in order to 
allow the seller to pay stamp duty, sales fees, legal costs and disruption.  But that bare 
minimum is usually not an incentive to persuade a landowner to sell.  
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Beyond that bare minimum, an incentive (referred to as a 'premium') is required to encourage 
the landowner to sell.   It is difficult to say what premium a seller would require in order to sell 
the land.  This is because there are inevitable differences in each deal.  For example, the 
motivations of the parties involved in the transaction may vary, as might perceptions of future 
market prospects.  Some landowners (say family trusts, or Oxbridge Colleges) take a very 
long-term view of land holdings, and can only be persuaded to sell at a high price.  We cannot 
know these individual circumstances, so Harman stipulates that an appropriate premium 
should be determined by local precedent (another way of saying market value). 

In some instances an alternative use may be considered over residential development, i.e. 
employment, retail etc. Assuming that the alternative use is realistic, then it may be prudent to 
consider land values for this alternative use, in addition to its existing use.  This may give a 
more accurate view of the threshold land value, because a rational landowner will always seek 
to maximise site value after the land has been transferred to its alternative use (i.e. having 
gained development permission).  

 
Market value discount 
 

To derive an appropriate threshold land value from the market value it is necessary to work 
downwards in value.  Market value is based on transactional evidence.  It is the value at which 
sites are being bought and sold at, and represents the value at which land can be delivered 
with the knowledge of current planning policy.   It benefits from being based on comparable 
market evidence.    

However, the threshold land value cannot be straightforwardly derived from current market 
values. The market value should be adjusted to allow for any future changes in planning 
policy.  Furthermore, it may also be necessary to reduce the market value to allow for risk in 
obtaining planning permission, dependent upon comparable evidence.  

There is no set rule for the amount of discount that should be applied to the market value of a 
site, but in the case of the Plymouth SHLAA sites, we have allowed for the extra costs of 
obtaining planning permission included in the professional fees (set at 10% of build cost) and 
surveyor fees (at 1.75% of land values), plus remedial costs of brownfield sites and opening 
costs for larger sites. Nearly all of these costs would normally be borne by the land owner and 
therefore need to be added to the base (clean profit) price of the land in viability testing.  The 
base land value is the clean profit which the land owner will accept for willingly disposing off 
the land in its current state.  This is likely to be higher in the high market areas due to the 
willing land owners’ expectations of benefitting from locational advantages.  
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Benchmark Land Values 

Based on the information gathered, clean residential land value in Plymouth is expected to 
achieve about £1.5m per hectare.8  But this is likely to vary according to the location of the site 
and by the existing use of the site.  In addition, where sites have non-residential existing uses, 
then the benchmark land values are expected to be sufficiently below the market rate for clean 
residential land in order to allow for possible on-costs, like opening up costs discussed earlier.  
These on-costs would normally be expected to come off the clean land value price.      

Based on the above sources and factors, in testing for high level viability in Plymouth we 
assume the following benchmark land values by value area, as shown in Table AX.12. 

Table AX.12 Land value based on generic existing uses plus uplift 
 

Value Area Per net ha 

Value area 1 £1,000,000 

 

Value area 1a 

 

£900,000 

Value area 2 £500,000 

 

Value area 3 
£350,000 

 

                                                      
8 This is partly based on latest available VOA data identifying the value of residential land in 2011 to be £1.5m in 
Plymouth, supported by comments made at the Stakeholder Workshop. 
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Appendix B  Site Viability Assessment Results 

Results      Sales values  

      at Q3 2013 +5% +10% 

Site ID Name Total Yield Viable? Viable? Viable? 

01_016 Windsor Villas, Lockyer Street 7 Yes Yes Yes 

01_017 98-100 Vauxhall Street 18 Yes Yes Yes 

01_019 Car Showroom, The Crescent 56 Yes Yes Yes 

01_020 Colin Campbell Court 159 Yes Yes Yes 

01_021 Millbay Marina Village, Custom House Lane 
140 Yes Yes Yes 

01_022 Foot Anstey Offices, Derrys Cross 
127 No Yes Yes 

01_025 
2-6 Royal Parade 1-3 St Andrews Cr. & Old 
Town St. 63 Yes Yes Yes 

01_026 33 Cobourg Street 344 Yes Yes Yes 

01_031 Pier Street 14 Yes Yes Yes 

01_034 Northern Triangle & The Armada Centre 
256 Yes Yes Yes 

01_035 
Sh01 Commercial & Elphinstone Wharfs, 
Lambhay Hill 

90 Yes Yes Yes 

01_036 Cornwall Street 576 Marginal Yes Yes 

01_036b 174 ARMADA WAY 24 Yes Yes Yes 

01_055 66 TO 68 NEW GEORGE STREET 
76 Yes Yes Yes 

01_057 17 MAYFLOWER STREET 70 Yes Yes Yes 

01_059 ASTOR HOTEL,14 ELLIOT STREET 
14 Yes Yes Yes 

02_015 
Land Between Science And Trafalgar 
Buildings 

12 Yes Yes Yes 

02_023 The Ship Hostel 20 Yes Yes Yes 

02_024 Land At Millbay Road 1082 No Yes Yes 

02_027 St George's Training Centre 24 No Yes Yes 

02_028 22 George Place 14 Yes Yes Yes 

02_045 
THE TOWN HOUSE, 32 HARWELL 
STREET 

5 Yes Yes Yes 

02_046 PHOENIX QUAY, GEORGE PLACE 
17 Yes Yes Yes 

03_013 115 Fore Street 
17 No No No 

03_029 North side of Granby Green -34 No No No 

03_032 FORMER MOD SITE, MOUNT WISE 
240 No No Marginal 

05_011 23-51 VICTORIA PLACE 12 Yes Yes Yes 

06_009 St. Levan Road Site 32 No No Yes 

06_010 Cambridge Road 8 Yes Yes Yes 
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Results      Sales values  

      at Q3 2013 +5% +10% 

08_012 
Bull Point Primary School / Tamar Valley 
School 

50 No No Yes 

09_019 
THE CORNWALL GATE, 71 NORMANDY 
WAY 

14 Yes Yes Yes 

10_003 Texaco Garage, Wolseley Road 
20 Yes Yes Yes 

10_004 LP110 Land off St Budeaux Bypass 170 Yes Yes Yes 

10_005 Coombe Farm, Mowhay Road 
100 Yes Yes Yes 

10_006 Coombe Way & Kings Tamerton Road 40 No Marginal Marginal 

11_013 Trelawney Centre, Ham Drive 
13 Yes Yes Yes 

12_002b North Prospect Redevelopment 3 111 No No No 

12_002c North Prospect Redevelopment 4 
44 No No No 

12_002d North Prospect Redevelopment 5 
36 No No No 

13_007 
South East Of Sports Ground, Ernesettle 
Lane 

106 No Marginal Yes 

13_009 Land South Of Agaton Fort 
60 No Marginal Yes 

14_010 Woodlands/Hillside Schools 69 No No Marginal 

14_014 Newcastle Gardens 6 Yes Yes Yes 

14_016 Brentford Avenue 10 Yes Yes Yes 

15_004 The Goldmine, Butt Park Road 5 Yes Yes Yes 

15_005 Chaucer Primary School, Chaucer Way 129 No No Marginal 

15_006 Victory Inn, Honicknowle 
6 Yes Yes Yes 

15_007 West Park Primary School 45 No No No 

15_017 Cheriton Close, West Park 11 Yes Yes Yes 

16_005 Former Plym View Primary School 51 No No Yes 

16_010 Beacon Castle Sports and Social Club 
10 Yes Yes Yes 

17_004 301 Old Laira Road 
12 Yes Yes Yes 

17_005 
Lipson Road Allotments/Prince Maurice 
Road 66 No Marginal Yes 

17_006 Laira Emplacement, Military Road, Efford 
45 No No Yes 

17_007 Astor Community Centre, Dartmoor View 12 No Yes Yes 

17_010 LP091 (rem) Land at Sefton Avenue 
27 No No Yes 

19_010 Desborough Motors, 15 Desborough Lane 
12 Yes Yes Yes 

19_016 Plymouth Fruit Sales, Sutton Road 183 Yes Yes Yes 

19_018 Tothill Sidings 
44 Yes Yes Yes 
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Results      Sales values  

      at Q3 2013 +5% +10% 

20_011 11 Seaton Avenue 
5 Yes Yes Yes 

20_016 60 Lipson Road 5 Yes Yes Yes 

20_017 1 Woodland Terrace, Greenbank Road 10 Yes Yes Yes 

20_019 The Bee Clear Depot, Central Park Avenue 36 No Yes Yes 

20_020 Longfield House, Greenbank Road 
66 Yes Yes Yes 

20_024 Eye Infirmary 
63 Yes Yes Yes 

20_042 
FITZROY, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, 
DRAKE CIRCUS 

5 Yes Yes Yes 

20_043 
ISAAC FOOT BUILDING, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS 

10 Yes Yes Yes 

20_044 
PORTLAND SOUTH, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS 

8 Yes Yes Yes 

20_045 
JOHN LANE, UNIVERSITY OF 
PLYMOUTH, DRAKE CIRCUS 

31 Yes Yes Yes 

20_046 
PORTLAND NORTH, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS 

8 Yes Yes Yes 

20_047 
KIRKBY PLACE, UNIVERSITY OF 
PLYMOUTH, DRAKE CIRCUS 

8 Yes Yes Yes 

20_048 
KIRKBY TERRACE, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS 

8 Yes Yes Yes 

20_049 
PITTS, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, 
DRAKE CIRCUS 

5 Yes Yes Yes 

21_003 Beauchamp Road, Peverell 
6 Yes Yes Yes 

21_004 
Pennycross Close, Beacon Park and 
Pennycross 209 Yes Yes Yes 

21_005 Civil Service Social Club, Beacon Park 
77 Yes Yes Yes 

23_007 CP06 Pennycomequick 65 Yes Yes Yes 

24_006 53 Thorn Park 5 Yes Yes Yes 

24_014 
Former Plymouth College Prep School, 
Hartley Ave 

26 Yes Yes Yes 

24_015 Compton Lane 33 Marginal Yes Yes 

24_018b Lockington Avenue/Hill Lane 7 Yes Yes Yes 

24_023 Ginkgo House, Mannamead Road 
8 Yes Yes Yes 

24_024 Mannamead Centre 27 Yes Yes Yes 

25_007 Leaves Yard, Windsor Road 32 Yes Yes Yes 

26_005 Manadon Playing Fields 90 Yes Yes Yes 

26_008 
Congreve Gardens Local Centre and 
Garages 

10 Yes Yes Yes 

27_017 Derriford Hospital, N.W. Quadrant 
580 Yes Yes Yes 

27_019 BT Depot 100 Yes Yes Yes 
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Results      Sales values  

      at Q3 2013 +5% +10% 

27_020 (residual) Pimtp 250 Yes Yes Yes 

27_021 South West Water Site, Glacis Park 
700 Yes Yes Yes 

27_022 Land at Tamerton Foliot Road 75 Yes Yes Yes 

27_025 119 Looseleigh Lane 
50 Yes Yes Yes 

27_035 
Christian Mill Business Park, Tamerton 
Foliot Road 116 Yes Yes Yes 

27_046 LAND AT SEATON NEIGHBOURHOOD 
873 No Yes Yes 

27_047 DS08 80 Yes Yes Yes 

27_048 DS10 60 Yes Yes Yes 

28_005 Cann Lodge 65 Yes Yes Yes 

28_007 Land South of Harwood Avenue 58 Yes Yes Yes 

28_008 Land North of Coombe Lane 155 Yes Yes Yes 

28_011 Land to North of Tamerton Foliot 265 Yes Yes Yes 

28_012 Land to NW Of Tamerton Foliot 550 Yes Yes Yes 

29_001b Land to the north of Clittaford Road 
17 No No Yes 

29_001c Atlantic inertial Systems site, Clittaford Road 
124 No No Marginal 

29_001e PLUSS Site 17 No No Yes 

29_006 Land off Coombe Lane 678 No Marginal Yes 

29_008 
Former Southway Primary School & Playing 
Fields 

144 No No No 

29_009 Tamerton Vale 136 No No Yes 

29_010 Bampfyle Way 8 Yes Yes Yes 

29_011 Jeffery Close 12 Yes Yes Yes 

32_004 Land off Miller Way, Estover School 
74 Yes Yes Yes 

32_006 Darklake View 20 Yes Yes Yes 

34_015 Carradale Road 5 Yes Yes Yes 

35_014a Imerys Site, Coypool 400 No No No 

36_006a Boringdon Park 1200 Yes Yes Yes 

36_019a Land off Plymbridge Road 40 Yes Yes Yes 

36_019b Land off Plymbridge Road 560 Yes Yes Yes 

37_004 Land adjacent to 110 Kenmare Drive 
8 Yes Yes Yes 

37_005 Redwood Drive 180 Yes Yes Yes 

39_016 Plympton Hospital 50 Yes Yes Yes 

39_027 
Land adjacent to The Ridgeway/George 
Lane 

30 Yes Yes Yes 

40_018 Former Nursery, Haye Road 12 Marginal Yes Yes 

40_019 
Sherford New Community (NP05 - Sports 
Hub) 

320 Marginal Marginal Yes 
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Results      Sales values  

      at Q3 2013 +5% +10% 

40_020 NP06 Potential Development at Elburton 
300 Yes Yes Yes 

40_023 Brookwood Road 340 Yes Yes Yes 

40_037 
SPRINGFIELD CLOSE AND LAND TO 
REAR 

16 No No No 

41_024 Downham School 17 Yes Yes Yes 

41_025a 
Former Blue Circle Quarry, Billacombe 
Road 

110 Yes Yes Yes 

41_025b 
Former Blue Circle Quarry, Billacombe 
Road 

1574 Yes Yes Yes 

41_026 Pleasure Hill Close 5 Yes Yes Yes 

43_013 Royal Marine Base Turnchapel 100 No Marginal Yes 

43_021 Ashery Drive, Plymstock 5 Yes Yes Yes 
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Appendix C  Findings per Plymouth Plan Area  

 



Site ref Site address

1. North West

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

13_007 South East Of Sports Ground, 
Ernesettle Lane

11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

1062.66The site is identified as Greenscape and the constrained yield 
is therefore set at zero.  The viability assessment also 
indicates that the site is not viable given the current 
assumptions of the assessment.

0

13_009 Land South Of Agaton Fort 11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

601.50This site is identified as Greenscape and the constrained yield 
is therefore set at zero. The viability assessment shows that it 
is not deliverable with an assumed s106 package.

0

13_011 Land at Maidstone Place 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.07The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

14_010 Woodlands/Hillside Schools 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

691.74Former PCC school site. The suitability of the site for 
residential uses is established by the planning statement. A 
planning application has been submitted since April 2013 for 
69 dwellings. The viability model shows that this site is not 
achievable. However, given its ownership this site is likely to 
be delivered.

69

14_014 Newcastle Gardens 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

60.23This site is a PCH site within an existing residential area and 
is therefore considered to be suitable and available. The 
viability assessment shows that it is deliverable.

6

14_016 Brentford Avenue 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

100.25This PCH owned site is within an existing residential area and 
is therefore considered suitable for housing. However, access 
to the site will need to be widened in order to accommodate 
housing. The development of the site is shown to be viable.

10

15_004 The Goldmine, Butt Park Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.05The site has a lapsed permission, which establishes the 
principle for residential development. The viability assessment 
shows that it is potentially deliverable.

5



Site ref Site address

1. North West

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

15_005 Chaucer Primary School, Chaucer Way 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

1293.82The redevelopment of redundant school buildings and the 
social centre on this site would give a yield of approximately 
129 units. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development would not be deliverable under current market 
conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is PCC 
owned.

129

15_006 Victory Inn, Honicknowle 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

60.14The site, a redundant public house, was previously identified 
as land within an Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in 
the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. There are no known 
constraints to development and the viability assessment 
indicates that it is deliverable.

6

15_007 West Park Primary School 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

451.33This site is a cleared school site within an established 
residential area. The site was previously identified as land 
within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First 
Deposit Local Plan 2001.The viability assessment indicates 
that the development would not be deliverable under current 
market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it 
is PCC owned.

45

15_017 Cheriton Close, West Park 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

110.27A garage site within an existing residential area that is being 
promoted by PCH. The viability assessment indicates that the 
site is deliverable.

11

28_005 Cann Lodge 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

651.63The site is deliverable, in principle, for housing development. 
However, it is identified in the Local Plan as part of 
Plymouth’s Greenscape network and is partly within the flood 
zone. This constrains development and means that the site 
cannot be considered suitable in the SHLAA without further 
detailed submission. The viability assessment shows that 
development would be achievable.

0

28_007 Land South of Harwood Avenue 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

581.45The site currently has no acceptable access which means 
development could not be delivered at this location.  The site 
is suitable, in principle, for housing development. However, it 
is greenscape subject to policy protection in the Core 
Strategy, which could constrain the land from being suitable 
for residential development. The viability model shows that 
development would however be achievable.

0



Site ref Site address

1. North West

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

28_008 Land North of Coombe Lane 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

1553.89The site is identified in the Core Strategy as part of Strategic 
Greenscape network, and therefore unsuitable for residential 
development. Site is on a tight corner providing access 
problem.  Issues also relating to flooding and topography. 
Despite these constraints the viability model shows that 
development could be achieved.

0

28_011 Land to North of Tamerton Foliot 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

2656.62The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to 
current development plan policy. If the council were to 
consider changes to the policy baseline for such site then the 
land might be developable. However, highway, ecological and 
landscape constraints will need to be addressed if the site is 
to come forward. The viability assessment carried out as part 
of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable 
under current market conditions with an assumed s106 
package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

0

28_012 Land to NW Of Tamerton Foliot 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

55013.78The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to 
current development plan policy as it is subject to greenspace 
policy protection. If the council were to consider changes to 
the policy baseline for such site then the land might be 
developable. However, highway, ecological and landscape 
constraints will need to be addressed if the site is to come 
forward. The viability assessment shows that the site could be 
delivered.

0

28_019 Fore Street 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.37The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

1540Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

39.8 281



Conclusion
The site is identified as Greenscape and the constrained yield is therefore set at zero.  The viability assessment also indicates that the site is 
not viable given the current assumptions of the assessment.

Suitability
The site is detached from existing residential areas but is free from environmental constraints. However, the site is within a Greenscape Area 
and is therefore constrained.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
13_007

Site address
South East Of Sports Ground, Ernesettle Lane

Neighbourhood
13. Ernesettle

1. North West

Size (ha)
2.66

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is 2 green fields bordered by hedges and slopes down to the north east.  Bordering the fields are sport pitches and fields to the 
north, east and south, with residential properties at the far south western corner.  Access is narrow from Ernesettle Lane.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. The land to the west of Ernesettle Lane (opposite) is allocated for Strategic 
Waste Management in the adopted Waste DPD.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
106Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
This site is identified as Greenscape and the constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The viability assessment shows that it is not 
deliverable with an assumed s106 package.

Suitability
Although close to other residential uses, the site is policy constrained and adjacent to environmental designations. There is possible landfill 
on site and gas monitoring will therefore be required. Noise assessments would need to be undertaken due to proximity to main road. The 
yield is therefore constrained.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
13_009

Site address
Land South Of Agaton Fort

Neighbourhood
13. Ernesettle

1. North West

Size (ha)
1.50

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a green field adjacent development on 3 sides and is just south of a Scheduled Ancient Monument, Agaton Fort.  Fields border 
the site to the east and other surrounding uses include a MOT garage, small scale recycling facility and 2 storey semi-detached and terraced 
housing.  There is a buffer of small trees and shrubs on the border between the road and the field. Access is via an existing lane off 
Budshead Road, which leads to Agaton Fort.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. Site is close to Agaton Fort (ancient monument).

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
60Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
Former PCC school site. The suitability of the site for residential uses is established by the planning statement. A planning application has 
been submitted since April 2013 for 69 dwellings. The viability model shows that this site is not achievable. However, given its ownership this 
site is likely to be delivered.

Suitability
The site is flat and well connected to nearby residential areas. It is previously developed land.  It is therefore considered to be suitable for 
residential development

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
14_010

Site address
Woodlands/Hillside Schools

Neighbourhood
14. Whitleigh

1. North West

Size (ha)
1.74

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
The site is the location of two schools which are vacant and have been cleared, and is within an existing residential area.  Access is from 
existing Bodmin Road and Budshead Road.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. A decision on 
application 13/01193/FUL for the erection of 69 dwellings is pending.

Availability
Former PCC site. Application decision pending for residential use

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
69

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
69

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
This site is a PCH site within an existing residential area and is therefore considered to be suitable and available. The viability assessment 
shows that it is deliverable.

Suitability
The site is within an existing residential area and is easily accessible. It is therefore considered to be suitable. Site threshold reduced to 
account for narrow parts of site.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
14_014

Site address
Newcastle Gardens

Neighbourhood
14. Whitleigh

1. North West

Size (ha)
0.23

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
Garages in residential area accessed via St. Helens Walk. Surrounding properties are 1 to 2 storey.

Planning status
n/a

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes have confirmed that they own the whole site and put it forward in the 2013 call for sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
6

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
6

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
This PCH owned site is within an existing residential area and is therefore considered suitable for housing. However, access to the site will 
need to be widened in order to accommodate housing. The development of the site is shown to be viable.

Suitability
The site is previously developed and is within a residential area.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
14_016

Site address
Brentford Avenue

Neighbourhood
14. Whitleigh

1. North West

Size (ha)
0.25

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
Garages in between housing. Very tight access points.

Planning status
n/a

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes have confirmed that they own the whole site and put it forward for consideration in the 2013 call for sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
10

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
10

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
The site has a lapsed permission, which establishes the principle for residential development. The viability assessment shows that it is 
potentially deliverable.

Suitability
The site is within residential area and is considered suitable for residential conversion or redevelopment.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
15_004

Site address
The Goldmine, Butt Park Road

Neighbourhood
15. Honicknowle

1. North West

Size (ha)
0.05

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Public house (closed) and outbuildings on Butt Park Road. Situated in residential terrace.

Planning status
Permission for 5 units (08/00550/FUL) lapsed in 2012.

Availability
The site has been previously promoted for residential development and it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the 
site in the future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
The redevelopment of redundant school buildings and the social centre on this site would give a yield of approximately 129 units. The 
viability assessment indicates that the development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated 
differently as it is PCC owned.

Suitability
The site is within a residential area and is considered to be suitable for redevelopment. There are no identified environmental constraints.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
15_005

Site address
Chaucer Primary School, Chaucer Way

Neighbourhood
15. Honicknowle

1. North West

Size (ha)
3.82

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
The site comprises Chaucer Primary School, Manadon Community Resource Centre, Cabin Childcare Centre and the ex-social services 
offices (SHLAA Ref 15_008). These closed in August 2009.  The land is within a residential estate and adjacent to playing fields.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.

Availability
The site is owned by PCC and a Site Planning Statement has been produced. This promotes the site for a mix of 2 storey 2, 3 and 4 bed 
houses, town houses and flats.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC/PCH and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
129

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
129

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
The site, a redundant public house, was previously identified as land within an Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in the First Deposit 
Local Plan 2001. There are no known constraints to development and the viability assessment indicates that it is deliverable.

Suitability
The site is considered to be suitable for redevelopment for residential uses. No environmental constraints on site.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
15_006

Site address
Victory Inn, Honicknowle

Neighbourhood
15. Honicknowle

1. North West

Size (ha)
0.14

Source
First Deposit LP allocation

Description of site
The site is a redundant public house, The Victory Pub and associated car park, which is attached to a residential property at the end of a 
terraced development.  A club house is adjacent which is within a small redundant quarry, and other surrounding uses include an overgrown 
area and residential properties.  Access is onto the existing Honicknowle Lane.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.  The site is 
adjacent flood zone 3b to the south east. 100% affordable housing being promoted on this site. However, there is a historic quarry on site 
that may have been infilled with domestic waste and so contamination checks and remediation will be required.

Availability
The site is still vacant and therefore assumed to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
6

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
6

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
This site is a cleared school site within an established residential area. The site was previously identified as land within Established 
Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.The viability assessment indicates that the development would not be 
deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is PCC owned.

Suitability
The site is located within an existing estate and is considered suitable for housing.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
15_007

Site address
West Park Primary School

Neighbourhood
15. Honicknowle

1. North West

Size (ha)
1.33

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
West Park Primary School closed in 2009, and has now been cleared. It is situated within a residential estate comprising 2 storey terraced 
and semi-detached houses.  Access is difficult and narrow from Wanstead Grove.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.

Availability
The site is owned by Plymouth City Council who are making the school site available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
45

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
45

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
A garage site within an existing residential area that is being promoted by PCH. The viability assessment indicates that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
The site is suitable for housing development as it is previously developed, is within an existing residential area and is already accessible. The 
site is however likely to be contaminated as the land next to it is former landfill. This is unlikely to be a major constraint though.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
15_017

Site address
Cheriton Close, West Park

Neighbourhood
15. Honicknowle

1. North West

Size (ha)
0.27

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
Garages and parking area within existing residential area. Situated next to mix of 2 storey houses and 12 storey flats.

Planning status
n/a

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes own whole site and put it forward in 2013 call for sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
11

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
11

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
The site is deliverable, in principle, for housing development. However, it is identified in the Local Plan as part of Plymouth’s Greenscape 
network and is partly within the flood zone. This constrains development and means that the site cannot be considered suitable in the 
SHLAA without further detailed submission. The viability assessment shows that development would be achievable.

Suitability
The site is within area protected by Greenscape Policy in the Local Plan.  It is within a Conservation Area and the south western part of the 
site is bordering the flood zone 2. Mature trees are located on and around the site. The site is therefore treated as a constrained yield (zero).

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
28_005

Site address
Cann Lodge

Neighbourhood
28. Tamerton Foliot

1. North West

Size (ha)
1.63

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site comprises a small building called Cann Lodge and the paddock land of Cann House, which is to the north west.  The land drops 
down slightly to a river which runs along the south western boundary and there are a number of mature trees across the site.  There is a 
small residential estate to the south east which provides access via Cheshire Drive.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network (Policy CS18).

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
65Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West

Site is completely within conservation area and partially within flood zone 2.



Conclusion
The site currently has no acceptable access which means development could not be delivered at this location.  The site is suitable, in 
principle, for housing development. However, it is greenscape subject to policy protection in the Core Strategy, which could constrain the 
land from being suitable for residential development. The viability model shows that development would however be achievable.

Suitability
The site is not considered suitable for development as access cannot be achieved from either Harewood Avenue or Downham Gardens. It is 
also within a greenscape area subject to policy protection. Therefore, the constrained yield is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
28_007

Site address
Land South of Harwood Avenue

Neighbourhood
28. Tamerton Foliot

1. North West

Size (ha)
1.45

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a greenfield south of an existing residential area with other green areas to the south and east.  There is currently no sufficient 
access to the site.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
58

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West



Conclusion
The site is identified in the Core Strategy as part of Strategic Greenscape network, and therefore unsuitable for residential development. Site 
is on a tight corner providing access problem.  Issues also relating to flooding and topography. Despite these constraints the viability model 
shows that development could be achieved.

Suitability
The site is not considered suitable as it is within a Greenscape area. Part of the site is also vulnerable to flooding. Therefore, the constrained 
yield is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
28_008

Site address
Land North of Coombe Lane

Neighbourhood
28. Tamerton Foliot

1. North West

Size (ha)
3.89

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is an open field running along a valley with a narrow lane (Coombe Lane) along the top of the field on the south east border, with 
high hedges. Surrounding the site are further fields and housing beyond on the opposite side of the valley.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic Greenscape network (Policy CS18). The site is in flood zone.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
155

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West

Site is partially within flood zone 2.



Conclusion
The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to current development plan policy. If the council were to consider changes to the 
policy baseline for such site then the land might be developable. However, highway, ecological and landscape constraints will need to be 
addressed if the site is to come forward. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be 
viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is within the AONB and is detached from services. There appear to be contraints to access which will need to be addressed before 
any site could be considered deliverable. Landscape and ecology issues would also need to be assessed and mitigated.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
28_011

Site address
Land to North of Tamerton Foliot

Neighbourhood
28. Tamerton Foliot

1. North West

Size (ha)
6.62

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a field on the urban fringe north of Tamerton Foliot.

Planning status
The site is completely within the AONB.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
265Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West

Site is completely within AONB.



Conclusion
The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to current development plan policy as it is subject to greenspace policy 
protection. If the council were to consider changes to the policy baseline for such site then the land might be developable. However, 
highway, ecological and landscape constraints will need to be addressed if the site is to come forward. The viability assessment shows that 
the site could be delivered.

Suitability
The site is not considered suitable for housing as the existing access roads are narrow and bordered by housing. It is also protected by 
Greenscape policies. There is an historic sewage treatment works on site that will need to be investigated for contamination. Therefore the 
constrained yield is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
28_012

Site address
Land to NW Of Tamerton Foliot

Neighbourhood
28. Tamerton Foliot

1. North West

Size (ha)
13.78

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a large area of urban fringe land to the north west of Tamerton Foliot. The land is in agricultural use.

Planning status
The site is adjacent to the AONB. It is also adjacent to the Tamerton Foliot Conservation Area. It was also previously identified within a 
Greenscape Policy Area in the First Deposit Local Plan.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
300Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
1. North West





Site ref Site address

2. North

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

08_004 Land at Roberts Road 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.09The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

09_008 863 Wolseley Road 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.05The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

09_011 131-133 Victoria Road, Plymouth 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.08The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

09_014 Normandy Hill 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 01.99The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

09_017 St Budeaux Library and Bowling Green 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.40The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

10_001 48 Flamsteed Crescent 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.02The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

10_007 Land at Bridwell Close 13 Undeliverable site 00.39The site has no access and the topography of the land would 
restrict development.

0



Site ref Site address

2. North

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

14_012 Youth Centre, Taunton Avenue 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.14The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

21_004 Pennycross Close 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

2095.59This former employment site has a permission for 209 
residential units. The viability assessment shows that 
development is achievable.

209

26_005 Manadon Playing Fields 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

903.91Former playing fields associated with the Royal Naval 
Engineering College. The site is greenspace subject to policy 
protection. The constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The 
viability assessment indicates that the redevelopment of the 
site would be achievable.

0

26_008 Congreve Gardens Local Centre and 
Garages

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

100.14This is a garage site within an existing residential area that is 
being promoted by PCH. It is considered to be suitable and 
the viability assessment indiactes that development for 10 
residential units is achievable.

10

27_017 Derriford Hospital, N.W. Quadrant 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

5807.51The site is the existing north west quadrant of Derriford 
Hospital. It is a submitted AAP site and a competing district 
centre. A quantum of housing could be delivered as part of 
this development. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development of the site is achievable.

580

27_019 BT Depot 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

1002.53Site is currently in active employment use. The constrained 
yield is therefore set at zero. The viability assessment carried 
out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to 
be viable under current market conditions with an assumed 
s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

0

27_020 (residual) Pimtp 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

2505.38This cleared PDL site is now being promoted for mixed use 
development as part of the submitted Derriford and Seaton 
AAP. It is available and the viability assessment indicates that 
it is deliverable.

250



Site ref Site address

2. North

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

27_021 South West Water Site, Glacis Park 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

70017.17The site has been identified as having the potential to provide 
around 700 dwellings in the Derriford and Seaton AAP 
submission document and has been promoted through the 
2013 call for sites. It is therefore considered to be suitable 
and available. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development of this site is achievable.

700

27_022 Land at Tamerton Foliot Road 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

754.91The north eastern part of the site is within flood zone 3 and a 
wooded area.  The southern part of the site is deliverable, in 
principle, for housing development, except it is identified in the 
Core Strategy as part of Plymouth’s Greenscape network, 
which constrains residential development. The viability 
assessment shows that the development of the site is 
achievable.

0

27_025 119 Looseleigh Lane 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

500.93This site has a planning permission for 50 residential units 
and the viability assessment shows that development is 
achievable.

50

27_035 Christian Mill Business Park, Tamerton 
Foliot Road

10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

1162.65This site is an existing business park. It has been promoted 
for residential use through the 2013 call for sites. As it is an 
employment site the constrained yield is set at zero. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current 
market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

0

27_046 LAND AT SEATON NEIGHBOURHOOD 08 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention – planning permission

87370.34This site is a large valley area, predominantly in agricultural 
use, between residential areas. It has received outline 
permission for 873 dwellings since April 2013. Although the 
viability assessment shows that the site would not normally be 
viable, a negotiated s106 package has made it deliverable.

873

27_047 DS08 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

805.79Crownhill Retail Park is identified in the Derriford AAP 
submission document for commercially led mixed use 
redevelopment including 80 new residential units. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that 
this site is assessed to be viable under current market 
conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

80

27_048 DS10 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

6017.45Part of University site identified in Derriford AAP submission 
document as being suitable for student accommodation. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
indicates that this site is achievable.

60



Site ref Site address

2. North

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

28_004 Land West of Orchard Lea, Station 
Road

14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.17The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

28_013 Downham Gardens 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 01.27The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

29_001b Land to the north of Clittaford Road 09 Deliverable site which is unviable 170.31Car park area at the rear of a business premises. This site 
was promoted through the 2013 call for sites. It is adjacent to 
a new residential area so is suitable in principle, providing 
access can be secured. However, the viability assessment 
shows that the development is not deliverable given the 
current market position and policy requirements relating to 
s106.

17

29_001c Atlantic inertial Systems site, Clittaford 
Road

09 Deliverable site which is unviable 1243.10This site comprises existing employment uses. Adjacent sites 
have been developed for housing. Therefore, it is considered 
suitable and owners confirm its availability. The viability 
assessment shows that the development of the site may not 
be achievable with policy requirements relating to s106.

124

29_001e PLUSS Site 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

170.36This former training centre is a PCC owned site and a 
planning statement has been produced. The site is therefore 
deemed to be suitable and available. Although the site is not 
shown to be viable for a yield of 16 at the levels of s106 
required it will be delivered as it is being promoted by PCC.

17

29_004 Clittaford Club, Moses Close 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.16The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

29_006 Land off Coombe Lane 11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

67816.72The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to 
current devleopment plan policy. If the council were to 
consider changes to the policy baseline for such site then the 
land might be developable. However, the development of the 
site has been shown to be unviable.

0



Site ref Site address

2. North

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

29_008 Former Southway Primary School & 
Playing Fields

07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

1447.56This is a former school site owned by PCC. The site is within 
a residential area and is therefore considered suitable. The 
viability assessment indicates that the development would not 
be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is 
however treated differently as it is PCC owned.

144

29_009 Tamerton Vale 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

1363.41This site is a former primary school (cleared) owned by PCC. 
The site is on the edge of an existing residential area and has 
an existing access point. The viability assessment indicates 
that the development would not be deliverable under current 
market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it 
is PCC owned.

100

29_010 Bampfyle Way 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.22Small garage site in an existing residential area that is being 
promoted by PCH. The site is considered suitable for 
residential use in principle. The viability assessment shows 
that development is achievable.

8

29_011 Jeffery Close 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

120.36A garage site within an existing residential area that is being 
promoted by PCH. The site is considered to be suitable and 
the viability assessment indicates that development is 
achievable.

12

32_004 Land off Miller Way, Estover School 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

741.87Remaining part of former primary school site. It is considered 
suitable. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development of the site is achievable.

74

32_006 Darklake View 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

201.14This land is a steep paddock with access constraints. Access 
could potentially be achieved but through an existing 
employment site. As the land is within a greenscape area the 
constrained yield is set at zero. The viability model shows that 
development at this site could potentially be achieved.

0

34_009b Land West of Forder Valley Road 13 Undeliverable site 01.14The site is a very steep green field site which is part covered 
with trees. Part of the sites is within the flood zone and it is 
not considered to be deliverable for housing.

0

34_015 Carradale Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.12PCH owned garages in an existing residential area. The land 
is unconstrained and has been promoted through the 2013 
call for sites. The viability model shows that development 
could be achieved.

5



Site ref Site address

2. North

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

4428Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

185.4 3313



Conclusion
This former employment site has a permission for 209 residential units. The viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
Although application 12/01700/FUL was refused, the officer report suggests that, should design and access issues been resolved, approval 
would have been recommended. The site is cleared and minor contamination is likely.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
21_004

Site address
Pennycross Close

Neighbourhood
21. Beacon Park & Pennycross

2. North

Size (ha)
5.59

Source
Refusal of planning permission

Description of site
The site is split between existing employment site of Hellerman Tyton which is based within a large warehouse, and a cleared site.  
Surrounding uses include residential 2 storey semi-terraced housing and access from existing Pennycross Close.

Planning status
The site was identified for employment in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.  The site is identified as a Major Existing Industrial Estate in the 
Core Strategy, but there is a policy relating to the redevelopment of existing sites Policy CS05 Development of Existing Sites. Application 
12/01700/FUL for 209 dwellings and 1,300 sqm of B1 uses was refused on design grounds in January 2013 but permission has been 
granted for 209 units since April 2013.

Availability
Planning application 13/00048/FUL was submitted in 2013 on behalf of Taylor Wimpey, confirming the availability of the site.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
59

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
59

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North

There are no known constraints on this site that would prevent the site coming forward for residential development.



Conclusion
Former playing fields associated with the Royal Naval Engineering College. The site is greenspace subject to policy protection. The 
constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The viability assessment indicates that the redevelopment of the site would be achievable.

Suitability
The site was previously identified as greenspace, and there is a presumption to protect such uses within the city.  Therefore, there is an "in 
principle" objection to the loss of the space and the site cannot be considered suitable for development within the context of the current 
development plan. Therefore, the constrained yield for the site is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
26_005

Site address
Manadon Playing Fields

Neighbourhood
26. Manadon

2. North

Size (ha)
3.91

Source
Planning Application Withdrawn

Description of site
Open space, formerly the playing fields associated with the Royal Naval Engineering College, which closed in 1994.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as local greenscape.  A planning application (0200622OUT) for residential development was dismissed at appeal in 2003 
on the grounds of loss of open space and effect on the character and appearance of the local area.  A masterplan has been produced for the 
site by the developer, for a mixed use scheme of playing pitches and residential development. 13/00813/OUT Outline application was 
withdrawn. This was for the erection of up to 90 dwellings with associated public open space, sustainable urban drainage system and 
associated works.

Availability
Currently being promoted for mixed use development of playing pitches and residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
90

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This is a garage site within an existing residential area that is being promoted by PCH. It is considered to be suitable and the viability 
assessment indiactes that development for 10 residential units is achievable.

Suitability
The site is previously developed and is within a residential area. It is therefore considered to be suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
26_008

Site address
Congreve Gardens Local Centre and Garages

Neighbourhood
26. Manadon

2. North

Size (ha)
0.14

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
Garages off Walton Crescent. Surrounded by public open space and a 2 storey semi detached housing.

Planning status
Not Known.

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes own the whole site and put it forward in the 2013 call for sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
10

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
10

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
The site is the existing north west quadrant of Derriford Hospital. It is a submitted AAP site and a competing district centre. A quantum of 
housing could be delivered as part of this development. The viability assessment indicates that the development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The brownfield site is considered suitable for housing. There are no known environmental constraints although a new highway access 
arrangement will be required.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_017

Site address
Derriford Hospital, N.W. Quadrant

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
7.51

Source
First Deposit LP allocation

Description of site
The site is the existing north west quadrant of Derriford Hospital, which is housed within numerous buildings, nursing accommodation and 
associated car parking facilities.

Planning status
The site was previously identified for a health and medical cluster and transport improvements in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.  There is 
a masterplan for the site and it is included as a proposed allocation as part of the submitted Derriford AAP.

Availability
Site is a competing location for district centre. PCC is expecting an application soon.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
100

2018 - 2023
450

2023 - 2032
30Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
100

2018 - 2023
450

2023 - 2032
30Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
Site is currently in active employment use. The constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The viability assessment carried out as part of the 
SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 
30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is currently in employment use. The constrained yield is therefore set to zero. There is possible contamination on site so checks will 
be required. This is unlikely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_019

Site address
BT Depot

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
2.53

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is currently occupied by BT as a depot and comprises large 1 and 2 storey offices, stores and garages to the south and a large car 
park to the north.  It is adjacent to a business park and office unit to the south, but also green land to the north and east of the site.  The land 
drops steeply from part of the highway on the east of the site, which may limit the exact location of access onto the site.

Planning status
The site was previously identified for employment in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.  Site is near an ancient monument (Crownhill Fort). It 
is within the Quarry Fields proposal in the submitted AAP.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
100

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This cleared PDL site is now being promoted for mixed use development as part of the submitted Derriford and Seaton AAP. It is available 
and the viability assessment indicates that it is deliverable.

Suitability
The site was previously an employment allocation. However, it is now identified as a mixed use location in the submitted Derriford and 
Seaton AAP. It is therefore, considered that the site could deliver housing in the future. Previous contamination assessments have been 
conducted and there may possibly be some remediation costs required. Air quality and noise assessments will also likely be required.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_020

Site address
(residual) Pimtp

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
5.38

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
This is a cleared site which is mainly flat hard standing and grassed areas, with a number of large trees on the border and on site.  A large 5 
storey hotel and associated car park are adjacent, as well as employment uses within 3 storey buildings.  There is a roundabout in the centre 
of the site which would provide access onto the existing highway.

Planning status
The site was previously identified for employment (part of Proposal 74) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 for B1, B2, B8 and 
health/medical sector uses.  The site is now being promoted for mixed use development as part of the submitted Derriford and Seaton AAP.

Availability
The site is being promoted for a district centre. It is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
200

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
200

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
The site has been identified as having the potential to provide around 700 dwellings in the Derriford and Seaton AAP submission document 
and has been promoted through the 2013 call for sites. It is therefore considered to be suitable and available. The viability assessment 
indicates that the development of this site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is in a mix of employment and retail uses. The Derriford and Seaton AAP submission document identfies Glacis Park as having the 
potential to provide approximately 700 new dwellings. There is possible contamination from sewage treatment works and landfill on site. 
Investigation and remediation costs are likely and gas monitoring may be required for 6-9 months. Air quality and noise assessments also 
likely required.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_021

Site address
South West Water Site, Glacis Park

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
17.17

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a combination of uses including a B&Q store and a water treatment plant.

Planning status
The site was previously identified for a mix of employment uses including offices, retailing, leisure and tourism in the 1996 Local Plan. It is 
identified in the vision diagram of the Core Strategy.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
450Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
450Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North

Site is partially within flood zone 3 and adjacent to a Scheduled Ancient Monument.



Conclusion
The north eastern part of the site is within flood zone 3 and a wooded area.  The southern part of the site is deliverable, in principle, for 
housing development, except it is identified in the Core Strategy as part of Plymouth’s Greenscape network, which constrains residential 
development. The viability assessment shows that the development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site was previously identified as greenspace where there is a presumption to protect such uses within the city.  Therefore, there is an "in 
principle" objection to the loss of the space and the site cannot be considered suitable for development within the context of the current 
development plan. There is a small quarry on site, that may have been infilled, so gas monitoring would likely be required. Therefore, the 
constrained yield for the site is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_022

Site address
Land at Tamerton Foliot Road

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
4.91

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a green area which is wooded along the north eastern boundary and there is a grassed area on the remaining part of the site.  To 
the south is the BT depot and residential properties adjacent to the north and east.  Access may be possible from the northern part of the 
site onto Tamerton Foliot Road.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. The site is within the Quarry Fields area which is identified for residential 
development in the Derriford and Seaton AAP submission version.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
75Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This site has a planning permission for 50 residential units and the viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The grant of outline planning permission shows that the site is considered suitable for residential use.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_025

Site address
119 Looseleigh Lane

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
0.93

Source
Site with PP at base date

Description of site
Former convent situated off Looseleigh Lane and adjoined by Notre Dame Roman Catholic School and residential uses. The site contains a 
range of buildings in a parkland setting. It has recently been in use for clinical trials.

Planning status
Redevelopment of site for residential development to provide 50 flats, with access and car parking has been approved (08/00159/OUT).

Availability
The site is still available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This site is an existing business park. It has been promoted for residential use through the 2013 call for sites. As it is an employment site the 
constrained yield is set at zero. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable 
under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is currently afforded protection for employment purposes by policies CS04 and CS05 and supporting text in the LDF Core Strategy. 
The site is identified in Policy DS11 of the submitted Derriford and Seaton AAP, which seeks to safeguard and enhance the site for 
employment uses. There are likely contamination issues linked to previous factory uses and tanks on site. Therefore the constrained yield is 
set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_035

Site address
Christian Mill Business Park, Tamerton Foliot Road

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
2.65

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Business park comprising 2 large buildings split into trade counter and workshop units. Accessed from B3373.

Planning status
The site is within an established employment area previously identified in Policy 1 of the Local Plan First Deposit 1995-2011.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
116Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This site is a large valley area, predominantly in agricultural use, between residential areas. It has received outline permission for 873 
dwellings since April 2013. Although the viability assessment shows that the site would not normally be viable, a negotiated s106 package 
has made it deliverable.

Suitability
The site has been granted outline permission for 873 homes, employment uses, a community park, education centre, city farm and Forder 
Valley Link Road. The yield for 27_015 is included here.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_046

Site address
LAND AT SEATON NEIGHBOURHOOD

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
70.34

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
Large greenfield valley between residential areas. Mainly sloping agricultural pasture, within sections of woodland alongside watercourses. 
There is a Scheduled Ancient Monument bordering the southern section of the site and a small section of ancient woodland.

Planning status
The site is identified for a housing led mixed use development in the submitted Derriford AAP. Permission was granted for application 
(12/02027/OUT) for 873 dwellings in November 2013.

Availability
The site is known to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment shows that this site would not normally be viable. However, we know that this site has permission with a negotiated 
s106 package and it has been decided that this site will be delivered.

2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
473Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
473Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
08 Deliverable site with LA intervention – planning permission

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North

Site is partially within flood zone 3.



Conclusion
Crownhill Retail Park is identified in the Derriford AAP submission document for commercially led mixed use redevelopment including 80 
new residential units. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current 
market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is well accessed. There could be scope for intensification of uses on the fringes of the site that are under-utilised. It is part of a wider 
sewage works and therefore contamination checks will be required. Air quality and noise assessments would also likely be required due to 
proximity to Tavistock Road.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_047

Site address
DS08

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
5.79

Source
LDF proposal

Description of site
Part of a retail park located off Tavistock Road. Appears to be well used and comprises modern units for B&Q, M&S Food, KFC and Pizza 
Hut and associated surface parking.

Planning status
Crownhill Retail Park is identified in the Derriford AAP submission document for commercially led mixed use redevelopment including 80 
new residential units, 2,000 sqm of office space and existing retail uses.

Availability
The site will continue as a retail park but possible potential for some housing on fringe of site at back end of Plan period.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
80Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
80Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
Part of University site identified in Derriford AAP submission document as being suitable for student accommodation. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is achievable.

Suitability
Considered suitable for university related expansion, potentially for student accommodation. Potential landfill on site that would need to be 
assessed. Air quality assessment also likely required due to proximity to Tavistock Road, which will shortly be decalred an AQMA.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
27_048

Site address
DS10

Neighbourhood
27. Derriford

2. North

Size (ha)
17.45

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
Site is situated on the University College of St.Mark and St.John campus. Flat land used as playing fields, with some land unused.

Planning status
Identified in Derriford AAP submission document as being suitable for student accommodation (400 spaces) in approximately 60 cluster flats 
on any surplus land.

Availability
PCC confirm site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package.

2013 - 2018
60

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
60

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
Car park area at the rear of a business premises. This site was promoted through the 2013 call for sites. It is adjacent to a new residential 
area so is suitable in principle, providing access can be secured. However, the viability assessment shows that the development is not 
deliverable given the current market position and policy requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
 From the information available, the site is considered suitable for housing development in principle because of the characteristics of the site 
and its surrounding area. The site offers a suitable location for development and would contribute to the creation of sustainable, mixed 
communities. It is suitable for an extension to neighbouring residential areas if a suitable road access can be achieved, which may be 
possible if the adjacent sites (29_001c and 29_001e) were to come forward for residential development.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_001b

Site address
Land to the north of Clittaford Road

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
0.31

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
This brownfield site contains an overflow car park for the nearby Atlantic Inertial Systems, but is largely unused. It is predominantly hard 
surfaced in asphalt and gently slopes from south to north. The site can only currently be accessed through the Atlantic Inertial Systems site 
to the south east. Despite being located next to an employment site, much of the adjacent area has been redeveloped for residential uses.

Planning status
There is no recent relevant planning history on this site.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North

Site is partially within amenity greenspace.



Conclusion
This site comprises existing employment uses. Adjacent sites have been developed for housing. Therefore, it is considered suitable and 
owners confirm its availability. The viability assessment shows that the development of the site may not be achievable with policy 
requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
The site is adjacent to newly developed housing areas on either side. Although contamination investigations will need to be undertaken any 
issues are unlikely to be prohibitive and it is therefore considered suitable for further residential development.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_001c

Site address
Atlantic inertial Systems site, Clittaford Road

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
3.10

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
This site is made of industrial buildings and associated car parks. This includes the Atlantic Inertial Systems and Western Power substation.

Planning status
Part of this site was included as part of an outline application for the redevelopment of employment land involving the demolition of the 
former Paper Converting buildings and part of the BAE building to provide 490 residential units (05/01085/OUT).

Availability
The owners confirm that the site is available for housing. It is anticipated that these will come forward from 2014.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
124

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
124

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This former training centre is a PCC owned site and a planning statement has been produced. The site is therefore deemed to be suitable 
and available. Although the site is not shown to be viable for a yield of 16 at the levels of s106 required it will be delivered as it is being 
promoted by PCC.

Suitability
The site is currently vacant and has previously been used a PLUSS employment centre. Likely contamination on site due previous factory 
uses. It is adjacent to newly developed housing areas on either side and is considered suitable for housing development in principle because 
of the characteristics of the site and its surrounding area. There are no known policy or physical constraints preventing development.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_001e

Site address
PLUSS Site

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
0.36

Source
Site Planning Statement

Description of site
This is a brownfield site, consisting of the former Employment Training Centre. Land to the north could be developed alongside this site, 
although it is not within the same ownership (PCC).

Planning status
This site was previously part of a wider Outline Planning Consent within the Southway area, and two phases of this have been substantially 
built out already including Phases 1a and 1b (which adjoins the site).

Availability
The site has been put forward for assessment by Plymouth City Council and is therefore considered to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to current devleopment plan policy. If the council were to consider changes to the 
policy baseline for such site then the land might be developable. However, the development of the site has been shown to be unviable.

Suitability
The site is part of the Strategic greenspace network identified in Core Strategy Policy CS18. Coombe Lane, to the north of the site is very 
narrow and there is little scope for widening it due to neighbouring properties. Therefore, the land is not considered suitable for development.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_006

Site address
Land off Coombe Lane

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
16.72

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
This is a large greenfield site to the south of Coombe Lane in between Tamerton Foliot and Southway. It is a series of fields that make up 
approximately 3.9 hectares of agricultural land.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network (Policy CS18).

Availability
The site is available as it has been submitted during the 2013 Call for Sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be unviable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
428Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This is a former school site owned by PCC. The site is within a residential area and is therefore considered suitable. The viability 
assessment indicates that the development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently 
as it is PCC owned.

Suitability
The site is suitable for residential development, with the potential to deliver up to 144 units as a mix of two storey 2,3 and 4 bed homes and a 
small element of flats. This could be accessed from both Bampfylde Way and/or Hurrell Close.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_008

Site address
Former Southway Primary School & Playing Fields

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
7.56

Source
Site Planning Statement

Description of site
This site is a collection of sites that lie on high ground to the west of Southway's centre. This includes the former Southway Primary School, 
which is now demolished, the existing Youth & Community Centre to the east, open land to the west of the large sports fields accessible 
from Hurrell Close and a small plot of vacant land to the south of that site fronting Bampfylde Way.

Planning status
There us no relevant recent planning history.

Availability
The majority of this site is owned by PCC, and a small area is owned by the Catholic Church of St Thomas More. The Council wished to 
develop much of the land for housing and community development in order to improve the existing sports pitches.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
86

2018 - 2023
58

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
86

2018 - 2023
58

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This site is a former primary school (cleared) owned by PCC. The site is on the edge of an existing residential area and has an existing 
access point. The viability assessment indicates that the development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is 
however treated differently as it is PCC owned.

Suitability
The site is part brownfield and is within development boundaries, with the existing access via Rolston Close. Part of the site is within a 
Greenscape area. It is considered suitable for housing, as it is considered that development would contribute to the creation of sustainable, 
mixed communities. However, part of the site should be retained as open space.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_009

Site address
Tamerton Vale

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
3.41

Source
Site Planning Statement

Description of site
Sloping landscaped area located to the north of Tamerton Foliot Road. Access to the site is via Rolston Close. The site was previously 
occupied by Tamerton Vale Primary School, which has now been cleared.

Planning status
No relevant recent planning history. Part of the site was previously identified within the Greenscape policy area (Local Plan First Deposit 
December 2001).

Availability
This site has been forward for assessment by Plymouth City Council and is therefore considered to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
60

2018 - 2023
76

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
60

2018 - 2023
40

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
Small garage site in an existing residential area that is being promoted by PCH. The site is considered suitable for residential use in 
principle. The viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
From the information available, the site is considered suitable for housing development in principle because of the characteristics of the site 
and its surrounding area.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_010

Site address
Bampfyle Way

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
0.22

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
The site is a small garage court area which is accessed from a narrow road, surrounded by houses.

Planning status
There is no known planning history.

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes own the whole site and submitted it for consideration in the 2013 call for sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
8

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
8

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
A garage site within an existing residential area that is being promoted by PCH. The site is considered to be suitable and the viability 
assessment indicates that development is achievable.

Suitability
From the information available, the site is considered suitable for housing development in principle because of the characteristics of the site 
and its surrounding area.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
29_011

Site address
Jeffery Close

Neighbourhood
29. Southway

2. North

Size (ha)
0.36

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
The site is a small garage court area with parking for the adjacent surrounding housing, which is accessed from a narrow road.

Planning status
There is no known planning history.

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes put forward site during 2013 call for sites. It is all in their ownership.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
12

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
12

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
Remaining part of former primary school site. It is considered suitable. The viability assessment indicates that the development of the site is 
achievable.

Suitability
The land is brownfield and is flat. It is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
32_004

Site address
Land off Miller Way, Estover School

Neighbourhood
32. Estover

2. North

Size (ha)
1.87

Source
Call for sites promotion 2009

Description of site
Brownfield site situated between Plym Bridge Primary School and Asda, on Miller Way. The land is flat and cleared (previously Estover 
School). Part of the site is a playing field. The land is accessed via the new access road to the primary school from Miller Way.

Planning status
There is no site specific planning history for this site.

Availability
PCC confirm that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
24

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
24

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
This land is a steep paddock with access constraints. Access could potentially be achieved but through an existing employment site. As the 
land is within a greenscape area the constrained yield is set at zero. The viability model shows that development at this site could potentially 
be achieved.

Suitability
The site is an allocated greenspace and there is a presumption to protect such uses. It is also divorced from other residential areas and 
therefore an "in principle" objection to the loss of the space and the site cannot be considered suitable for development within the context of 
the current development plan. Therefore, the constrained yield for the site is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
32_006

Site address
Darklake View

Neighbourhood
32. Estover

2. North

Size (ha)
1.14

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The site is a paddock which is accessed at the end of a road running through an employment business park on the urban fringe.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
20Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North



Conclusion
PCH owned garages in an existing residential area. The land is unconstrained and has been promoted through the 2013 call for sites. The 
viability model shows that development could be achieved.

Suitability
 The site offers a suitable location for development and would contribute to the creation of sustainable, mixed communities.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
34_015

Site address
Carradale Road

Neighbourhood
34. Eggbuckland

2. North

Size (ha)
0.12

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
Garages in a residential area accessed via Carradale Road. Surrounding properties are 2 storey terraced.

Planning status
Unknown

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes own the whole site and put it forward for consideration in the 2013 call for sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
5

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
5

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
2. North





Site ref Site address

3. West

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

08_012 Bull Point Primary School / Tamar 
Valley School

09 Deliverable site which is unviable 501.16This site is a school campus within a residential area. It is 
considered suitable and its availability is confirmed by the 
2013 call for sites. The viability assessment carried out as 
part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable 
given the current market position and policy requirements 
relating to s106.

50

09_019 THE CORNWALL GATE, 71 
NORMANDY WAY

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

140.41Planning permission has been granted for the erection of 14 
new dwellings since April 2013. It is therefore, available, 
suitable and achievable.

14

10_003 Texaco Garage, Wolseley Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

200.40The site is a petrol station within a previously identified 
Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in the First Deposit 
Local Plan 2001. As such it is considered suitable for 
residential development in principle. The agent has confirmed 
that the site will be available once the existing lease runs out. 
The viability assessment shows that the site could be 
delivered.

20

10_004 LP110 Land off St Budeaux Bypass 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

1704.25The site is potentially contaminated and is impacted by noise, 
flood risk and difficult access. The viability assessment 
carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is 
assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an 
assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable 
housing.

170

10_005 Coombe Farm, Mowhay Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

1004.58This is constrained by a number of factors including 
contamination linked to its previous use as a landfill site. The 
site is part owned by PCC who are promoting it for 
development. The viability assessment carried out as part of 
the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable 
under current market conditions with an assumed s106 
package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

100

10_006 Coombe Way & Kings Tamerton Road 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

403.69This greenfield site is identified as Greenspace and the 
constrained yield is therefore set as zero. Although the 
viability assessment shows that the site is not achievable, it is 
PCC owned and should therefore be delivered.

0

11_013 Trelawney Centre, Ham Drive 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

130.40The site is being promoted for residential development 
through a PCC planning statement and is therefore available 
and suitable. The viability assessment shows that it is 
deliverable.

13



Site ref Site address

3. West

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

12_002b North Prospect Redevelopment 3 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

1114.16The redevelopment of redundant housing on this site would 
result in a net gain of 111 units. The viability assessment 
indicates that the development would not be deliverable under 
current market conditions. This site is however treated 
differently as it is being delivered by PCH.

111

12_002c North Prospect Redevelopment 4 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

443.44The redevelopment of redundant housing on this site would 
result in a net gain of 44 units. The viability assessment 
indicates that the development would not be deliverable under 
current market conditions. This site is however treated 
differently as it is being delivered by PCH.

44

12_002d North Prospect Redevelopment 5 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

362.49The redevelopment of redundant housing on this site would 
result in a net gain of 36 units. The viability assessment 
indicates that the development would not be deliverable under 
current market conditions. This site is however treated 
differently as it is being delivered by PCH.

36

21_003 Beauchamp Road, Peverell 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

60.04The principle of residential development is established by a 
previous permission. The agent confirms that it is still 
available. The viability assessment indicates that the 
redevelopment of the site is achievable.

6

21_005 Civil Service Social Club, Beacon Park 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

774.13This site is former sports fields and associated facilities. A 
current application is for redevelopment of some of the site for 
residential, with some sports facilities retained. The site is 
therefore available and the viability assessment shows that it 
is achievable.

77

681Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

29.1 641



Conclusion
This site is a school campus within a residential area. It is considered suitable and its availability is confirmed by the 2013 call for sites. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and policy 
requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
The site is within an existing residential area and there are no known constraints to development. It is therefore considered to be suitable for 
medium density housing.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
08_012

Site address
Bull Point Primary School / Tamar Valley School

Neighbourhood
08. Barne Barton

3. West

Size (ha)
1.16

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
A school campus (Focus School) accessed from Foulston Avenue. It is surrounded by 2 storey housing.

Planning status
Not Known

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
Planning permission has been granted for the erection of 14 new dwellings since April 2013. It is therefore, available, suitable and achievable.

Suitability
The site is suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
09_019

Site address
THE CORNWALL GATE, 71 NORMANDY WAY

Neighbourhood
09. St.Budeaux

3. West

Size (ha)
0.41

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Flat PDL site on edge of residential area. There are some mature trees on site. It is currently fenced off and there is some sign of 
construction activity.

Planning status
Planning permission has been granted for the erection of 14 new dwellings since April 2013.

Availability
Planning permission has been granted for the erection of 14 dwellings.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The site is a petrol station within a previously identified Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. As 
such it is considered suitable for residential development in principle. The agent has confirmed that the site will be available once the existing 
lease runs out. The viability assessment shows that the site could be delivered.

Suitability
The site is considered suitable in principle for housing development. Contamination is very likely due to its use as a petrol station. Noise 
assessments will also need to be carried out due to its proximity to the railway line.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
10_003

Site address
Texaco Garage, Wolseley Road

Neighbourhood
10. Kings Tamerton & Weston Mill

3. West

Size (ha)
0.40

Source
Call for sites promotion 2008 LDF

Description of site
The site is a petrol filling station sandwiched between the railway line and busy main road of Wolseley Road.  It is an isolated site and not 
well integrated with surrounding neighbourhoods and existing residential areas.  Access is from Wolseley Road.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.

Availability
The site is available. The agent confirms that delivery of between 10 houses and 30 flats will be delivered in next 5 to 10 years once lease 
has run out and contamination has been dealt with.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
20

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
20

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The site is potentially contaminated and is impacted by noise, flood risk and difficult access. The viability assessment carried out as part of 
the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is also a former landfill site so 6-9 months gas monitoring would be required. It also has multiple constraints including access, flood 
risk and noise. It is also detached from existing properties.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
10_004

Site address
LP110 Land off St Budeaux Bypass

Neighbourhood
10. Kings Tamerton & Weston Mill

3. West

Size (ha)
4.25

Source
Call for sites promotion 2008 LDF

Description of site
The site is a large area of green space adjacent the St Budeaux Bypass, which is part of a larger green area within the city.

Planning status
The site was previously identified in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 for employment (Proposal 110).  The site was submitted to the LDF 
Call for Sites in 2008, for gypsy accommodation. Previous application for bulky retail and offices was refused. Site is adjacent to a flood zone.

Availability
PCC confirm that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
170Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
170Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West



Conclusion
This is constrained by a number of factors including contamination linked to its previous use as a landfill site. The site is part owned by PCC 
who are promoting it for development. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be 
viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is constrained by access, noise and other issues. The site is also a former landfill site so 6-9 months gas monitoring would be 
required.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
10_005

Site address
Coombe Farm, Mowhay Road

Neighbourhood
10. Kings Tamerton & Weston Mill

3. West

Size (ha)
4.58

Source
First Deposit LP allocation

Description of site
The site comprises a green area which is overgrown and wooded in parts and incorporates a few properties.  Although the site is adjacent to 
existing houses, it does not integrate well with this residential areas due to the topography of the site.  The land slopes steeply from the 
housing estate to the busy Mowhay Road, which would provide access to the site.

Planning status
The site was previously identified for employment in the First Deposit Local Plan (part of site).  The remainder part of the site was previously 
identified as a Greenscape Area in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, but is not designated as such in the Core Strategy.  The site has 
previously been considered as a potential Gypsy and Traveller site.

Availability
Part Plymouth City Council owned site. PCC confirm that it is available for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
100

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
100

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is partially within flood zone 3.



Conclusion
This greenfield site is identified as Greenspace and the constrained yield is therefore set as zero. Although the viability assessment shows 
that the site is not achievable, it is PCC owned and should therefore be delivered.

Suitability
PCC owned site. A planning statement is being prepared for housing scheme comprising 40 units and remainder retained for open space. 
There is landfill on adjacent land so gas monitoring may be required prior to development. As the site is identified as a greenscape area the 
constrained yield is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
10_006

Site address
Coombe Way & Kings Tamerton Road

Neighbourhood
10. Kings Tamerton & Weston Mill

3. West

Size (ha)
3.69

Source
Call for sites promotion 2008 LDF

Description of site
The site is a grassed area, sloping quite steeply from west to east.  It is adjacent to an existing housing estate on 2 sides, and access is 
from existing Coombe Way.

Planning status
The site was previously allocated for residential development in 1996 City of Plymouth Local Plan First Alteration, but subsequently the site 
was identified as Greenscape Areas (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified in the Core Strategy as part 
of the Strategic greenscape network.

Availability
PCC owned site. Planning statement is being prepared to set out proposals for the site.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106. The site is however owned by PCC and therefore is potentially achievable due to its special 
circumstances.

2013 - 2018
40

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is partially within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The site is being promoted for residential development through a PCC planning statement and is therefore available and suitable. The 
viability assessment shows that it is deliverable.

Suitability
The site is considered to be suitable for housing. It is a previously developed site within an existing residential area. Potential contamination 
associated with nearby landfill has already been assessed and no issues are anticipated.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
11_013

Site address
Trelawney Centre, Ham Drive

Neighbourhood
11. Ham

3. West

Size (ha)
0.40

Source
Planning Application Withdrawn

Description of site
PDL site that has been cleared, adjacent to Ham Drive. Neighbouring land has been redeveloped for housing.

Planning status
PCC owned site that is currently being marketed. The Planning Statement for the site identifies potential for either 20 flats and 8 houses or 
just 13 houses.

Availability
The site is available and is being marketed by PCC.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
13

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
13

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The redevelopment of redundant housing on this site would result in a net gain of 111 units. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is being delivered by PCH.

Suitability
Existing housing area identified for redevelopment. It is therefore suitable in principle.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
12_002b

Site address
North Prospect Redevelopment 3

Neighbourhood
12. North Prospect

3. West

Size (ha)
4.16

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
A former local authority housing estate that has been taken on by PCH. Predominantly semi detached 2 storey dwellings. Neighbouring 
areas are being regenerated.

Planning status

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore it is considered available for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCH and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
111

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
111

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The redevelopment of redundant housing on this site would result in a net gain of 44 units. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is being delivered by PCH.

Suitability
Suitable for redevelopment for more housing.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
12_002c

Site address
North Prospect Redevelopment 4

Neighbourhood
12. North Prospect

3. West

Size (ha)
3.44

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
A former local authority housing estate that has been taken on by PCH. Neighbouring areas are being regenerated.

Planning status

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore it is considered available for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCH and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
44

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
44

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The redevelopment of redundant housing on this site would result in a net gain of 36 units. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is being delivered by PCH.

Suitability
The area is suitable for redevelopment for more housing.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
12_002d

Site address
North Prospect Redevelopment 5

Neighbourhood
12. North Prospect

3. West

Size (ha)
2.49

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
A former local authority housing estate that has been taken on by PCH. Neighbouring areas are being regenerated for more housing.

Planning status
n/a

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore it is considered available for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCH and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
36

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
36

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The principle of residential development is established by a previous permission. The agent confirms that it is still available. The viability 
assessment indicates that the redevelopment of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is within an existing residential area and the site offers a good infill opportunity.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
21_003

Site address
Beauchamp Road, Peverell

Neighbourhood
21. Beacon Park & Pennycross

3. West

Size (ha)
0.04

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Overgrown garden space in residential area. Surrounded by 2 and 3 storey houses.

Planning status
Lapsed permission for 6 flats in 3 storey block to be built with no progress.

Availability
Agent confirms that they are looking to submit an amended application similar to permission that has lapsed, early in 2014.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
6

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
6

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West



Conclusion
This site is former sports fields and associated facilities. A current application is for redevelopment of some of the site for residential, with 
some sports facilities retained. The site is therefore available and the viability assessment shows that it is achievable.

Suitability
The site is predominately sports pitches with some associated buildings. The development of the site is therefore subject to objection 
relating to the protection of sports pitches. However, the current application includes sports pitch provision therefore the constrained yield is 
not reduced.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
21_005

Site address
Civil Service Social Club, Beacon Park

Neighbourhood
21. Beacon Park & Pennycross

3. West

Size (ha)
4.13

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
The site is the old Civil Service Social Club, which used to be mainly sports grounds with associated social club and other buildings.  It is 
located within an existing residential area and access is provided from the north of the site.

Planning status
Redevelopment of parts of site for approximately 40 units was previously proposed.  The site was previously identified as Greenscape Areas 
(Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the Core Strategy map as part of the local greenscape 

 network. Application 13/01293/FUL for the re-development of the site for 77 dwellings and sports pitches is decision pending.

Availability
Availability is confirmed as application is pending for 77 dwellings (13/01293/FUL).

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
77

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
77

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
3. West





Site ref Site address

4. Central

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

16_005 Former Plym View Primary School 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

511.24Former school site owned by PCC. The site has been 
promoted by PCC and is therefore deemed to be suitable for 
housing. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development would not be deliverable under current market 
conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is PCC 
owned.

51

16_010 Beacon Castle Sports and Social Club 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

100.15The principle of residential development is acceptable in 
principle as the site has a previous permission for 10 units. 
The site is still available as a permission has been awarded 
since April 2013. The viability assessment indicates that the 
site is deliverable.

10

17_004 301 Old Laira Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

120.14The suitability of the site for residential redevelopment has 
been estalished by a previous permission. The viability 
assessment indicates that the site is deliverable.

12

17_005 Lipson Road Allotments/Prince Maurice 
Road

09 Deliverable site which is unviable 661.59This allotment site has had a previous outline permission 
which establishes its suitability in principle. A pending 
decision on an application submitted since April 2013 shows 
that it is available. However, the viability assessment shows 
that development is not likely to be achievable.

66

17_006 Laira Emplacement, Military Road, 
Efford

11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

452.29This site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument. It is also 
identified as a greenspace subject to policy protection. The 
constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The viability 
assessment shows that it is not deliverable with an assumed 
s106 package.

0

17_007 Astor Community Centre, Dartmoor 
View

07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

120.10This site comprises a car park off Mount Gould Road. 
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and 
the site is therefore considered available. The site is owned 
by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability 
assessment, it is considered that this site is achievable due to 
its special circumstances.

12

17_010 LP091 (rem) Land at Sefton Avenue 11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

270.45This site was previously identified as recreation space in the 
Local Plan First Alteration (1996) and the viability assessment 
shows that it is not deliverable with an assumed s106 
package.

0



Site ref Site address

4. Central

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

20_011 11 Seaton Avenue 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.02An existing hostel with a lapsed permission for an extension. 
The site is suitable and the viability assessment indicates that 
development is achievable.

5

20_016 60 Lipson Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.02The suitability of the site for residential uses is established in 
principle by a previous permission. The agent confirms that 
the site is still available. The viability assessment shows that 
the site is deliverable.

5

20_017 1 Woodland Terrace, Greenbank Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

100.04The suitability of the site for residential uses is established in 
principle by a previous permission. The agent confirms that 
the site is still available. The viability assessment shows that 
the site is deliverable.

10

20_019 The Bee Clear Depot, Central Park 
Avenue

09 Deliverable site which is unviable 360.22This site is within an existing residential area and has had a 
previous permission. Therefore the principle of residential 
development is accepted. The viability assessment carried out 
as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable 
given the current market position and policy requirements 
relating to s106.

36

20_020 Longfield House, Greenbank Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

660.73The suitability of the site for residential uses is established in 
principle by a previous permission. A recent permission (post 
April 2013) confirms the availability of the site. The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

66

20_024 Eye Infirmary 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

630.59The site is within an existing residential area and has a 
permission for 63 units. The viability assessment indicates 
that development is achievable.

63

20_042 FITZROY, UNIVERSITY OF 
PLYMOUTH, DRAKE CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.13The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

5

20_043 ISAAC FOOT BUILDING, (UNI), 
DRAKE CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

100.23The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

10



Site ref Site address

4. Central

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

20_044 PORTLAND SOUTH, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.36The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

8

20_045 JOHN LANE, UNIVERSITY OF 
PLYMOUTH, DRAKE CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

310.65The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

31

20_046 PORTLAND NORTH, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.68The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

8

20_047 KIRKBY PLACE, UNIVERSITY OF 
PLYMOUTH, DRAKE CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.18The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

8

20_048 KIRKBY TERRACE, (UNI), DRAKE 
CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.13The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

8

20_049 PITTS, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, 
DRAKE CIRCUS

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.08The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is 
established in principle by a recent permission (post April 
2013). The viability assessment shows that the site is 
deliverable.

5

23_007 CP06 Pennycomequick 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

650.66Remaining area of an area identified in the Central Park AAP 
as being suitable for residential development. The viability 
assessment shows that the development of the site is 
achievable.

65

24_006 53 Thorn Park 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.09A previous permission establishes that residential uses are 
suitable in principle. Despite long legal delays the agent 
indicates that the site is likely to still come forward. The 
viability assessment indicates that the development of the site 
is achievable.

5



Site ref Site address

4. Central

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

24_014 Former Plymouth College Prep School, 
Hartley Ave

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

260.94This site is the remainder of the former Plymouth preparatory 
school. It is within an existing residential area and is therefore 
considered suitable. However, part of the site is constrained 
as it is playing field and the yield is reduced accordingly. The 
viability assessment indicates that the development of the site 
is achievable.

14

24_015 Compton Lane 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

332.44The site consists of a narrow area of open/amenity space that 
is currently heavily wooded and very steep. It is identified as a 
greenspace subject to policy protection and there is a 
presumption to protect such sites within the city. The 
constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that 
this site is assessed to be viable under current market 
conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

0

24_015a  COMPTON VALE 13 Undeliverable site 01.54The site is within the green space and Biodiversity Network 
Feature and would introduce development to what is currently 
a semi-natural woodland, and would result in an unacceptable 
conflict with the semi-natural character of the woodland and 
its visual amenity, separation/buffer and biodiversity network 
functions. As such it would be contrary to policies CS18 
(Plymouth's Green Space) and CS19 (Wildlife) of the 
Plymouth Local Development Core Strategy 2007 (2006 - 
2021). There is also likely to be contamination on site as it is 
former landfil.

0

24_016 Thorn Park Lodge 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.08The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

24_018b Lockington Avenue/Hill Lane 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

70.44This is an existing house, within a residential area. An 
application for the redevelopment of the site to provide 7 
dwellings is decision pending. The viability assessment 
indicates that the proposed development is viable.

7

24_023 Ginkgo House, Mannamead Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.21This site is within an existing residential area and PCC have 
identified it for residential development through the production 
of a planning statement. The viability assessment shows that 
delivery of the site is achievable.

8



Site ref Site address

4. Central

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

24_024 Mannamead Centre 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

270.67A PCC owned site that is being promoted for residential 
development. The assessment shows that the development of 
the site is viable.

27

25_007 Leaves Yard, Windsor Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

320.66The site is an employment area that has previously been 
identified for residential redevelopment in the First Deposit 
Local Plan 2001. The viability assessment shows that the 
redevelopment of the site is achievable.

32

694Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

17.8 577



Conclusion
Former school site owned by PCC. The site has been promoted by PCC and is therefore deemed to be suitable for housing. The viability 
assessment indicates that the development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently 
as it is PCC owned.

Suitability
A planning statement for the site has been prepared by PCC.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
16_005

Site address
Former Plym View Primary School

Neighbourhood
16. Efford

4. Central

Size (ha)
1.24

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
The site consists of Plym View Primary School and playing fields. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the South, East and 
West and Efford Cemetery and residential properties to the North. Access can be provided through the existing access from Blandford Road.

Planning status
Part of the site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 175) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, promoted for 

 residential development by PCC as part of Call for sites 2009. Application 13/01786/FUL for the development of 50 houses has yet to be 
determined.

Availability
The site is available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
51

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
51

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The principle of residential development is acceptable in principle as the site has a previous permission for 10 units. The site is still available 
as a permission has been awarded since April 2013. The viability assessment indicates that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has previously been granted for flats, therefore the principle for development has been set.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
16_010

Site address
Beacon Castle Sports and Social Club

Neighbourhood
16. Efford

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.15

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
The site consists of the Beacon Castle Sports and Social Club. In addition, the site contains an existing residential property providing access 
from Park Avenue. Surrounding uses include 2 storey residential properties on all sides.

Planning status
Previous Outline application for 12 flats and 2 penthouse units, a terrace of 2 houses and a maisonette and a detached dwelling. Current 
application for 10 flats (08/2049/OUT).

Availability
An application is pending, therefore the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
10

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
10

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability of the site for residential redevelopment has been estalished by a previous permission. The viability assessment indicates that 
the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has previously been granted for flats, therefore the principle for residential development is established.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
17_004

Site address
301 Old Laira Road

Neighbourhood
17. Lipson & Laira

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.14

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Scaffolding yard and dwelling on Old Laira Road.

Planning status
08/01222/FUL for the redevelopment of existing scaffolding yard and dwelling to provide a single building containing 12 flats, with car parking 
and amenity areas, was approved in February 2009. It is confirmed that it has not been implemented

Availability
Given the previous promotion of the site for development, it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the site in the 
future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
This allotment site has had a previous outline permission which establishes its suitability in principle. A pending decision on an application 
submitted since April 2013 shows that it is available. However, the viability assessment shows that development is not likely to be achievable.

Suitability
The site was subject of an outline consent for housing which has established the principle for development and the potential for the delivery 
of housing. PCC have identified that there could potentially be a historic quarry on site. If this proves to be the case, and it has been infilled 
with domestic waste, gas monitoring will be necessary.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
17_005

Site address
Lipson Road Allotments/Prince Maurice Road

Neighbourhood
17. Lipson & Laira

4. Central

Size (ha)
1.59

Source
Call for sites promotion 2009

Description of site
The site consists of former allotments off Lipson road. Surrounding uses include residential properties on all sides.

Planning status
Identified in the Local Plan for 66 dwellings, Outline application 04/02181/OUT to develop land for residential purposes. RM application 
09/00134/REM not determined. Site promoted to the 2009 Call for sites for 74 units. A recent application (13/00142/FUL) was withdrawn.

Availability
The promotion of the site for residential development continues and it is therefore considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
66

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
66

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
This site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument. It is also identified as a greenspace subject to policy protection. The constrained yield is 
therefore set at zero. The viability assessment shows that it is not deliverable with an assumed s106 package.

Suitability
The site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument. The site is also identified as a greenspace subject to policy protection and there is a 
presumption to protect such sites within the city.  Therefore, there is an "in principle" objection to the loss of the space and the constrained 
yield is therefore set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
17_006

Site address
Laira Emplacement, Military Road, Efford

Neighbourhood
17. Lipson & Laira

4. Central

Size (ha)
2.29

Source
Refusal of planning permission

Description of site
The site consists of an area of open space. The topography of the site could be described as challenging. Surrounding uses include 
residential properties to the West and South, Laira Battery to the East and other Greenscape land to the North.

Planning status
Part of the site was previously identified as land within an Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.  The 
other half of the site  was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 185) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. Outline 
application (2001) refused for erection of dwellings, with associated access road and improvements to existing highway, and formation of 
public open space with interpretation of archaeological features. Site subsequently promoted to the LDF 2008. Site is an Ancient Monument 
and is therefore afforded protection under Policy CS03 of the Core Strategy.

Availability
The site has been previously promoted for residential development and therefore it is considered that there are no constraints to the 
availability of the site in the future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
45

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central

Site is partially within County Geological Sites and partially within RIGS.



Conclusion
This site comprises a car park off Mount Gould Road. Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and the site is therefore 
considered available. The site is owned by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

Suitability
Planning permission was awarded in October 2013 and the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
17_007

Site address
Astor Community Centre, Dartmoor View

Neighbourhood
17. Lipson & Laira

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.10

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
Car park off Mount Gould Road. Astor Community Centre has been cleared. Surrounding uses include Mount Gould Hospital to the West, 
residential properties to the North and a recreation ground to the South or East.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 187) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. The site was promoted as 
part of LDF 2008. Planning permission was granted for 12 eco-flats (13/01301/FUL) in October 2013.

Availability
The site is in PCC ownership. The recent planning permission and promotion of the site for development provides evidence that the site is 
available.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
This site was previously identified as recreation space in the Local Plan First Alteration (1996) and the viability assessment shows that it is 
not deliverable with an assumed s106 package.

Suitability
The site is steep and is identified as informal recreation space. All the land is considered to be developable, however there is landfill on site 
which will need investigation. For these reasons the site is treated as constrained.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
17_010

Site address
LP091 (rem) Land at Sefton Avenue

Neighbourhood
17. Lipson & Laira

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.45

Source
Call for sites promotion 2009

Description of site
Steep greenfield site between residential areas. Mainly vegetated with low level woodland with some public footpaths running through site.

Planning status
The site was identified as informal recreation space in the Local Plan First Alteration (Adopted 1996).

Availability
As identified in Get Plymouth Building Spreadsheet it is assumed to be available. However, Plymouth Community Homes only own half of 
the site (garages) so yield is reduced.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
27Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
An existing hostel with a lapsed permission for an extension. The site is suitable and the viability assessment indicates that development is 
achievable.

Suitability
Permission (08/00336/FUL) has previously been granted and therefore the extension is considered suitable in principle.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_011

Site address
11 Seaton Avenue

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.02

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Terraced house in Seaton Avenue. It is currently used as a hostel.

Planning status
Lapsed permission (08/00336/FUL) for change of use, conversion and rear extension of premises to form 5 self-contained flats.

Availability
Given the previous promotion of the site for development, it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the site in the 
future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a previous permission. The agent confirms that the site is still 
available. The viability assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Previous permission confirms site is suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_016

Site address
60 Lipson Road

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.02

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Existing 4 storey end of terrace house.

Planning status
Lapsed permission for change of use, conversion and alterations to existing property to form 6 self contained flats, including new rear dormer 
and associated parking area at rear.

Availability
Discussions with the agent for the landowner confirms that the site remains available for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a previous permission. The agent confirms that the site is still 
available. The viability assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
The site is within a residential area and has a lapsed permission. It is therefore suitable in principle for housing. There is possible 
contamination associated with former garage uses but PCC do not think this will be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_017

Site address
1 Woodland Terrace, Greenbank Road

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.04

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Garage buildings and forecourt within residential area.

Planning status
Permission for the redevelopment of the site by erection of one two-storey building and one 2/5 storey building delivering 10 dwellings 
(07/00589/FUL) has lapsed.

Availability
Former agent confirms that the site was bought by the Co-op which decided not to proceed with development. It's now on the market and the 
owner of the car wash is possibly interested with a view of developing site.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
10

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
10

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
This site is within an existing residential area and has had a previous permission. Therefore the principle of residential development is 
accepted. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market 
position and policy requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
Site is within an existing residential area and has had a previous permission. Therefore, it is suitable in principle. Given the former depot use 
checks for contamination should be undertaken, although this is unlikely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_019

Site address
The Bee Clear Depot, Central Park Avenue

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.22

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
The site consists of the Bee Clear Depot. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the South and East, allotments in Central park to 
the West and Ford cemetery to the North. Site access can be provided from Central Park Avenue subject to highway authority approval.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. Outline 
application for 36 dwellings approved April 2009. Site is adjacent to a Plymouth, Devonport and Stonehouse Cemetery.

Availability
The site has been previously promoted for residential development and therefore it is considered that there are no constraints to the 
availability of the site in the future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
36

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
36

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a previous permission. A recent permission (post April 2013) 
confirms the availability of the site. The viability assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
The site has recently been granted permission and is therefore suitable. Given former laundry use and tanks on site, contamination checks 
will be required. This is unlikely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_020

Site address
Longfield House, Greenbank Road

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.73

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
The site is a large site within an existing residential area, which used to be Greenbank Hospital.  Most of the site is largely cleared, although 
there are some remaining historic buildings which used to be in hospital use.

Planning status
13/01103/FUL granted for demolition of former laundry building and repair and conversion of former Greenbank Prison (and Annexe) to 
provide 66 self contained student flats, construction of 1,410m2 foodstore (A1 use) with associated access off Greenbank Road, parking and 
landscaping.

Availability
The site is available and has a recent permission (post April 2013).

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
66

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
66

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The site is within an existing residential area and has a permission for 63 units. The viability assessment indicates that development is 
achievable.

Suitability
The site is within an existing residential area and has a planning permission for 63 units. It is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_024

Site address
Eye Infirmary

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.59

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
The site consists of the Eye Infirmary. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the North, East and West and the main line railway 
to the South. Site access is currently from Dale Road and Apsley Road.

Planning status
Allocated local plan site for 18 dwellings or potentially student housing, promoted to 2008 LDF. The site is identified as land within 
Established Residential Areas (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. Planning permission (13/00521/FUL) granted for change of 
use and conversion/alteration of buildings to provide 12 apartments and 51 retirement flats.

Availability
Planning permission has recently been granted.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
63

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
63

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central

There are no known constraints on this site that would prevent the site coming forward for residential development.



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted and the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_042

Site address
FITZROY, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, DRAKE 
CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.13

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Existing classrooms/offices on Plymouth University Campus.

Planning status
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 (13/00484/FUL ) for change of use, conversion and alteration from university 
(education) use to 85 student bedspaces (within 5 townhouses) including 4th floor extension and ancillary warden accommodation, 
associated communal facilities, refuse and bike store.

Availability
The recent planning permission for the site and ongoing promotion confirm that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted and the site is therefore considered to be suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_043

Site address
ISAAC FOOT BUILDING, (UNI), DRAKE CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.23

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
3 storey 1960s/70s building used for education/office purposes on University campus.

Planning status
 Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00482/FUL) for the demolition of building and erection of new 10 storey building to provide 

159 student bedspaces (within 10 cluster flats) and ancillary warden accommodation, associated communal facilities, sport/society hall, 
common room, refuse and bike store.

Availability
The recent planning permission for the site and ongoing promotion confirm that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
10

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
10

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
The site has planning permission and is therefore considered to be suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_044

Site address
PORTLAND SOUTH, (UNI), DRAKE CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.36

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Terrace of existing buildings on Plymouth University Campus. Some are Grade II listed.

Planning status
Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00485/FUL) for change of use, conversion and alteration from university offices to 90 
student bedspaces (within 8 townhouses).

Availability
The recent planning permission for the site and ongoing promotion confirm that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission granted in 2013 so the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_045

Site address
JOHN LANE, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, DRAKE 
CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.65

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Part brownfield site on Plymouth University campus comprising car park and green space.

Planning status
Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00481/FUL) for the erection of new building, arranged as 11 storey tower and 6 storey 
living/learning residences to provide 183 student bedspaces (within 31 cluster flats).

Availability
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and the site is therefore considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
31

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
31

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted and the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_046

Site address
PORTLAND NORTH, (UNI), DRAKE CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.68

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Row of terraced buildings on Plymouth University campus. All are Grade II listed.

Planning status
Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00487/FUL) for change of use, conversion and alteration from university offices to 90 
student bedspaces (within 8 townhouses).

Availability
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and the site is therefore considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted and the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_047

Site address
KIRKBY PLACE, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, DRAKE 
CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.18

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Row of 3 storey terraced buildings currently in use by Plymouth University for offices and education.

Planning status
Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00489/FUL) for change of use, conversion and alteration of existing buildings from 
university offices and other ancillary uses to 115 student bedspaces (within 8 townhouses).

Availability
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and the site is therefore considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted and the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_048

Site address
KIRKBY TERRACE, (UNI), DRAKE CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.13

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Plymouth University owned site comprising office units and a storage warehouse.

Planning status
Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00490/FUL) for the demolition of building and erection of new four storey building to 
provide 104 student bedspaces (within 8 townhouses).

Availability
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and the site is therefore available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The suitability and availability of the site for residential uses is established in principle by a recent permission (post April 2013). The viability 
assessment shows that the site is deliverable.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted and the site is therefore suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
20_049

Site address
PITTS, UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, DRAKE CIRCUS

Neighbourhood
20. Mutley & Greenbank

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.08

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Existing one storey hall building used by Plymouth University for educational purposes. Located opposite 6 storey student halls of residence

Planning status
Planning permission granted since April 2013 (13/00492/FUL) for the demolition of buildings and erection of new 6 storey building comprising 
96 student bedspaces (within 5 cluster flats).

Availability
Planning permission has been granted since April 2013 and the site is therefore available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
Remaining area of an area identified in the Central Park AAP as being suitable for residential development. The viability assessment shows 
that the development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is allocated and is next to an existing residential area. Subject to access the site is considered to be suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
23_007

Site address
CP06 Pennycomequick

Neighbourhood
23. Peverell

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.66

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
The site consists of two narrow strips of open/amenity land on the edge of Central Park. The site is currently partially used by residents for 
parking. Surrounding uses include Central Park to the North and East, and existing residential properties and a new residential property to 
the South. Site access could be provided from either Wake Street or Holdsworth Street.

Planning status
The Central Park AAP identifies the potential to develop the site and improve edge of city and park with 97 residential units. The site has 
been promoted by the site owner. 32 dwellings have already been built. The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - 
area 145) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001.

Availability
PCC confirm availability.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
65

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
65

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
A previous permission establishes that residential uses are suitable in principle. Despite long legal delays the agent indicates that the site is 
likely to still come forward. The viability assessment indicates that the development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site has a previous permission which has established the principle for housing. PCC consider that there is potential for contamination on 
site due to previous use as garage, with fuel tanks on site. This is unlikely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
24_006

Site address
53 Thorn Park

Neighbourhood
24. Hartley & Mannamead

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.09

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Part brownfield site at the end of Thorn Park. There is a narrow access from Thorn Park.

Planning status
Permission 06/00079/FUL for 5 units lapsed in 2011.

Availability
Site could still come forward despite legal delays.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central

Site is partially within conservation area.



Conclusion
This site is the remainder of the former Plymouth preparatory school. It is within an existing residential area and is therefore considered 
suitable. However, part of the site is constrained as it is playing field and the yield is reduced accordingly. The viability assessment indicates 
that the development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is on split levels. The upper section has Planning Permission for 14 units. Pre-application discussions have taken place with regard 
to the development of 12 units on the playing field section of the site. This section is treated as a zero constrained yield.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
24_014

Site address
Former Plymouth College Prep School, Hartley Ave

Neighbourhood
24. Hartley & Mannamead

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.94

Source
Pre app discussions

Description of site
The site consists of Plymouth College Preparatory School. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the North, East, West and 
South and Kings School to the North West. Site access is currently provided from Hartley Avenue.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 137) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. The site is being 
promoted for residential purposes by the land owner. The part of the site that has the school buildings had Planning permission 
09/01930/FUL for 14 units but has not started.

Availability
The site is available as pre-application meetings have taken place.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
26

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The site consists of a narrow area of open/amenity space that is currently heavily wooded and very steep. It is identified as a greenspace 
subject to policy protection and there is a presumption to protect such sites within the city. The constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an 
assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is identified on the Core Strategy map as being part of the strategic greenscape network. It is also subject of a group TPO. Given its 
former use as a landfill site, 6-9 months of gas monitoring will be required and likely remediation costs.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
24_015

Site address
Compton Lane

Neighbourhood
24. Hartley & Mannamead

4. Central

Size (ha)
2.44

Source
Call for sites promotion 2009

Description of site
The site consists of a narrow area of open/amenity space that is currently heavily wooded and very steep. Surrounding uses include 
residential properties to the North and East and further greenscape to the West and South. Site access could be provided from Compton 
Lane.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 177) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as being part of the strategic greenscape network. It was promoted by the land owner for residential development to the 
2009 Call for sites. The suggested yield was 33 dwellings.

Availability
The site is being promoted and is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
33

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
This is an existing house, within a residential area. An application for the redevelopment of the site to provide 7 dwellings is decision 
pending. The viability assessment indicates that the proposed development is viable.

Suitability
The site is within a residential area and is considered to be suitable for housing in principle. Contamination checks for pesticides linked to 
former nursery use may be required but these are unlikely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
24_018b

Site address
Lockington Avenue/Hill Lane

Neighbourhood
24. Hartley & Mannamead

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.44

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
Existing house and gardens accessed from Russell Avenue. Narrow lane to one side of land. In residential area.

Planning status
 A planning application (13/01363/FUL) for demolition of existing dwelling and erection of seven detached houses with new access off Hill 

 Lane and associated landscaping is pending.

 Part of SHLAA site 24_018, see also withdrawn application  12/01734/Ful24_018a&b

Availability
The site is subject to a current application and is therefore available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
7

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
7

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
This site is within an existing residential area and PCC have identified it for residential development through the production of a planning 
statement. The viability assessment shows that delivery of the site is achievable.

Suitability
A planning statement has been produced that identifies the potential of the land for residential.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
24_023

Site address
Ginkgo House, Mannamead Road

Neighbourhood
24. Hartley & Mannamead

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.21

Source
Site Planning Statement

Description of site
Site off Mannamead Road that includes a large 3 storey dwelling and gardens.

Planning status
A planning statement has been produced that identifies the potential of the land for residential.

Availability
PCC, the owners, confirm the land is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
A PCC owned site that is being promoted for residential development. The assessment shows that the development of the site is viable.

Suitability
Site is identified in a planning statement as being suitable for housing. Surrounded by housing. There are no known constraints.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
24_024

Site address
Mannamead Centre

Neighbourhood
24. Hartley & Mannamead

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.67

Source
Site Planning Statement

Description of site
PCC owned site. The property (circa 1900) on site has been vacant since January 2012. It sits in a parkland setting.

Planning status
Site is identified in a planning statement as being suitable for housing.

Availability
Plymouth City Council are promoting the site for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
27

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
27

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central



Conclusion
The site is an employment area that has previously been identified for residential redevelopment in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. The 
viability assessment shows that the redevelopment of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is within an existing residential area. There is landfill and tanks on site so contamination checks/remediation will likely be required. 
These are not likely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
25_007

Site address
Leaves Yard, Windsor Road

Neighbourhood
25. Higher Compton

4. Central

Size (ha)
0.66

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
The site consists of Leaves Yard employment area. Surrounding uses include residential properties on all sides. The site is currently 
accessed from Windsor Road. The topography of the site will need to be taken into consideration in any scheme as the site cuts into the 
hillside to the south.

Planning status
The site was previously identified for housing in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 for approximately 32 dwellings. 08/00094/OUT Outline 
application for the demolition of existing commercial units and the erection of 37 residential units, access road, car parking and associated 
works was withdrawn.

Availability
The site is confirmed to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
32

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
32

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
4. Central





Site ref Site address

5. South West

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

05_011 23-51 VICTORIA PLACE 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

120.13This site is surrounded by residential uses and is therefore 
considered to be suitable. An application decision is pending. 
The viability assessment shows that the site could be 
delivered.

12

06_009 St. Levan Road Site 09 Deliverable site which is unviable 320.81Former gas holder site that is still in Wales and West Utilities 
ownership. Subject to potential remediation works the land is 
considered suitable as it is within an existing residential area. 
The land is being promoted. However, the viability 
assessment shows that development is not likely to be 
achievable with policy requirements relating to s106.

32

06_010 Cambridge Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.16This site, owned and promoted by PCH, is PDL and in existing 
residential area, so is suitable for terraced housing. The 
viability assessment shows that it is achievable.

8

52Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

1.1 52



Conclusion
This site is surrounded by residential uses and is therefore considered to be suitable. An application decision is pending. The viability 
assessment shows that the site could be delivered.

Suitability
There are no identified environmental designations or policy constraints. As the surrounding uses are residential it is considered that 
development is suitable in principle.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
05_011

Site address
23-51 VICTORIA PLACE

Neighbourhood
05. Morice Town

5. South West

Size (ha)
0.13

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
A 3 storey apartment complex on street of terraced housing. Communal garden and garages to the rear of the property.

Planning status
Previous application to extend the properties to the rear was rejected. A new application for a reduced scheme is pending.

Availability
The site is currently available and an application decision is pending.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
5. South West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
Former gas holder site that is still in Wales and West Utilities ownership. Subject to potential remediation works the land is considered 
suitable as it is within an existing residential area. The land is being promoted. However, the viability assessment shows that development is 
not likely to be achievable with policy requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
The site is in an existing residential area. There are existing access points that could be utilised. Potential contamination due to gas holders. 
Site is surrounded by terraced housing of 2 and 3 storeys. Likely contamination on site associated with former gas works.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
06_009

Site address
St. Levan Road Site

Neighbourhood
06. Ford

5. South West

Size (ha)
0.81

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Flat brownfield site within residential area. Currently in use by Wales and West Utilities. Two large gas holders were on site but have now 
been removed.

Planning status
n/a

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
32

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
32

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
5. South West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
This site, owned and promoted by PCH, is PDL and in existing residential area, so is suitable for terraced housing. The viability assessment 
shows that it is achievable.

Suitability
The site is PDL and in existing residential area, so is suitable for terraced housing.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
06_010

Site address
Cambridge Road

Neighbourhood
06. Ford

5. South West

Size (ha)
0.16

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Garages, community centre and club in residential area. Land is accessed from Kent Road. Surrounding houses are Victorian terraced.

Planning status
None known.

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes (PCH) put forward the site through the 2013 call for sites. However, PCH believe that the only sections in their 
ownership are the garages and associated access points. The yield is therefore reduced.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
8

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
8

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
5. South West

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.





Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

01_016 Windsor Villas, Lockyer Street 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

70.08The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission. The site is 
being marketed and the viability assessment shows that 
development is achievable.

7

01_017 98-100 Vauxhall Street 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

180.08The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission. The site is 
being marketed and the viability assessment shows that 
development is achievable.

18

01_019 Car Showroom, The Crescent 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

560.09The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission. The site is 
being marketed and the viability assessment shows that 
development is achievable.

56

01_020 Colin Campbell Court 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

1592.16The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission, as well as City 
Centre AAP Policy CC08. The viability assessment shows 
that development is achievable.

159

01_021 Millbay Marina Village, Custom House 
Lane

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

1401.02The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission. A revised 
scheme with an increased yield is currently being pursued. 
The viability assessment shows that development is 
achievable.

140

01_022 Foot Anstey Offices, Derrys Cross 09 Deliverable site which is unviable 1270.60A former office site accessed from Notte Street. A previous 
permission confirms suitability for residential uses. A revised 
scheme is now being pursued on the site. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that 
this site is not deliverable given the current market position 
and policy requirements relating to s106.

127

01_023 15 Garden Crescent 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.01The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

01_025 2-6 Royal Parade 1-3 St Andrews Cr. & 
Old Town St.

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

630.10The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission. The site is 
being marketed and the viability assessment shows that 
development is achievable.

63



Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

01_026 33 Cobourg Street 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

3440.14The principle for residential development has been 
established by a previous planning permission, and it lies 
within the City Centre AAP Policy CC15 area. The site is 
confirmed to be available and the viability assessment shows 
that development is achievable.

344

01_028 Osborne Place, Lockyer Street 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.04The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

01_031 Pier Street 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

140.13The site was previously identified for residential development 
in the Local Plan (Policy LP041). An application for 14 
dwellings is currently pending. The viability assessment 
shows that development is achievable.

14

01_034 Northern Triangle & The Armada Centre 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

2563.47This site is a City Centre AAP allocation, which includes a 
suggested yield of 600 units as part of a mixed use 
redevelopment. PCC confirm that sites within the AAP are 
coming forward (these have been subtracted from the yield). 
The viability assessment undertaken as part of the SHLAA 
shows that the delivery of the site is achievable.

256

01_035 Sh01 Commercial & Elphinstone 
Wharfs, Lambhay Hill

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

901.48The principle for residential development has been 
established by an AAP allocation. The site is available and the 
viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

90

01_036 Cornwall Street 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

5764.74The site is a City Centre AAP allocation, with a potential yield 
of 700 dwellings within a retail led mixed use redevelopment. 
Parts of the site are available and the viability assessment 
shows that delivery is achievable.

576

01_036b 174 ARMADA WAY 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

240.04Permission since April 2013 for change of use from offices to 
residential on city centre building confirms suitability. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
indicates that this site is deliverable given the current market 
position and policy requirements relating to s106.

24



Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

01_037 Sh05 Friary Park 12 Development Plan Allocations 5303.43The 2009 SHLAA concluded that there was little prospect of 
development for housing due to the recent investment in 
commercial property on this site. There have been no 
changes since 2009 to suggest that the site will come forward 
for housing in the future.

0

01_038 Exeter Street 12 Development Plan Allocations 2400.41The 2009 SHLAA concluded that the sites existing use and 
division into multiple ownerships would preclude development 
in the short or medium term. There have been no changes 
since 2009 to suggest that this positon has changed. This 
remains a site which the council should monitor but it is not 
considered likely to deliver housing except in the long term.

0

01_055 66 TO 68 NEW GEORGE STREET 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

760.29The site is within a Policy area CC10 within the City Centre 
AAP, which identifies the zone for mixed use redevelopment, 
including residential. The premises, including a large retail 
unit are currently being marketed. The viability assessment 
shows that redevelopment of the site for 76 cluster flats (for 
approximately 600 students) would be achievable.

76

01_056 17 MAYFLOWER STREET 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.05The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings as it will be part of a wider development. Therefore 
the site falls below the SHLAA threshold for full assessment. 
If, in the future, proposals come forward for development for 5 
or more dwellings, the site may be reappraised in future 
iterations of the SHLAA.

0

01_057 17 MAYFLOWER STREET 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

700.19The site is a brownfield location between the City Centre and 
the University. It is considered suitable in principle for 
residential redevelopment. Development of the site for a 
student accommodation scheme is currently being pursued. 
The viability assessment for the proposed development 
shows that delivery is achievable.

70

01_058 FORMER TOTHILL SIDINGS 13 Undeliverable site 00.66This is an area of public realm/landscaping and former railway 
sidings. It is located between Friary Retail Park and 
residential uses and accessed from Exeter Street. The site is 
located in the city centre adjacent residential areas. However, 
there are possible land contamination and noise issues 
associated with development and the site is not considered 
suitable for residential development.

0

01_059 ASTOR HOTEL,14 ELLIOT STREET 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

140.13An application for a change of use from a hotel to residential 
is pending. Residential is suitable in principle. The viability 
assessment shows that development is achievable.

14



Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

02_015 Land Between Science And Trafalgar 
Buildings

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

120.04There is a previous permission on the site which establishes 
the suitability of the site for residential in principle. The site is 
understood to be still available and the viability assessment 
shows that development would be achievable.

12

02_021 Land To Rear Of 23, 24, 25, 26, 
Wyndham Square

14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.03The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

02_023 The Ship Hostel 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

200.11A PCC owned building which is identified within the 
Stonehouse AAP for mixed use redevelopment. It is suitable 
for residential conversion, and is being promoted as such. 
The viability assessment shows that development is 
achievable.

20

02_024 Land At Millbay Road 08 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention – planning permission

108214.13The site comprises a large area of PDL land adjacent to the 
docks area. This area has received outline permission for 
1,232 dwellings, some of which have now received full 
permission. The site is therefore suitable, available and, 
subject to s106 negotiations, achievable.

1082

02_027 St George's Training Centre 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

240.14A PCC owned site currently used as a training centre. It is 
within an allocated area for mixed use redevelopment 
(Proposal MS8 of the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP). A 
planning statement is being developed. The viability 
assessment indicates that a scheme with a yield of 24 
dwellings would not be deliverable under current market 
conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is PCC 
owned.

24

02_028 22 George Place 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

140.12The site is part of Proposal MS8, in the Millbay and 
Stonehouse AAP, for a mixed use development including 
residential units. The site is available and is shown to be 
achievable as a result of the viabaility assessment.

14

02_029 Bath Street 12 Development Plan Allocations 7001.19The 2009 SHLAA concluded that the land was not readily 
available for residential development. Land remains in 
multiple ownerships and as such, despite the allocation in the 
AAP, the site is unlikely to be delivered in the context of the 
current housing market. There remains insufficient evidence 
to indicate that the site will come forward, though this should 
be reviewed during future revisions of the SHLAA.

0



Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

02_031 The Britannia Inn, 18 Octagon Street 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.01The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

02_045 THE TOWN HOUSE, 32 HARWELL 
STREET

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.03The site has a recent permission (post April 2013) for cluster 
flats. It is therefore available, suitable and deliverable.

5

02_046 PHOENIX QUAY, GEORGE PLACE 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

170.06This site comprises a relatively new building with a mix of 
residential and office use within it. An application for change 
of use from employment to residential was granted at Appeal 
in 2014. The agents confirm the site is still available. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current 
market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

17

03_013 115 Fore Street 09 Deliverable site which is unviable 170.11PDL site in Devonport that has previously had outline 
permission for 14 flats and 3 houses. The owners confirm that 
a new scheme is being worked up. The viability assessment 
indicates that the development of the site may not be 
achievable with a yield of 17 units.

17

03_016 DP02 North Side Of Granby Green 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 01.08 0

03_029 North side of Granby Green 07 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention - ownership

-341.08The redevelopment of redundant flats on this site would result 
in a net loss of 34 units. The viability assessment indicates 
that the development would not be deliverable under current 
market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it 
is PCH owned.

-34

03_030  FORMER MOD SITE, MOUNT WISE 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.07The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings as it is part of a wider site. Therefore the site falls 
below the SHLAA threshold for full assessment. If, in the 
future, proposals come forward for development for 5 or more 
dwellings, the site may be reappraised in future iterations of 
the SHLAA.

0



Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

03_032 FORMER MOD SITE, MOUNT WISE 08 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention – planning permission

2406.81The site comprises the buildings and grounds associated with 
MOD land at Mount Wise. Outline permission has been 
granted and part of the site has been built out already. The 
viability assessment shows that the site is not deliverable 
under existing market conditions and with policy requirements 
relating to s106. However, the development to date proves 
that development is viable.

240

04_007 5 & 7 Chubb Drive 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.02The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

05_006 Friendship Inn, 170 Albert Road, 
Plymouth, PL2 1AQ

14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.01The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

06_004 1a Crantock Terrace, Plymouth, PL2 
3BS

14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.01The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

06_006 17 Seaton Place 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.05The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

11_004 Land rear of 14 Mowhay Road 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.11The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

11_007 Land At Mowhay Road 13 Undeliverable site 00.45The site is extremely steep and there is no access to 
accommodate housing in this location.  Part of the land is also 
within the flood zone 3 and the site is not located close to any 
facilities or services.

0



Site ref Site address

6. South

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

19_010 Desborough Motors, 15 Desborough 
Lane

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

120.03The redevelopment of this former employment site for 
residential uses has been established in principle by a 
previous permission. The site is available and the viability 
assessment shows that the redevelopment of the site is 
achievable.

12

19_016 Plymouth Fruit Sales, Sutton Road 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

1830.63This site, situated close to Sutton Harbour, has a previous 
permission which establishes the suitability for residential 
uses. The site is still being marketed and the viability 
assessment indicates that the redevelopment of the site is 
achievable.

183

19_018 Tothill Sidings 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

441.13The site has a previous permission on it that estblishes the 
suitability in principle for residential use. A pending application 
decision confirms site availability. The viability assessment 
indicates that the redevelopment of the site is achievable.

44

19_019 SH07 Sites East and West of Sutton 
Road

12 Development Plan Allocations 4756.69Although the site is allocated in the Sutton Harbour AAP for 
residential development, the site remains in multiple 
ownership and not available for comprehensive development.  
There is no evidence to support the delivery of the site and 
therefore the site should be reassessed within future reviews 
of the SHLAA. There are however, two sites within the wider 
area which have been subject of recent development activity. 
SHLAA ref 19-011 has a planning permission for 62 units, 
whilst 19_016 has been subject of a permission which has 
recently lapsed and the site is included elsewhere in this 
study as a site specific opportunity. Therefore the total 
allocation figure of 720 is reduced by 245 dwellings to 475 to 
reflect the current position.

0

19_020 SH08 Coxside/Barbican Car Park 12 Development Plan Allocations 1500.35The 2009 SHLAA Panel concluded that the site was unlikely 
to be viable due to the high existing use value of the car 
parking site. There has been no subsequent evidence to 
suggest that this is not the case and there is no current 
propsect of this site delivering housing. This should be 
reviewed in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

5765Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

53.8 3670



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission. The site is being marketed and the 
viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The change of use of part of the building to residential flats has previously been approved. The site is therefore considered to be suitable. 
The site is within the Hoe Conservation Area and is a Grade 2 listed building, however these are not considered to be constraints to 
conversion.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_016

Site address
Windsor Villas, Lockyer Street

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.08

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Private dwelling.

Planning status
08/01261/FUL for the conversion of part of the building to form seven self contained flats with associated car parking and refuse storage.

Availability
The building is being marketed and is therefore considered to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
7

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
7

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission. The site is being marketed and the 
viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site has previously been awarded planning permission and is therefore considered to be suitable for housing. Previously an engineering 
works so potential contamination. Site investigation and remediation likely to be required. Noise may be an issue due to proximity to 
Barbican. It is within a Conservation Area. None of these will be prohibitive to development but likely to come up at planning.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_017

Site address
98-100 Vauxhall Street

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.08

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Cleared PDL site off Notte Street. The site is boarded off.

Planning status
05/01298 for the erection of 18 flats and 2 shop units has lapsed.

Availability
The site is currently being marketed and is therefore available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
18

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
18

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within conservation area and flood zone 3.



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission. The site is being marketed and the 
viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site has previously been granted PP and is within policy area CC18, and is therefore considered to be suitable. There were tanks on site 
and it is an historic burial ground. Contamination is not likely to be prohibitive but will need consideration.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_019

Site address
Car Showroom, The Crescent

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.09

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Cleared PDL site within city centre area, off Notte Street. The site was previously a garage.

Planning status
The site is within the City Centre AAP Policy CC18 area, South of Derry's Cross and Royal Parade (West). Future developments in this area 
should strengthen existing leisure and entertainment function, and include leisure uses, hotels, bars and restaurants and residential. 
05/01224/FUL lapsed in 2010. This was for the demolition of existing building and erection of building with 5 floors, containing 56 residential 
apartments, above ground floor shop and restaurant/café and basement 30 parking spaces

Availability
The site is currently being marketed.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
56

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
56

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission, as well as City Centre AAP Policy CC08. 
The viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site is allocated in the AAP and previously had a planning permission which included 159 residential units. It is therefore considered to 
be suitable. PCC have identified numerous potential sources of contamination including garage, tanks and a timber treatment yard. Site 
investigation will be required and possible remediation but this is not likely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_020

Site address
Colin Campbell Court

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
2.16

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Large mixed use site in Plymouth city centre comprising retail, residential and leisure uses, and associated parking.

Planning status
Within City Centre AAP Policy CC08, Colin Campbell Court - will be developed for a mix of uses including convenience (food based) retail, 
small scale comparison retail, leisure, cultural and community uses, and new homes. 06/01236/FUL has lapsed. This was for the 
redevelopment of existing buildings to provide retail/retail related (class A1/A3), leisure (class D2), institution and 159 dwellings.

Availability
The site has been previously promoted for residential development and it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the 
site in the future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
159

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
159

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission. A revised scheme with an increased yield 
is currently being pursued. The viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site has previously been granted permission for 94 residential apartments and is therefore considered to be suitable. A revised scheme 
of 140 units is now being pursued. The site does have an industrial history, and hence contamination will need to be addressed. There are 
also possible noise concerns but these are not likely to be prohibitive. It is partly in Flood Zone 2 and is within the MOD Safeguard area.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_021

Site address
Millbay Marina Village, Custom House Lane

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
1.02

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Previously developed site on West Hoe waterfront. The site includes a listed building and Millbay Pier and is bordered by residential uses, 
including new apartments.

Planning status
Planning consent for 94 residential apartments, in three blocks, with associated car parking areas, infrastructure 07/00009/FUL.

Availability
The site has been previously promoted for residential development and it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the 
site in the future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
140

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
140

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within MOD Safeguard.



Conclusion
A former office site accessed from Notte Street. A previous permission confirms suitability for residential uses. A revised scheme is now 
being pursued on the site. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the 
current market position and policy requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
The site has had a planning permission for residential units and is therefore suitable. PCC have received unsubstantiated complaints of 
asbestos dumping on the site which will need to be investigated.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_022

Site address
Foot Anstey Offices, Derrys Cross

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.60

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
PDL site next to 01_019. The site was previously offices but is now cleared apart from perimeter walls. The site is accessed from Notte 
Street.

Planning status
AAP states that future developments in this area should strengthen existing leisure and entertainment function, and include leisure uses, 
hotels, bars and restaurants and residential. Planning permission previously granted (09/00053/FUL) for demolition of buildings and re-
development of site to include 30 storey tower, for a mixed use development comprising retail and food and drink uses (use classes A1, A3 
and A4), 109 residential apartments, 182 student apartments, hotel and leisure facilities.

Availability
The permission has recently lapsed. The Plymouth Herald (Oct 2nd 2013) announced that Devington Homes still plan to develop the site but 
on a smaller scale - indicating 10-12 floors high instead of 32.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
127

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
127

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission. The site is being marketed and the 
viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
A change of use to residential has previously been granted and therefore the site is considered to be suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_025

Site address
2-6 Royal Parade 1-3 St Andrews Cr. & Old Town St.

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.10

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Large 4 storey building at the end of Royal Parade. A mix of retail units on ground floor.

Planning status
There is a lapsed planning permission for change of use, conversion and extension of shops, food and drink premises and offices to 63 units 
(03/02154/FUL).

Availability
The site is still understood to be promoted for development and therefore is considered to be available

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
63

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
63

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by a previous planning permission, and it lies within the City Centre AAP 
Policy CC15 area. The site is confirmed to be available and the viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The redevelopment of the site for residential uses is supported by planning policy and a residential scheme has previously been permitted. 
Air quality will need to be assessed.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_026

Site address
33 Cobourg Street

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.14

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
5 storey building on Cobourg Street that was previously occupied by the YMCA.

Planning status
The site is within the City Centre AAP Policy CC15 'Northern Triangle Area'. This policy encourages re-orientation away from retailing and 
look to provide other use mixes including residential. Lapsed permission 03/01663/FUL was for the demolition of existing buildings and 
redevelopment of the site with 344 studio apartments.

Availability
PCC have confirmed that this site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
344

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
344

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The site was previously identified for residential development in the Local Plan (Policy LP041). An application for 14 dwellings is currently 
pending. The viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site lies within a predominantly residential area and was previously identified for housing development in the First Deposit Local Plan. 
There appear to be no policy constraints to bringing this site forward in the short term, although investigations for contamination will need to 
be undertaken. An application for 14 units has recently been submitted and a decision is pending.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_031

Site address
Pier Street

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.13

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
The site is a Council owned car park which is relatively small and within a residential area, close to the waterfront.  The surrounding houses 
are 2 to 3 storey Victorian properties and access to the site is good from Pier Street.

Planning status
This site was previously identified in the First Deposit Local Plan for 12 dwellings (LP041) and within the Core Tourism Area (Policy 8).

Availability
An application has recently been submitted and the site is therefore available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within MOD Safeguard.



Conclusion
This site is a City Centre AAP allocation, which includes a suggested yield of 600 units as part of a mixed use redevelopment. PCC confirm 
that sites within the AAP are coming forward (these have been subtracted from the yield). The viability assessment undertaken as part of the 
SHLAA shows that the delivery of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The land is within the city centre and identified in the AAP as a location for high density housing development. Noise and air quality issues 
will need to be assessed and, if necessary mitigated, but these are not likely to be prohibitive. It is therefore concluded that the provision of 
housing at the identified level may be acceptable in principle. The AAP states that up to 600 dwellings could be provided. This yield has 
however been reduced as site 01_026 (YMCA) is within it.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_034

Site address
Northern Triangle & The Armada Centre

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
3.47

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
The site is a large area of the main shopping area in the city centre, including the Armada Centre.  It also comprises large buildings including 
a hotel, offices, car parks and other commercial buildings.  It is north of the main shopping area and is bordered by busy main carriageways 
to the west, north and east of the site.  Central to the site is a boulevard which provides a link between the railway station and the remainder 
of the city centre retail area.

Planning status
Site identified in City Centre AAP as a location for change which will include some level of housing.

Availability
PCC confirm that some sites within the allocation are coming forward.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
256Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
256Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The principle for residential development has been established by an AAP allocation. The site is available and the viability assessment 
shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site is allocated in an adopted AAP for housing development which indicates the suitability of the site. The site is within a Conservation 
Area and close to the north of the site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument.  It is also within MOD Safeguard zone. It is also within a 
floodzone.There are potential land contamination issues but these are not likely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_035

Site address
Sh01 Commercial & Elphinstone Wharfs, Lambhay Hill

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
1.48

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
The site comprises 3 car parks which are separated by roads, situated on the waterfront.  It is adjacent to a walled MOD site to the east and 
mixed uses to the north comprising food and drink establishments, commercial and residential properties.

Planning status
Identified in the Sutton Harbour AAP for mixed-use regeneration including landmark cultural use and public quayside access.  The AAP 
identifies this site as part of the larger Barbican site (SH1) which comprises residential (90 units), arts, tourism, marine employment (approx. 
1200sqm) and specialist retail (3300sqm) uses.

Availability
PCC confirm that site is available

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
90

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
90

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is partially within MOD Safeguard, conservation area and  flood zone 3.



Conclusion
The site is a City Centre AAP allocation, with a potential yield of 700 dwellings within a retail led mixed use redevelopment. Parts of the site 
are available and the viability assessment shows that delivery is achievable.

Suitability
City Centre AAP identifies the area for change and potential development of 700 dwellings, therefore it is considered that the principle of 
development is accepted. The Get Plymouth Building Spreadsheet suggests a yield of 670. This yield is however reduced as SHLAA ref 
sites 01_057 and 01_036b are within it. There could be some small areas of contamination but these are unlikely to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_036

Site address
Cornwall Street

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
4.74

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
The site is a large area within Plymouth city centre on Cornwall Street. It is surrounded by retail uses and also comprises a large multi-storey 
car park.

Planning status
City Centre AAP identifies the area for change and potential retail led mixed use redevelopment, including 700 dwellings (flats, apartments 
and town houses).

Availability
PCC confirm that parts of the site will be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
576Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
576Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
Permission since April 2013 for change of use from offices to residential on city centre building confirms suitability. The viability assessment 
carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is deliverable given the current market position and policy requirements relating to 
s106.

Suitability
Planning permission has been granted for the change of use to part residential.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_036b

Site address
174 ARMADA WAY

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.04

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
4 storey building at the top of Armada Way, within the City Centre. The building comprises A2 use on the ground floor and offices above.

Planning status
 13/00904/FUL has been granted for the change of use from Bank (Class A2) to café/restaurant/offices (Class A3/B1) on ground floor and 

part of first-floor and student residential, 24 units (class C2/C3) on upper floors. Works had commenced at the time of the SHLAA site visits.

Availability
A planning permission has been granted for the site since April 2013 and it is considered that the building is available for development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is deliverable given the current market position and policy 
requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
24

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
24

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The site is within a Policy area CC10 within the City Centre AAP, which identifies the zone for mixed use redevelopment, including 
residential. The premises, including a large retail unit are currently being marketed. The viability assessment shows that redevelopment of 
the site for 76 cluster flats (for approximately 600 students) would be achievable.

Suitability
The site is allocated for mixed use development including residential in the AAP and is therefore suitable. PCC is aware that there either are 
or were tanks on site. If these are in situ they will need to be removed. Noise and contamination will need to be considered but are not likely 
to be prohibitive.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_055

Site address
66 TO 68 NEW GEORGE STREET

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.29

Source
Refusal of planning permission

Description of site
Large retail unit in pedestrianised part of City Centre. Previously occupied by Woolworths.

Planning status
The site is within a Policy area CC10 within the City Centre AAP, which identifies the zone for mixed use redevelopment, including 
residential. Planning application 10/00135/FUL was refused. This proposed the demolition of buildings and redevelopment of site to include 
16/21/23 storey building for a mixed use development comprising arts and culture centre, retail, food and drink uses, financial and 
professional services, (Use Classes D1, A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5), 608 student rooms, highways improvements including new pedestrian link 
between New George Street and Cornwall Street and associated landscaping and cycle parking. The application was refused because the 
proposed development failed to provide adequate mitigation for the community impacts of development.

Availability
The premises is leased to Poundland. Agents confirm that this is a short term lease and the building may be available for redevelopment 
when it has lapsed.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
76

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
76

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The site is a brownfield location between the City Centre and the University. It is considered suitable in principle for residential 
redevelopment. Development of the site for a student accommodation scheme is currently being pursued. The viability assessment for the 
proposed development shows that delivery is achievable.

Suitability
The site is considered suitable for a mixed use development including residential. Air quality, noise and contamination assessments will 
need to be undertaken as part of the planning application.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_057

Site address
17 MAYFLOWER STREET

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.19

Source
Planning Application Withdrawn

Description of site
Area of public realm around site 01_056 (vacant public house).

Planning status
See 01_056. Part of site covered by withdrawn application 13/01045/OUT.

Availability
It is understood that pre application discussions continue and that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
70

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
70

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
An application for a change of use from a hotel to residential is pending. Residential is suitable in principle. The viability assessment shows 
that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site is considered to be suitable for conversion to residential in principle. The site is within the Hoe Conservation Area and the MOD 
Safeguard area but these are not considered to be prohibitive to development.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
01_059

Site address
ASTOR HOTEL,14 ELLIOT STREET

Neighbourhood
01. City Centre

6. South

Size (ha)
0.13

Source
Planning application to be determined

Description of site
4 storey hotel building close to waterfront.

Planning status
Application 13/01702/FUL was submitted on 9th September 2013. This is for the conversion of vacant hotel to 13 no. apartments and 1 no. 
townhouse including demolition, alterations, new terraces to rear and parking. The decision is pending.

Availability
An application for change of use to residential is pending. The site is therefore considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within MOD Safeguard and completely within conservation area.



Conclusion
There is a previous permission on the site which establishes the suitability of the site for residential in principle. The site is understood to be 
still available and the viability assessment shows that development would be achievable.

Suitability
Planning permission has previously been granted. The site is therefore considered to be suitable. Design will need to take into account that 
the land is within the Royal Naval Hospital Conservation Area.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_015

Site address
Land Between Science And Trafalgar Buildings

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
0.04

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
PDL site in former naval office quadrant.

Planning status
Planning permission 05/00440/FUL lapsed in 2011. This was for a 4 storey building containing 12 residential units and 8 parking spaces.

Availability
Site is understood to be being promoted and is therefore considered to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within conservation area.



Conclusion
A PCC owned building which is identified within the Stonehouse AAP for mixed use redevelopment. It is suitable for residential conversion, 
and is being promoted as such. The viability assessment shows that development is achievable.

Suitability
The site is within a wider area allocated for mixed use development as part of the adopted AAP. The principle of development is therefore 
considered to be acceptable. PCC have raised the potential of contamination issues related to former quarry uses and possible domestic 
waste infill.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_023

Site address
The Ship Hostel

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
0.11

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
The site is an existing hostel in a historic school building (1882) which comprises large stone 2 storey buildings.  The surrounding area 
includes small employment units and St Georges Training Centre adjacent to the site.  Access is good via East Street.

Planning status
Identified in Millbay and Stonehouse Area Action Plan (AAP), Proposal MS08 Union Street, for regeneration, within a mixed use development 
including residential.

Availability
The site, owned by Plymouth City Council, is being promoted for residential development. The proposal involves the site next door (St 
Georges Training Centre) which would be a new hostel, and the existing Ship Hostel to then be made available for housing.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
20

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
20

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The site comprises a large area of PDL land adjacent to the docks area. This area has received outline permission for 1,232 dwellings, some 
of which have now received full permission. The site is therefore suitable, available and, subject to s106 negotiations, achievable.

Suitability
The site has an extant outline consent for development which has established the principle for development. Site is partly within a flood zone 
and is close to a conservation area. Possible contamination and air quality issues. These were largely considered for the previous 
application. Some remediation may be required. Part of the site received full planning permission in 2011 for 48 dwellings, this is under 
construction and has been removed from the yield. In 2012 full permission was obtained for 102 dwellings (13/00688/FUL). Both of these 
have been subtracted from the original outline permission yield.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_024

Site address
Land At Millbay Road

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
14.13

Source
Site with PP at base date

Description of site
Large area of land adjacent to the docks area. Land is generally hardstanding but includes some dockside buildings and the Plymouth 
Pavilions centre.

Planning status
Allocated in the Millbay & Stonehouse AAP for development (MS03). Planning consent for a mixed-used development comprising residential 
development (Use Class C3) of up to 1,232 dwellings (06/01533/OUT). This permission has since been renewed.

Availability
Site promoted by developer and subject to outline consent. Parts of the site have recently had full planning permission for 102 units 
(13/00688/FUL) and a school (13/00688/FUL) in October 2013.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106. Sections of the site are however being developed.

2013 - 2018
210

2018 - 2023
400

2023 - 2032
472Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
210

2018 - 2023
400

2023 - 2032
472Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
08 Deliverable site with LA intervention – planning permission

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is partially within MOD Safeguard.



Conclusion
A PCC owned site currently used as a training centre. It is within an allocated area for mixed use redevelopment (Proposal MS8 of the 
Millbay and Stonehouse AAP). A planning statement is being developed. The viability assessment indicates that a scheme with a yield of 24 
dwellings would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is PCC owned.

Suitability
The site is within a wider area allocated for mixed use development as part of the adopted AAP. The principle of development is therefore 
considered to be acceptable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_027

Site address
St George's Training Centre

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
0.14

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
The site is a large detached building currently used as a training centre.  It is adjacent to a hostel housed within a historic building and the 
remaining surrounding area is mainly used for employment.  The site has good access onto George Place.

Planning status
The site is part of Proposal MS8, in the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP, for a mixed use development including residential units.

Availability
PCC own the site and confirm that it is available. Planning statement being developed.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCC/PCH and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
24

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
24

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

There are no known constraints on this site that would prevent the site coming forward for residential development.



Conclusion
The site is part of Proposal MS8, in the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP, for a mixed use development including residential units. The site is 
available and is shown to be achievable as a result of the viabaility assessment.

Suitability
Given the surrounding uses, the site is considered to be suitable for redevelopment to housing.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_028

Site address
22 George Place

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
0.12

Source
Pre app discussions

Description of site
The site is a medium sized, 2 storey brick building in employment use.  It is adjacent to other 2 storey employment buildings, a cleared site 
to the east and a hostel within a historic building to the west.  Access to the site is good from George Street.

Planning status
The site is part of Proposal MS8, in the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP, for a mixed use development including residential units.

Availability
PCC confirm that site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
14

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The site has a recent permission (post April 2013) for cluster flats. It is therefore available, suitable and deliverable.

Suitability
The site is within an existing residential area. Redevelopment for such uses, albeit not at a scale previously pursued, would be acceptable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_045

Site address
THE TOWN HOUSE, 32 HARWELL STREET

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
0.03

Source
Refusal of planning permission

Description of site
Vacant public house close to city centre. Surrounded by housing.

Planning status
Application 10/02006/FUL for the demolition of the public house to provide 9 cluster flats was refused due to over-scaling. Permission for 5 
cluster flats has been granted post April 2013.

Availability
The site is vacant and being marketed, therefore assumed to be available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
5

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
This site comprises a relatively new building with a mix of residential and office use within it. An application for change of use from 
employment to residential was granted at Appeal in 2014. The agents confirm the site is still available. The viability assessment carried out 
as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, 
including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
Application 13/00313/FUL for a change of use was refused as it would result in the loss of employment space. This has however been 
granted at Appeal (February 2014).

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
02_046

Site address
PHOENIX QUAY, GEORGE PLACE

Neighbourhood
02. Stonehouse

6. South

Size (ha)
0.06

Source
Refusal of planning permission

Description of site
Ground floor offices within wider residential use building.

Planning status
In a letter dated 05.11.2013, agents indicate that the building has potential to provide around 17 dwellings.

Availability
Availability has been confirmed by agents in November 2013.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
17

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
17

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
PDL site in Devonport that has previously had outline permission for 14 flats and 3 houses. The owners confirm that a new scheme is being 
worked up. The viability assessment indicates that the development of the site may not be achievable with a yield of 17 units.

Suitability
The site had an outline consent for housing which has established the principle for housing development. Any proposals will be subject to 
agreement of detailed design and layout through reserved matters applications.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
03_013

Site address
115 Fore Street

Neighbourhood
03. Devonport

6. South

Size (ha)
0.11

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
The site is hard standing comprising a car sales company, fronting Fore Street.  It is surrounded by 3 and 4 storey flats, the Playhouse 
theatre, Mecca bingo hall and 3 storey buildings which have shops on the ground floor and offices/storage on the upper floors.

Planning status
Outline permission (05/00036/OUT) to redevelop former car sales with 3/4 storey buildings comprising 3 terraced dwellings and 14 flats has 
now lapsed.

Availability
Available. Amber Homes are looking to submit a new application for residential development (all houses) early 2014 with a view to build out 
by the end of 2014-early 2015.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
09 Deliverable site which is unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South



Conclusion
The redevelopment of redundant flats on this site would result in a net loss of 34 units. The viability assessment indicates that the 
development would not be deliverable under current market conditions. This site is however treated differently as it is PCH owned.

Suitability
The site is suitable for redevelopment for housing. Contamination will need to be assessed. PCC confirm that the development will involve 
the demolition of 120 units, which will be replaced by 86 dwellings. Therefore, there will be a net yield loss of 34.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
03_029

Site address
North side of Granby Green

Neighbourhood
03. Devonport

6. South

Size (ha)
1.08

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
Large block of redundant flats close to dockyard. Part boarded up/part in use.

Planning status
Allocated site. Permission (13/01341/31) was granted in September 2013 for the demolition of existing buildings at 1-31 (odds) Granby 
Green, 2-48 (evens) Granby Green, 2-72 (evens) Granby Way, 11-45 (odds) Park Avenue, 1-47 (odds) St.Aubyns Road and 138-224 (evens) 
Granby Street.

Availability
The site is still available.

Achievability
The viability assessment indicates that this site would not normally be viable under the current market for open market housing. However it is 
known that this site is owned by PCH and therefore, despite the results of the viability assessment, it is considered that this site is 
achievable due to its special circumstances.

2013 - 2018
-34

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
-34

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
07 Deliverable site with LA intervention - ownership

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is partially within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
The site comprises the buildings and grounds associated with MOD land at Mount Wise. Outline permission has been granted and part of 
the site has been built out already. The viability assessment shows that the site is not deliverable under existing market conditions and with 
policy requirements relating to s106. However, the development to date proves that development is viable.

Suitability
The site area is the remainder of the outline application and accounts for 240 units net.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
03_032

Site address
FORMER MOD SITE, MOUNT WISE

Neighbourhood
03. Devonport

6. South

Size (ha)
6.81

Source
Planning permission granted since April 2013

Description of site
Former MOD site. The land is part built out with new dwellings and the remainder is used for a cricket pitch and parking and open space.

Planning status
The site has outline permission and has been part built out. A total of 240 dwellings within the outline permission have not yet received full 
planning permission.

Availability
A recent planning permission shows the site is available.

Achievability
Although, the viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market 
position, development to date proves that it is viable.

2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
90

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
90

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
08 Deliverable site with LA intervention – planning permission

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within conservation area.



Conclusion
The redevelopment of this former employment site for residential uses has been established in principle by a previous permission. The site is 
available and the viability assessment shows that the redevelopment of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is within a residential area and planning permission has previously been granted for 12 units. The site is therefore considered to be 
suitable in principle for housing. There could potentially be some contamination from garage uses but this is unlikely to be prohibitive. Given 
its proximity in relation to the railway line, a noise impact assessment will be required.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
19_010

Site address
Desborough Motors, 15 Desborough Lane

Neighbourhood
19. East End

6. South

Size (ha)
0.03

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
Previously developed site between terraced housing and railway. The former garage premises have been cleared.

Planning status
Permission 05/00162/FUL allowed for the demolition of a commercial garage and the redevelopment of the site to erect 12 flats in a 4-storey 
building.

Availability
Availability has been confirmed through discussions with land owners.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
12

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is completely within HSE Consultation Zone.



Conclusion
This site, situated close to Sutton Harbour, has a previous permission which establishes the suitability for residential uses. The site is still 
being marketed and the viability assessment indicates that the redevelopment of the site is achievable.

Suitability
Planning permission has previously been granted and site is within area allocated for mixed use, including 720 flats, in the Sutton Harbour 
AAP. Therefore residential use is considered acceptable in principle. PCC indicate that due to the variety of former industrial uses on site 
and in the vicinity, contamination assessments will need to be undertaken. As it is near the Exeter Street AQMA an air quality impact 
assessment will be required.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
19_016

Site address
Plymouth Fruit Sales, Sutton Road

Neighbourhood
19. East End

6. South

Size (ha)
0.63

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
The site is open, flat, cleared land, which is currently not in use.  It backs onto a hotel and associated car park on one side and has a 
waterfront location on the other side, with access onto Sutton Road.

Planning status
Planning permission (08/02267/FUL) previously awarded for two multi-storey waterfront apartment buildings with kiosk units at ground 
floor/mezzanine level floors, and associated car parking. This scheme has a total of 126 apartments (78 Block A and 48 Block B).  The site 
is part of the Sutton Harbour AAP allocation for a mixed use development including residential uses, above active ground floor uses, in the 
region of 720 units.

Availability
The site is available. It is being marketed.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
183

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
183

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is partially within flood zone 3.



Conclusion
The site has a previous permission on it that estblishes the suitability in principle for residential use. A pending application decision confirms 
site availability. The viability assessment indicates that the redevelopment of the site is achievable.

Suitability
This site has received planning permission for 44 units since April 2013, with access from Desborough Road. It is therefore considered 
suitable for development.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
19_018

Site address
Tothill Sidings

Neighbourhood
19. East End

6. South

Size (ha)
1.13

Source
Planning Application (1)

Description of site
The site is a rundown area comprising railway sidings and has the railway tracks along the northern edge of the site. To the south and north 
of the railway line are residential areas of 2 storey Victorian terraced housing, and to the east are large employment buildings. The site is 
quite difficult to get to, in that the land drops steeply from around the border down to the site.

Planning status
The site was previously identified in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001(LP024) for coach parking. Planning application 09/01409/OUT for 151 
flats and retail space with parking (vehicular access via Friary Retail Park) and  open amenity land (details of access, appearance, layout 
and scale submitted) was refused in part due to over massing of units. A second application 10/00851/OUT for 35 flats was granted in 2010 
but has since lapsed. In September 2013, this site received outline planning permission for 44 new dwellings, with access from Desborough 
Road.

Availability
The recent planning permission for site and its continued promotion provides evidence that the site is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
44

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
44

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
6. South

Site is partially within HSE Consultation Zone.





Site ref Site address

7. Plympton

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

35_011 6 St Mary's Road 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.03The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0

35_014a Imerys Site, Coypool 11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

40034.40This redundant Imerys site is identified as a Major Existing 
Industrial area in the Core Strategy and the northern section 
is allocated for a strategic waste management facility in the 
adopted waste DPD. The constrained yield is therefore set at 
zero. The site is potentially heavily contaminated and will 
require remediation works. The viability assessment shows 
that development would be unviable at the suggested yield.

0

35_014b Imerys Site, Coypool 13 Undeliverable site 00.53The site is not considered suitable for residential due to 
flooding concerns and its location within an established 
employment area.

0

36_006a Boringdon Park 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

120046.80The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to 
current development plan policy. If the council were to 
consider changes to the policy baseline for such site then the 
land might be developable. However, highway, ecological and 
landscape constraints will need to be addressed if the site is 
to come forward.  The viability assessment shows that the 
development of the site could be achieved despite these 
constraints.

0

36_019a Land off Plymbridge Road 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

401.18Greenfield site on the northern fringe of Plympton. It is 
considered that any proposal would be contrary to 
development plan policy in principle with regard to 
development on greenspace and therefore the site would not 
be considered to be suitable at present. The constrained yield 
for site is therefore reduced to zero. Despite this, the viability 
assessment shows that development would be achievable.

0

36_019b Land off Plymbridge Road 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

56018.38A large greenfield site on the northern fringe of Plympton that 
has been promoted through the 2013 call for sites. As the site 
is allocated as greenspace it is considered that any proposal 
would be contrary to development plan policy in principle and 
therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable at 
present. The constrained yield for site is therefore reduced to 
zero. Despite this the development of the site is shown to be 
achievable.

0



Site ref Site address

7. Plympton

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

37_004 Land adjacent to 110 Kenmare Drive 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

80.03A permission establishes the suitability of the site for 
residential uses. There are no known constraints. The viability 
assessment indicates that development is achievable.

8

37_005 Redwood Drive 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

1806.30This site is identified as part of the Strategic Greenspace 
network within the Core Strategy and as such the site cannot 
be relied upon by the SHLAA to deliver housing. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that 
this site is assessed to be viable under current market 
conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

0

39_016 Plympton Hospital 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

501.26This site is a former hospital that has been cleared. The 
development of the site for housing is being pursued. The 
viability assessment indicates that it is viable.

50

39_027 Land adjacent to The Ridgeway/George 
Lane

10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

301.03Greenfield site within settlement boundary adjoining older 
parts of Plympton. This site is a Registered Park and Garden, 
and therefore the constrained yield is set to zero. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that 
this site is assessed to be viable under current market 
conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

0

2468Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

109.9 58



Conclusion
This redundant Imerys site is identified as a Major Existing Industrial area in the Core Strategy and the northern section is allocated for a 
strategic waste management facility in the adopted waste DPD. The constrained yield is therefore set at zero. The site is potentially heavily 
contaminated and will require remediation works. The viability assessment shows that development would be unviable at the suggested yield.

Suitability
The site is contaminated from its previous use as a China Clay quarry, and the northern section is allocated for strategic integrated waste 
management facilities in the adopted Waste DPD. Access to the proposal site would come from the south through the remaining part of the 
site.  The Highways Agency state that the proximity to the A38 has capacity issues for this potentially large site. The constrained yield is 
therefore set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
35_014a

Site address
Imerys Site, Coypool

Neighbourhood
35. Woodford

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
34.40

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
The Imerys site is a redundant employment site and used to be a quarry. It has one access road from the south. It is surrounded by fields, 
other employment areas and a railway line runs along the western border. There is also a residential area to the south east of the site.

Planning status
Identified as a Major Existing Industrial area in the Core Strategy. The northern part of the site is allocated in the adopted Waste 
Development Plan as a Strategic Integrated Waste Management site. The remainder of the site is also subject to the provisions in Policy W9 
which seeks to ensure that existing or proposed waste management facilities are not compromised by development in proximity to the 
allocation.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be unviable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
400Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
The site is outside of the urban area and would be contrary to current development plan policy. If the council were to consider changes to the 
policy baseline for such site then the land might be developable. However, highway, ecological and landscape constraints will need to be 
addressed if the site is to come forward.  The viability assessment shows that the development of the site could be achieved despite these 
constraints.

Suitability
The site is outside the built up area of the city and identified as part of the greenspace. Access is constrained at present and needs to be 
addressed if the site is to come forward. It is considered that any proposal would be contrary to development plan policy in principle and 
therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable at present. The constrained yield for site is therefore reduced to zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
36_006a

Site address
Boringdon Park

Neighbourhood
36. Colebrook & Newnham

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
46.80

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
The site is a large area of green fields on the urban fringe of Colebrook and Newnham, and the site is detached from the main built up area 
of Plymouth. This site is within the Local Authority boundary for Plymouth but was promoted as part of a wider site with 036_006b and it is 
proposed by the developer that these two areas come forward as a whole.

Planning status
The eastern part of the site is within South Hams District Council.  The western parts of the site within Plymouth boundary was previously 
identified as being within a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the Core Strategy 
map as part of the Strategic greenscape network.

Availability
Agent confirms this site continues to be promoted for development in 2013.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
1200Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
Greenfield site on the northern fringe of Plympton. It is considered that any proposal would be contrary to development plan policy in 
principle with regard to development on greenspace and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable at present. The 
constrained yield for site is therefore reduced to zero. Despite this, the viability assessment shows that development would be achievable.

Suitability
The site may be considered suitable for development if access can be achieved. This is most likely to be from either Cranfield and/or the 
existing access to the Golf Course. The site is outside the built up area of the city and identified as part of the greenspace.  It is considered 
that any proposal would be contrary to development plan policy in principle and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable at 
present. The constrained yield for site is therefore reduced to zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
36_019a

Site address
Land off Plymbridge Road

Neighbourhood
36. Colebrook & Newnham

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
1.18

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Greenfield site on the northern fringe of Plympton. The land is situated between Wheatridge and the Golf Course. The site could potentially 
be accessed from Cranfield Avenue. The land is fairly steep but developable.

Planning status
There is no known planning history.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
40Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
A large greenfield site on the northern fringe of Plympton that has been promoted through the 2013 call for sites. As the site is allocated as 
greenspace it is considered that any proposal would be contrary to development plan policy in principle and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable at present. The constrained yield for site is therefore reduced to zero. Despite this the development of the site is 
shown to be achievable.

Suitability
The land has no environmental designations and is well drained. Access to the site is unlikely to be possible from residential areas to the 
south, leaving Boringdon Hill and Plymbridge Road being the main options. These may need upgrading. The site is outside the built up area 
of the city and identified as part of the greenspace.  It is considered that any proposal would be contrary to development plan policy in 
principle and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable at present. The constrained yield for site is therefore reduced to zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
36_019b

Site address
Land off Plymbridge Road

Neighbourhood
36. Colebrook & Newnham

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
18.38

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Large greenfield site on the northern fringe of Plympton. The land, which is currently in agricultural use, lies to the north of Plymtree Drive 
and is to the south of the Golf Course. The land slopes towards the town.

Planning status
n/a

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
560Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
A permission establishes the suitability of the site for residential uses. There are no known constraints. The viability assessment indicates 
that development is achievable.

Suitability
Extant planning permission for 8 units (07/01754/FUL). No construction has taken place yet.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
37_004

Site address
Land adjacent to 110 Kenmare Drive

Neighbourhood
37. Chaddlewood

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
0.03

Source
Lapsed PP

Description of site
This site is located at the end of a cul-de-sac next to a car parking area. The site is located on top of a large concrete wall.

Planning status
Consent 07/01754/FUL for 8 dwellings has been granted. This is extant but work on site has not started.

Availability
Given the previous promotion of the site for development, it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the site in the 
future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
8

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
This site is identified as part of the Strategic Greenspace network within the Core Strategy and as such the site cannot be relied upon by the 
SHLAA to deliver housing. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under 
current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site was previously identified as greenspace and there is a presumption to protect such uses within the city.  Therefore, there is an "in 
principle" objection to the loss of the space and the site cannot be considered suitable for development within the context of the current 
development plan. Therefore, the constrained yield for the site is set at zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
37_005

Site address
Redwood Drive

Neighbourhood
37. Chaddlewood

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
6.30

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
The site is a flat grassed area which slopes slightly, surrounded by 2 storey detached and semi-detached houses.  Access could a gained 
from Hickory Drive or Redwood Drive. It is adjoining an existing residential area.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a social needs proposal (94 for a district park) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and was identified 
as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26).  It is identified in the Core Strategy as part of the Strategic greenscape network (Policy CS18).

Availability
Undeveloped land owned by Plymouth City Council. Previously suggested as a development opportunity, and therefore we can consider that 
it is available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
150

2023 - 2032
30Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
This site is a former hospital that has been cleared. The development of the site for housing is being pursued. The viability assessment 
indicates that it is viable.

Suitability
The site is surrounded by residential uses, including new development to the North side.  Part of the site is within a flood zone. The site is on 
several levels but this is not considered to be a barrier to development. Possible contamination linked to tanks on site. Existing access points 
from Market Road and Underlane.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
39_016

Site address
Plympton Hospital

Neighbourhood
39. Plympton St Maurice

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
1.26

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Former hospital site accessed from Market Road. The buildings have been demolished and hard standing car parks remain. Taylor Wimpey 
have taken on the site and, at the time of the site visit, are preparing plans for a circa 50 dwelling scheme, including 1 to 5 bed 
accommodation.

Planning status
12/01483/31 was submitted in August 2012 for the determination as to whether prior approval is required for demolition of all existing 
buildings and structures. The Council decided that prior approval was not required. Taylor Wimpey are building towards the submission of an 
application for circa 50 dwellings.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 call for sites, and therefore is considered available for residential development.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
50

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton



Conclusion
Greenfield site within settlement boundary adjoining older parts of Plympton. This site is a Registered Park and Garden, and therefore the 
constrained yield is set to zero. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable 
under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
Given surrounding housing, and its proximity within a Conservation Area and Grade 1 listed building, it is considered that the site may be 
suitable for low density housing. Access could be achieved from the Ridgeway. Mature trees should be retained wherever possible. 
Investigations required as potentially burials on site linked to its former use as a leper hospital. However, this site is a Registered Park and 
Garden, and therefore the constrained yield is set to zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
39_027

Site address
Land adjacent to The Ridgeway/George Lane

Neighbourhood
39. Plympton St Maurice

7. Plympton

Size (ha)
1.03

Source
Call for sites promotion 2013

Description of site
Greenfield site within settlement boundary adjoining older parts of Plympton. The site is gently sloping away from  with some mature trees 
around and within site. The site is surrounded by residential uses, including a Grade 1 listed building. The existing access to the site is from 
the Ridgeway.

Planning status
No site planning history identified.

Availability
This site has been promoted in the 2013 Call for Sites, and therefore it is considered available. The site is offered for sale by Drew Pearce.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
30

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
7. Plympton

Site is completely within conservation area.





Site ref Site address

8. Plymstock

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

40_018 Former Nursery, Haye Road 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

120.85A former nursery located of Haye Road. The Adopted AAP 
excludes this site from the Strategic or Local Greenscape 
networks. However, the site is within the proposed route of the 
High Quality Public Transport Route (Proposal NP 07). The 
constrained yield is therefore set at zero. Subject to a change 
in policy, the viability assessment indicates that the site would 
be deliverable.

0

40_019 Sherford New Community (NP05 - 
Sports Hub)

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

32024.44The site consists of a large area of agricultural land including 
disused nursery gardens. The site is currently designated in 
the North Plymstock AAP as NP05 Sherford & Sport Hub for a 
mix of uses including approx. Permission has been granted 
for 320 dwellings (06/02036/OUT). The viability assessment 
shows that development of the site is achievable.

320

40_020 NP06 Potential Development at 
Elburton

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

3009.04Site is allocated via the North Plymstock AAP for long term 
housing development. The viability assessment carried out as 
part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be 
viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 
package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

300

40_023 Brookwood Road 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

3409.18The site consists of agricultural land that could potentially be 
accessed from Sherford Road. The site  is a greenspace 
allocation in the adopted North Plymstock AAP. As such the 
constrained yield is set at zero. The viability assessment 
indicates that the development of the site is achievable.

0

40_026 Land North of Hazeldene Quarry, Policy 
Np16

12 Development Plan Allocations 100039.20The site is identified in the North Plymstock AAP (Policy 
NP16) as land safeguarded for its potential to accommodate 
long term development, beyond 2021. Delivery will be 
dependent upon investment in Infrastructure but this may be 
forthcoming in the longer term and the site may be delivered 
following the developmnet of Sherford. The site represents a 
long term opportunity for development which should be 
reviewed as part of the Development Plan process.

0

40_037 SPRINGFIELD CLOSE AND LAND TO 
REAR

08 Deliverable site with LA 
intervention – planning permission

161.25This site is to the rear of an existing residential area. Planning 
permission has been secured since April 2013 for 16 units. 
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current 
market position and policy requirements relating to s106.

16



Site ref Site address

8. Plymstock

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

41_024 Downham School 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

170.49The site of the former Downham Special School. It was 
previously identified within an Established Residential Area 
(Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and a 
planning statement is currently being prepared. It is therefore 
considered to be available and suitable. The viability 
assessment indicates that the development of the site is 
achievable.

17

41_025a Former Blue Circle Quarry, Billacombe 
Road

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

1105.01This site, a redundant quarry, already has an outline 
permission and development is being progressed. The site is 
therefore suitable and deliverable.

110

41_025b Former Blue Circle Quarry, Billacombe 
Road

06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

157470.81This site, a redundant quarry, already has an outline 
permission and development is being progressed. The site is 
therefore suitable and deliverable.

1574

41_026 Pleasure Hill Close 10 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – viable

50.23The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area 
(Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 and 
is subject to greenspace policy protection in the adopted Core 
Strategy. As such the constrained yield is set at zero. The 
viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current 
market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including 
providing 30% affordable housing.

0

41_027 Wakehams Quarry 12 Development Plan Allocations 3507.91Though it is understood that part of the site is being 
considered for redevelopment, the site remains in multiple 
ownerships and has an existing use value which is likley to 
preclude redevelopment other than in the long term.

0

41_028 NP02 Pomphlett Industrial Estate 12 Development Plan Allocations 751.16The 2009 SHLAA concluded that the site was unlikley to 
come forward due to the multiple ownerships of the land in 
question and the relatively high existing use values. The land 
could in principle come forward in the long term but there is 
no evidence presently that this is likley.

0

41_036 WE DONEIT, FORESTERS ROAD 14 Sites below SHLAA threshold 00.12The site has been identified by the SHLAA and may be 
deliverable but it is considered unlikely to achieve 5 or more 
dwellings. Therefore the site falls below the SHLAA threshold 
for full assessment. If, in the future, proposals come forward 
for development for 5 or more dwellings, the site may be 
reappraised in future iterations of the SHLAA.

0



Site ref Site address

8. Plymstock

Status Unconstrained 
yield

Area (ha)Conclusion Constrained 
yield

43_012 Radford Quarry, Lower Saltram 13 Undeliverable site 04.06This site is a former quarry site in Turnchapel. The site is 
considered unsuitable for housing due to the ecological 
constraints of the site. The viability assessment carried out as 
part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable 
given the current market position and policy requirements 
relating to s106.

0

43_013 Royal Marine Base Turnchapel 11 Deliverable site constrained by 
policy – unviable

1006.30This is a waterfront site that is subject to a Core Strategy 
policy to safeguard marine employment. Therefore, the site 
cannot be relied upon by the SHLAA at this point in time. The 
viability assessment shows that the site would be unviable 
with policy s106 payment requirements.

0

43_021 Ashery Drive, Plymstock 06 Deliverable site unconstrained by 
policy

50.28The site comprises garages within an existing residential 
area. It is being promoted by PCH. It is therefore considered 
available and suitable, and the viability assessment indicates 
that development is achievable.

5

4224Plymouth Plan 
Area Total:

180.3 2342



Conclusion
A former nursery located of Haye Road. The Adopted AAP excludes this site from the Strategic or Local Greenscape networks. However, the 
site is within the proposed route of the High Quality Public Transport Route (Proposal NP 07). The constrained yield is therefore set at zero. 
Subject to a change in policy, the viability assessment indicates that the site would be deliverable.

Suitability
The Adopted AAP excludes this site from the Strategic or Local Greenscape networks. However, the site is within the proposed route of the 
High Quality Public Transport Route (Proposal NP 07). The site is therefore constrained.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
40_018

Site address
Former Nursery, Haye Road

Neighbourhood
40. Elburton & Dunstone

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
0.85

Source
Planning Application Withdrawn

Description of site
The site consists of a former nursery located of Haye Road. Surrounding uses include agricultural land to the south, Moorcroft Quarry to the 
north and recreational open space to the East. Site access could be provided from Haye Road, subject to Highway Authority approval.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 331) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. The site was also previously covered by First Deposit Local Plan Policies 95 
and 96 on Mineral Resource areas and Buffer Zones. Site was promoted for housing development to 2008 LDF and 2009 SHLAA call for 
sites.

Availability
The site was promoted to the Council during the Call for Sites exercise undertaken for the Local Development Framework in 2008. 
Promotion of this site has taken place in 2011 and 2012, and therefore it is considered available for this study.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
12

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
The site consists of a large area of agricultural land including disused nursery gardens. The site is currently designated in the North 
Plymstock AAP as NP05 Sherford & Sport Hub for a mix of uses including approx. Permission has been granted for 320 dwellings 
(06/02036/OUT). The viability assessment shows that development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
This site has recently been given outline planning permission for 320 dwellings, and therefore it is considered suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
40_019

Site address
Sherford New Community (NP05 - Sports Hub)

Neighbourhood
40. Elburton & Dunstone

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
24.44

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
The site consists of a large area of agricultural land including disused nursery gardens. The site contains a few residential properties along 
Vinery Lane. The western end of the site is currently King George V Memorial Playing Field. Site access can be provided from Haye Road 
and Vinery Lane. Surrounding uses include further agricultural land on most sides, accept to the south which has industrial premises and 
further open space, beyond which to the south are existing residential properties.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic Greenscape Network. The site was also previously identified by the First Deposit Local Plan 
Policies 95 and 96 on Mineral Resource areas and Buffer Zones. The site is within a flood risk area. The site is currently designated in the 
North Plymstock AAP as NP05 Sherford & Sport Hub for a mix of uses including approx. 320 homes. Application 06/02036/OUT for the 'new 
community' was permitted in November 2013.

Availability
This site is considered available for development given its current promotion.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
170

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
150

2018 - 2023
170

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
Site is allocated via the North Plymstock AAP for long term housing development. The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA 
confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% 
affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is identified as an AAP allocation and is therefore considered suitable.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
40_020

Site address
NP06 Potential Development at Elburton

Neighbourhood
40. Elburton & Dunstone

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
9.04

Source
AAP Site

Description of site
The site consists of recreation land, commercial premises and agricultural land on the north Side of Elburton. Site access could be provided 
from Haye Road and Vinery Lane. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the south and recreation, agricultural/nursery land to 
the north.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 339) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the 
Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. The site was also identified in the First Deposit Local Plan Policies 95 and 
96 as Mineral Resource areas and Buffer Zones. This land is safeguarded for its potential to accommodate long term development in Policy 
NP06 of the adopted North Plymstock AAP.

Availability
PCC confirm that site is available and pre-app discussions are progressing.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
50Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
250

2023 - 2032
50Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
The site consists of agricultural land that could potentially be accessed from Sherford Road. The site  is a greenspace allocation in the 
adopted North Plymstock AAP. As such the constrained yield is set at zero. The viability assessment indicates that the development of the 
site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is allocated as Strategic Greenspace within the adopted AAP. Development for housing would therefore be contrary to the policies 
of the development plan and the constrained yield for the site has therefore been reduced to zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
40_023

Site address
Brookwood Road

Neighbourhood
40. Elburton & Dunstone

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
9.18

Source
Call for sites promotion 2009

Description of site
The site consists of agricultural land. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the North and agricultural land on all other sides. Site 
access could be provided from Sherford Road and potentially Brookwood Road.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 338 and 270) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified 
on the Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. This is further defined in the North Plymstock AAP. Site promoted for 
development by land owner to 2009 Call for sites for approximately 340 dwellings.

Availability
The site was promoted in the 2009 call for sites and is assumed to be still available.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
340Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
This site is to the rear of an existing residential area. Planning permission has been secured since April 2013 for 16 units. The viability 
assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and policy 
requirements relating to s106.

Suitability
Given that a wide enough access to the site has been developed, it is considered that the site is suitable for development. There are no 
known environmental designations and the land is flat and well drained.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
40_037

Site address
SPRINGFIELD CLOSE AND LAND TO REAR

Neighbourhood
40. Elburton & Dunstone

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
1.25

Source
Planning Applications to be determined

Description of site
Parcel of greenfield land between Springfield Close and woodland. Number 27 Springfield Close has already been cleared to create an 
access point on to the land.

Planning status
   Planning permission 13/01346/FUL for the erection of 16 detached dwellings with new access from Springfield Close, associated access 

road and public open space, including demolition of 27 Springfield Close was secured in November 2013.

Availability
The site is available. Taylor Wimpey secured planning permission in November 2013.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA indicates that this site is not deliverable given the current market position and 
policy requirements relating to s106.

2013 - 2018
16

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
16

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
08 Deliverable site with LA intervention – planning permission

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
The site of the former Downham Special School. It was previously identified within an Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in the First 
Deposit Local Plan 2001, and a planning statement is currently being prepared. It is therefore considered to be available and suitable. The 
viability assessment indicates that the development of the site is achievable.

Suitability
The site is located within a sustainable location where housing development would be suitable in principle.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
41_024

Site address
Downham School

Neighbourhood
41. Plymstock

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
0.49

Source
Call for sites promotion 2009

Description of site
The site consists of former Downham Special School. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the North and East, a day centre 
and community centre to the West and community hall to the South. Site access can be provided from Horn Lane.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as land within an Established Residential Area (Policy 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001. Promoted 
to 2009 Call for sites by PCC. A planning statement is currently being prepared.

Availability
The site is being promoted by Plymouth City Council and a planning statement is being prepared.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
17

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
This site, a redundant quarry, already has an outline permission and development is being progressed. The site is therefore suitable and 
deliverable.

Suitability
The site is an allocated housing site within the adopted AAP and outline permission has been granted, and therefore the principle of housing 
development is considered to be established. PCC know of cyanide contamination in part of the site, remediation is being carried out by the 
developer.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
41_025a

Site address
Former Blue Circle Quarry, Billacombe Road

Neighbourhood
41. Plymstock

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
5.01

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
The site consists of the Blue Circle Quarry of Billacombe Road. Surrounding uses include existing employment sites at Wakeham Quarry 
and Pomphlett Farm Industrial estate to the South, along with residential properties along Billacombe Road. Chelson Meadow land fill site, 
agricultural land and Saltram Estate to the North. Site access is currently provided from the Ride, but could potentially be provided from other 
locations with third party land acquisitions, such as Pomphlett Farm.

Planning status
Identified in North Plystock Area Action Plan (AAP), Proposal NP01 Plystock Quarry for a new mixed use development including residential 
(1500), employment 3.5 ha, primary school and local centre. 07/01094/OUT for Redevelopment of Plymstock Quarry to provide a new 
neighbourhood comprising: up to 1,684 homes; 3.5ha of land to accommodate 21,000sqm (gross) of B1 employment (B1A, B1B and B1C); 
an area of 0.4ha of B1/B2 employment uses; an extended prima. Remediation approved ref 06/02048/FUL. Site overlaps park/garden 
(pomphlett plantation).

Availability
Site is being developed

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
110

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
110

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
This site, a redundant quarry, already has an outline permission and development is being progressed. The site is therefore suitable and 
deliverable.

Suitability
The site is an allocated housing site within the adopted AAP and has been granted outline permission, and therefore the principle of housing 
development is considered to be established. PCC know of cyanide contamination in part of the site, remediation is being carried out by the 
developer.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
41_025b

Site address
Former Blue Circle Quarry, Billacombe Road

Neighbourhood
41. Plymstock

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
70.81

Source
00 Still to check

Description of site
The site consists of the Blue Circle Quarry of Billacombe Road. Surrounding uses include existing employment sites at Wakeham Quarry 
and Pomphlett Farm Industrial estate to the South, along with residential properties along Billacombe Road. Chelson Meadow land fill site, 
agricultural land and Saltram Estate to the North. Site access is currently provided from the Ride, but could potentially be provided from other 
locations with third party land acquisitions, such as Pomphlett Farm.

Planning status
Identified in North Plystock Area Action Plan (AAP), Proposal NP01 Plystock Quarry for a new mixed use development including residential 
(1500), employment 3.5 ha, primary school and local centre. 07/01094/OUT has been granted for the redevelopment of Plymstock Quarry to 
provide a new neighbourhood comprising: up to 1,684 homes; 3.5ha of land to accommodate 21,000sqm (gross) of B1 employment (B1A, 
B1B and B1C); an area of 0.4ha of B1/B2 employment uses; an extended prima. Remediation approved ref 06/02048/FUL. Site overlaps 
park/garden (pomphlett plantation). Site is also adjacent to SSSI.

Availability
The site has outline permission and conditions are being discharged.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
244

2018 - 2023
475

2023 - 2032
855Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
244

2018 - 2023
475

2023 - 2032
855Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 and is subject to 
greenspace policy protection in the adopted Core Strategy. As such the constrained yield is set at zero. The viability assessment carried out 
as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions with an assumed s106 package, 
including providing 30% affordable housing.

Suitability
The site is identified as greenspace in the Core Strategy. Development for housing would therefore be contrary to the policies of the 
development plan and the constrained yield for the site has therefore been reduced to zero.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
41_026

Site address
Pleasure Hill Close

Neighbourhood
41. Plymstock

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
0.23

Source
Refusal of planning permission

Description of site
The site consists of an area of greenscape. Surrounding uses include residential properties to the South and East and a superstore to the 
North and West. The site is positioned on the top of a small cliff with a significant change in levels between the site and the superstore site 
to the north, and below. Site access could be provided from Pleasure Hill Close.

Planning status
The site was previously identified as a Greenscape Area (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001 and is subject to 
greenspace policy protection in the Core Strategy. Promoted to 2009 SHLAA for approximately 10 dwellings. The site is adjacent to a flood 
zone. This site has had two applications, in 2009 for development of 11 dwellings and in 2010 for 8 dwellings. Both applications were refused.

Availability
Given the previous promotion of the site for development, it is considered that there are no constraints to the availability of the site in the 
future.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
5

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
10 Deliverable site constrained by policy – viable

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock



Conclusion
This is a waterfront site that is subject to a Core Strategy policy to safeguard marine employment. Therefore, the site cannot be relied upon 
by the SHLAA at this point in time. The viability assessment shows that the site would be unviable with policy s106 payment requirements.

Suitability
The site is in a flood risk zone. The area is safeguarded for marine activities due to its deep water berth location. PCC has received previous 
reports of oil pollution and contamination investigation and remediation costs are likely. Also noise concerns due to various activities in the 
area. The site is adjacent to the Turnchapel conservation area and within the HSE consultation zone. Therefore, the site is constrained but 
could come forward if these constraints could be overcome.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
43_013

Site address
Royal Marine Base Turnchapel

Neighbourhood
43. Turnchapel, Hooe & Oreston

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
6.30

Source
Call for sites promotion 2008 LDF

Description of site
The site consists of the former Royal Marine Base at Turnchapel. Surrounding uses include Hooe Lake Quarry (43_011) and residential 
Properties in Turnchapel to the West. 43_011 has been largely completed for residential uses. Site access could be provided via the 
improved Barton Road.

Planning status
The site was promoted to the LDF 2008 for residential purposes by the MoD. It is identified for marine related employment covered by Core 
Strategy CS05.

Availability
MOD have placed the site on its disposal list (December 2013) and tenders are invited.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
100

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
0

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
11 Deliverable site constrained by policy – unviable

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock

Site is partially within HSE Consultation Zone and partially within flood zone 3.



Conclusion
The site comprises garages within an existing residential area. It is being promoted by PCH. It is therefore considered available and suitable, 
and the viability assessment indicates that development is achievable.

Suitability
From the information available, the site is considered suitable for housing development in principle because of the characteristics of the site 
and its surrounding area. Due to the Greenspace that surrounds the site to the east, development is considered constrained, limiting the 
potential yield.

Unconstrained yield:

Site ref
43_021

Site address
Ashery Drive, Plymstock

Neighbourhood
39. Plympton St Maurice

8. Plymstock

Size (ha)
0.28

Source
Call for sites 2013

Description of site
The site is a small garage court area which is accessed from Ashery Drive. It is situated between a row of 2 storey residences and 
greenspace.

Planning status
No relevant planning history.

Availability
Plymouth Community Homes confirm that they own the site and that it is available. Parts of the site are not in PCH ownership and the yield 
is therefore reduced.

Achievability
The viability assessment carried out as part of the SHLAA confirms that this site is assessed to be viable under current market conditions 
with an assumed s106 package, including providing 30% affordable housing.

2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
5

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the SHLAA panel consider deliverable in the absence of planning policy

Constrained yield: 2013 - 2018
0

2018 - 2023
5

2023 - 2032
0Number of dwellings the considered deliverable when development plan policies are applied

Site status
06 Deliverable site unconstrained by policy

Plymouth Planning Area
8. Plymstock




